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You made me so special…

You made me so special
that the world you offered me
was lost between my hands.

Or did you make a mistake
and threw me into hell
were the humans live?

Tan especial me hiciste…

Tan especial me hiciste
que el mundo que me ofreciste
se perdió entre mis manos.

¿O fue que te confundiste
y me arrojaste al infierno
donde viven los humanos?

By the Spanish poet and artist Manuel Marquez Alba
personally given to the author in 1983
(who translated it)
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PREFACE

During many years, I used the opportunity of my travelling to gather facts and material in various university and institution libraries in Europe. Among these are facts of the history of the Church and about early Christianity, which will often be known to conventional theologians but have until now been set in a relation to the thematic of this book only by outsiders, and that to a very limited extent. It seems to me that one would prefer to have these facts forgotten or at least scattered without too visible relations, so that no one should easily get the idea to bring the pieces of the puzzle together to form a more complete picture. Now, however, an essential step towards this outcome has been undertaken – as undesirable as it may be to conventional theologians. Information and facts to many old and some new questions have been brought out and wiped free from the dust. Many of them were hitherto disregarded or unknown to the public.

As can be shown, reincarnation was not a foreign word for the first Christians and many Gnostics even taught it. This may have been one of several reasons why the Gnostics were labeled as heretics and many a time even made a fair game for the perverted version of the «Christian love for our brothers and sisters», which took their lives to an early end… The most important movement with a Gnostic origin was that of the Cathars, who were eradicated in genocide in the 13th century. The Cathars may have been the most Christian of all communities in history, and they taught reincarnation. The Bible does not contradict reincarnation. Bible quotations often brought forward against it do not withstand the scrutiny of checking the ancient Greek text of the New Testament. It is found that many an obscure or hardly understandable Bible passage can also be correctly translated otherwise. The alternative translation often results in a more logical and understandable sense, and the doctrine of the preexistence of the soul (maybe even in earlier incarnations) many a time finds an unexpected support. However, such translations are obviously not allowed by the Dogma.

This book contains a good deal of criticism against the Church. The critique is not directed against the true doctrine of Jesus, but against that what the Church has made out of it for the purpose of power and control. I regard myself as a Christian – as a Christian believing in reincarnation – and see true Christianity outside the walls of the Church. Many a time I ask myself, if the Christ of the Church is really the same as the one of the New Testament…

I would like to thank Palle Wischmann, Copenhagen, for his permission to include as Appendix 1 a somewhat shortened translation of a chapter in his excellent book Kirkens dilemma («The Dilemma of the Church»). Dieter Hassler (Germany) has gone through the manuscript of the German edition of this book and given many a valuable suggestion. He also improved the language of the text – my mother tongue is Swedish and the German text needed some improvement. Though I write German fluently, it isn’t completely perfect, but on the other hand I can also read texts in several other languages, which has been of much value for this research work.

Dutovlje (Slovenia) in June 2001
Jan Erik Sigdell
PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION

During the work of translating this book to English, I have used the opportunity to improve the text at various places and to a minor extent add some new information. The English-language reader may find the many references to books in several other languages than his own of little interest. However, there is a wealth of literature in various European languages, which apparently has largely gone unnoticed in many Anglo-Saxon books on this thematic, apparently because many an author in the UK and especially in the US lacks the ability to read foreign languages. This is a more common problem in Anglo-Saxon literature than in mainland European, since European authors are more often multilingual. In some cases, but regrettably few, I have been able to find an English translation of a book I referred to in the original text. But I think that it is nevertheless useful to keep the references to the many books in other languages, and this for three reasons: (1) relevant information in many of these books is contained in my text as quotations and then the source should be indicated according to scientific praxis, (2) stating the source is important information for those readers who can also read other languages and can often find the literature referred to through university libraries, and (3) this shows that certain important information isn’t an invention of mine but taken from a relevant source. Furthermore, I think that it is appropriate to show that there is very much more to the subject in world literature than only the texts available in English.

Dutovlje in August 2003
Jan Erik Sigdell
INTRODUCTION

The Dogma of the Church makes many a person turn away from Christianity. Presenting a threatening and punishing God to the world is bound to awaken repugnance in many of us. The picture of a Jesus who effectively forbids joy and requires a strict discipline and chastity makes it difficult to find an inner access to the real Christ. Claiming that the human being would be a sinner from birth conveys hopelessness. The continuous threat with eternal condemnation and a never-ending hell is a blasphemous contradiction against the love of God.

These images are distortions of the true doctrine of Jesus and contra-productive for a true Christianity.

Raising children according to such soul-injuring ideas causes much damage. For many, the development of a sincere belief was obstructed already in the childhood. Religious parents are not rarely despaired because their children turn away from religion. The reason will be in the contra-productivity of educating attempts, which are rather suited to make children right-out allergic to God and the Church [1].

Eternal condemnation

The false image of eternal condemnation includes an absurdity, which is known in theology but little talked about. As the situation actually is in this world, the majority of the souls would have to go to hell [2]. A wee heaven would be reserved for a handful of well-behaving souls. A continuously growing hell would therefore surpass a small heaven by orders of magnitude in terms of the number of souls. The creation would have badly failed… The final result would be an enormous superiority of an eternal hell – which would perpetuate evil! – and the little heaven would appear almost negligible in comparison… And since the common opinion seems to be that the few souls in it would apparently be unlovingly unconcerned about the fate of all the others, one could regard them as salvation egoists! On which side, then, would the true really hell be…? Could it be that the perspectives would then become reversed?

If God is love, it is obvious that he never wanted a creation according to such revengeful ideas. He could never have instituted an eternal hell and never condemn souls for all times. It is self-evident that he will at the end save every soul, this is only a matter of time. He will let a hell – if there is one – exist only as long as needed, as long as it serves a temporary purpose for souls gone astray. The parable of the lost son could refer to this.

Furthermore, the punishment in hell would only have a sense and meaning if the soul would be set free from there after a certain time, converted and healed! Such a punishment could only last for the necessary time. If it is then called purgatory or a time-limited hell punishment doesn’t make much difference. An eternal punishment in hell could never have a reasonable relation to a crime, since an offence would under any circumstances have to be expiated in a limited time period! Otherwise this would degenerate to mere revenge. Does God really take revenge?

It seems that a.o. Adventists are of the opinion that God at the Last Judgement would destroy condemned souls and in this way eliminate hell. That would be still worse! If that were so, God would kill his own children, and actually the majority of them (see above)…

Why does God let all this happen?

An absolutely central question in Christianity, regrettably swept under the carpet over and over again, is: Why does God let all this happen? All the cruelties, the suffering, the diseases, the exploitation, the terror, the torture, the violence, the poverty, the misery, the murders, the rapes, the false imprisonments, the slave trade, the genocides… the list could fill pages…

Why has the Church repeatedly pushed this question aside? Because it doesn’t have a good answer! In later medieval times it was simply declared that this would surpass the understanding of man. Then little more was said about it…
Yet this is a central question, which I will take up in this book. In the continuation of the question why God allows all this to happen lies the question about eternal hell – that is: eternal suffering in condemnation. The Dogma doesn’t put «eternal condemnation» in a relation to this question. But logic requires that a relation be established! Suffering on Earth lasts – for the single person – «only» years or decades, but suffering in an alleged condemnation «forever»! Then more than ever the question arises: How can God permit such a thing?

The question of how suffering can be consistent with God’s love is called the theodicy problem. I include the Dogma of «eternal hell» in it, even though theologians carefully detach it from the problem. I will deal with this question in the first chapter and offer a solution. I don’t claim that this is a final solution, but my proposal takes a considerable step further than what has hitherto been suggested. It does, however, introduce a concept considered to be very heretic for the Dogma: the reincarnation doctrine in a Christian setting. What an atrocity for the dogmatists! But: do they have a more convincing solution of the theodicy problem? Do they have a more acceptable explanation for suffering?

**Can a reincarnation doctrine really be Christian?**

According to common opinion, the doctrine of reincarnation could never be Christian! Or could it? Research shows that it is not unchristian at all, but merely unecclesiastical. The idea wasn’t alien to early Christians, even though a minority of them really believed in it. To this minority belonged Christian Gnostics, which the Church later condemned as heretics. In my view (with the exception of a few extremes in separate groups), they were the real first Christians. As I will show, Origen has obviously held reincarnation to be possible, or he has even taught it – whatever the Church may say about it with reference to texts that have been proven to be manipulated. I will give evidence for this manipulation, too.

The Gnostics claimed to have in their tradition also preserved teachings by Jesus to his disciples in the inner circle, which he didn’t tell to the public and which therefore are not written in the New Testament. The Gnostics said that in that inner circle he had also talked about reincarnation.

What does the Bible say to that? As we will see, there is no Bible verse that in a clear-cut way speaks against reincarnation. There are many that support reincarnation ideas! Even passages that have not yet been recognized as such, since the translators have violated the sense of the original text. Many a passage can also be translated differently and by language correctly, but the Dogma doesn’t allow it… If we go back to the ancient Greek text, many a Bible verse appears in a new light. Obscure passages become understandable – if we throw off the straightjacket of a preconceived Dogma that handicaps independent translation.

**The question of justice**

The question of justice is tightly connected with the theodicy problem. How can it be just that children are born suffering to this world – in hunger, disease, war, misery and perhaps hated already in a womb by a raped mother? How can it be just that many such a child hasn’t one single happy moment? What have they done to deserve this? Original sin and vicarious suffering can only be seen as cynical mockery, if claimed as an explanation! Mockery of the suffering one as well as of God’s justice!

How can it be just that the good person often has a difficult life and the unscrupulous scoundrel lives in wealth and abundance?

The Church wants us to believe that we would have only this one and single chance: this allegedly one and only life on Earth. The few years here would for «eternal times» decide if we go to heaven or hell. A minority would (according to Catholic teaching) have a reprieve in a purgatory and then go to heaven. But the majority would appear predestined for hell.

How can that be just? How could we immature souls be able to make a choice – and have to make it in spite of all diffusely different religious ideas and manipulative materialistic influences from our soci-
ety? Transferred to the situation of a child, it would correspond to demanding a decision as an infant about a future profession and then be tied to this for all the life.

One soul is born in a deeply religious family and would – according to this view – have the best conditions for going to heaven. Another is born by a raped mother and may even be sexually abused as an infant. Disgraced, hated and rejected, it soon becomes a street child that is dragged into criminality, drug abuse and prostitution. It doesn’t understand anything else. What just chance was given to such a child? Or was it predestined to hell already before it was born? Oh, you theologists, where is your love?

A third soul is in a mentally retarded body and understands nothing of all this. What chance was given to that soul?

A fourth is born in a culture where it has no opportunity to hear the Gospel. In earlier times, the Church claimed that such a soul would only for that reason have to go to hell. In that case, not even the least chance would have been given to it! Today, one is more careful with such obviously absurd statements… And if it would be so, all souls born before Jesus would now be in hell!

How could it be just that a soul would have to go to an «eternal» hell only because its body dies so soon after birth that there isn’t even time for an emergency baptism? In that case, the Church would have to baptize each and every fetus already in the womb before it is aborted – as impetuously as it condemns abortion – instead of sacrificing it to the «sin» of the mother! – a new form of pregnancy counseling: baptism certificate instead of a counseling certificate? (This remark refers to discussions in Germany and a letter from the Pope to German bishops concerning the law requirement of showing a counseling certificate before an abortion is permitted.)

**Mercy**

One talks about mercy. Apparently, God has much more mercy than the Church itself wants to have… There is no doubt that God has mercy, but it cannot look the way it is described or viewed by the Church. It doesn’t make us free from own responsibility and repair and it is certainly not a warrant for unloving actions for which we would be discharged… That Jesus died for our sins doesn’t mean that we are now free to afterwards fetch our sins forgiven in advance, even though it appears that some persons calling themselves Christians tend to act that way towards their brothers and sisters in this world.†

How can justice be compatible with «God’s mercy» if it in a trice makes a major evildoer free from responsibility and the need for repair – one who has caused immeasurable suffering to innumerable souls – only because the evildoer shortly before he dies confesses and kisses the cross of a priest call to his death-bed? Wouldn’t true mercy have to require that he be given the opportunity to repair all that he has done? Wouldn’t it have to put him on probation before he can be given a place in heaven? If one could in such a simple and easy way become free from a selfish life at the cost of others, such «mercy» wouldn’t be just but a great business – a soul business that sweeps the guilt under the carpet, disgraceful to the divine world. The egoist who enriches himself would be far better off than a person who a life long was honest and believing. To live like that and convert at the end would be the optimal solution instead of wasting time for compassion and questions of conscience… Maybe he can then sit in the front row in heaven with all his honest victims far behind – or maybe they are in hell since they were so silly as to let themselves be deceived and repressed…

The Church has described the doctrine of reincarnation as contrary to mercy. But it is itself a great mercy! The loving mercy to be given a new chance by God, to be allowed to take the test once more and

*† It is striking that some who claim to be Christians understand the concept of «fellow man/woman» as valid mainly for the members of their own religious community. The teachings of Jesus, however, clearly show that there is no single person on this Earth who is less a brother or sister to us than anyone else… The central role of love in the doctrine of Jesus is treated in a step-motherly way! In my view, for example the Buddhist who lets love, tolerance and helpfulness rule has in his soul understood it just as well. He only uses other names for concepts and spiritual dimensions.
actively liberate oneself from guilt through repair and reconciliation. Not a magic formula that in a moment sweeps away all that was, but a path on which one has to elaborate the salvation oneself – instead of being eternally condemned. No single soul is lost forever, but it must complete the classes of the school and, if necessary, repeat a few of them as long as necessary until it can finally be promoted…

What I present in this book will probably be regarded as an arbitrary construction and even false interpretation – or as an amateurish layman theology. It may, as one so nicely says (in order to avoid taking it seriously), be classified as «trivial literature». One will prefer to deny and ridicule rather than deal with it. Possibly some will nevertheless take effort in trying to find disproof. Nothing else can be expected when one wants to judge this subjectively with the blinkers and the straightjacket of the Dogma and duly follow suit, whatever historical, philosophical and linguistic facts have to say. May therefore the reader form his own opinion…

The critique against the Church on these pages is in no way a critique against true Christianity! It is only a critique against an institution which misuses the teachings of Jesus for its own and worldly interests.

In conclusion, I would like to add a quotation. When the original manuscript was finished, I received a new edition of the British magazine *Reincarnation International*. In it, Max Payne remarked: «The whole history of the Church is one of bitter quarrels in which the winning side retrospectively pronounced itself orthodox while the defeated were pronounced heretics. Are we to assume that truth was always victorious in these bitter quarrels?» [3]

References
Chapter 1
THE THEODICY PROBLEM IN A NEW VIEW
Free Will and Reincarnation as a Solution*

How can God allow all the suffering in this world? This is the basic question of a problem that has become known in theology as the theodicy problem. Today, the Church seems to leave this problem aside, probably because it cannot give a convincing answer.

The theodicy problem
This problem is old. In early Christianity, already Lactantius [1] (approx. 250-320) dealt with it and within the Church also Aurelius Augustinus (354-430) [2]. The name «theodicy» was given to it by Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz (1646-1716) who wrote an extensive work in French: Essais de théodicée sur la bonté de Dieu, la liberté de l’homme et l’origine du mal (1710) [3]. He created the term from the Greek words Theos (God) and dikê (justice, justification – cf. Rom. 3:5 in the Greek text). Leibniz’ work is famous and much quoted, but today’s scientists not rarely regard it as a bit superficial and a kind of patchwork [4].

The problem has been discussed already in ancient Judaism and that is reflected in the Old Testament, a.o. in the book Job. Hinduism and Buddhism have dealt with it and also, but less extensively, Islam. Many a reader may here want to object that Hinduism would be polytheistic and that Buddhism doesn’t mention God. Who however knows Hinduism more closely knows that, even though a large number of gods and goddesses are mentioned, one also talks about one highest God: Brahma (neuter) (of which Brahma – male – is a manifestation). As concerns Buddhism, I am of the opinion that Buddha didn’t talk explicitly about God since he knew that everyone who follows his path of spiritual development will eventually experience God. Such own experience is worth far more than any theory about Him!

Definition
The theodicy problem can be defined as follows:

Basic postulates:  
1. God is absolute goodness and love
2. God is almighty and all-knowing

Fact of experience:  
3. This world is full of immeasurable suffering

In point 3 we must also include the question of justice. How can it be just that so often the good person suffers and the unscrupulous scoundrel lives in wealth? How can it be just that children are born suffering into this world and experience no single happy moment, but only pain, violence, hatred, abuse, misery, disease, hunger…? This question was already mentioned in the Introduction.

How can this be made to fit?
In history there are three ways for attempts to find a solution. One way is to declare that this question surpasses the understanding of man and cannot be solved by human thinking. To me, this seems a too simple excuse to be considered further. Those who suffer heavily can only understand such argumentation as mockery. It furthermore doesn’t give a solution of the problem, but instead avoids it. We will therefore stick to the two more serious attempts. A good overview over different attempts to solve the theodicy problem according to these two ways can be found in Encyclopedia of Religion [5].

Denial of one postulate

One of the two remaining ways consists in the assumption that one of the above statements would have
to be wrong. According to this, there would be three possible theodicies:

A. God is not absolute goodness and love, but also has a dark side
B. God is not almighty and all-knowing
C. Suffering in this world is an illusion

Does God have a dark side?
The theodicy according to A can be excluded. In my understanding, God by definition is absolute good-
ness and love, and if we would deny Him these qualities (even if in part), I couldn’t conceive him as
God. If he wouldn’t take full responsibility for his creatures and if he would carelessly play with them,
we would be right in turning away from him (according the ancient doctrine that we would be fallen an-
gels). Such a «God» would rather be an entity who would need our pity, compassion and forgiveness
rather than devotion.

There is, however, the idea that God would also carry evil in him, since to many a person the evil
would otherwise appear unexplainable. I certainly do hope that our original creator does not secretly
enjoy a manifestation of a cruel side of his being and that he doesn’t with satisfaction watch how those
suffer who turned away from him. I would then as a creature rather feel being in the role of the «mon-
ster» in relation to its «manufacturer» Frankenstein…(did Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley want to express
such an aspect between the lines in her story about Frankenstein and his «creation»?).

Is suffering only an illusion?
The theodicy according to C has been much quoted. To this belong theodicies in Hinduism and Bud-
dhism. But what a cruel and cynical mockery wouldn’t it be to tell the agonized person on the bench of
torture that all his suffering would only be illusion!? And wouldn’t it be still more so in front of the mil-
ions of victims of the holocaust!? For this reason we need not deal further with such a theorization by
those who have been spared suffering themselves.

In Eastern religions there is a philosophical discussion based on the question: «What is it in us that
suffers?» One has come to the opinion that the true center of the human being actually couldn’t suffer –
it would only be an «observer» (Sanskrit: sākṣin). Only the ego suffers. Even though this statement does
have its philosophical points, it is in real life not less mockery for the tormented…

Pain is, after all, really felt – even an «imagined» pain – whatever various theories may say about it.
In the experience of pain, the questions of cause and reality become secondary.

Is God almighty?
The alternative B that God would not be almighty and all-knowing remains as the only one, which could
be taken under a more serious consideration. I know that many a Christian theologian today tends to pre-
fer this alternative since he can see no better. God would then have brought forth a creation over which
he lost the control. He could now only with pain and compassion watch the misery that resulted. It may
be the more acceptable of these three theodicies, but is yet a difficult one!

Is there really a God?
A forth «theodicy» would theoretically be that there would be no creator. This seems to be a common
belief in conventional science, but it is interesting to observe that researchers working at the borderline
of physics adhere much less to this idea.

The popular «big-bang»-theory is contradictory in itself. The main question would have to be: What
«exploded» at time zero, from where did it come and what was before? If this question is left out, the
theory is incomplete. We can only speculate about answers. It would, however, be difficult to conceive a hypothetical answer that wouldn’t in some manner, at least indirectly, relate to the idea of a creator, i.e., some form of intention and intelligence.

It has been asserted that there would be no «before», since time wouldn’t run linearly. Beginning and end would be identical. Time would move in a circle. We most certainly don’t understand time correctly, but such a model would hopelessly rotate in a circle without an exit in which the definitely justified question about an origin would search in vain for an answer.

In a world without a God and without another explanation for suffering than coincidence and «statistics», in which it would also not be expected that the human being would survive death as a soul, the optimal behavior would be to live as selfishly as possible. Personal maximization of profit in terms of money, property, power and enjoyment without consideration would individually be the best way, since the human being would no more exist after death. There would be no consequences for him or her – no punishment, no bills to settle. There would be no guilt and no need for repair, since he or her would no more exist. There would be nothing left of the person that could regret or have to have a bad conscience. I wouldn’t like to live in such a world! It would be hard to imagine anything more meaningless.

Only if there is a God and we continue to exist without a body after its death can there be a sense and meaning with our existence. That human beings do have a conscience (not only from education) and compassion, and can experience love (also beyond partnership and erotics) is already evidence for a further dimension of being human.

The idea of the nitzschean God-is-dead philosophy earlier cultivated in certain circles at least in part leads to the same absurdities.

A fourth postulate

The other way consists in adding a fourth postulate instead of denying one of the three. The history of theodicy here has three alternatives:

D. Suffering educates and refines
E. A future, wonderful era will repair all
F. Free will requires the possibility to also do evil

Does suffering really refine?
The educative theodicy D may have certain validity. But suffering can also embitter, make us more evil and be destructive. «What kind of education is it… that kills so many of the students?» [6].

Is an eschatological promise satisfactory?
That at the end a new and wonderful era would come, in which the one who has suffered would be compensated in a plentiful way and the perpetrator would receive a very different reward, is easily said – and too easily used as an excuse. It is, of course, very difficult to take such an uncertain «promise» at its face value. The fact of having suffered would not be eradicated but merely compensated. What would then be a plausible purpose of suffering?

The eschatological theodicy E, in the common way of viewing it, would support the idea that there would (for the perpetrator) be an eternal condemnation. This idea hardly leaves space for forgiveness and liberation through own development, transformation and repair and would therefore contradict God’s love. He can in His love never have blocked the way of return forever, but it is self-evident that He will receive the lost son with joy after he has repented, expiated and wants to come back to Him! As the world looks, an eternal hell would, furthermore, keep continuously growing in numbers of souls and would since long have surpassed a little heaven with a handful of well-behaved souls. It would have
grown to an overwhelmingly great majority. If this would be the case, one would have to regard creation as wrecked.

Does free will outweigh some of it?
Now only the theodicy of free will remains, which more than the others offer a solution of the problem. This means that God would, at some stage of the creation, have given his creatures a free will. And if the will is absolutely free, it must include the possibility to also do evil. Any restriction is a limitation of the freedom of will.

It has, however, been objected that God, if He is really almighty and all-knowing, could have created a way in which the creatures would be free and yet never do evil – even if we can hardly imagine such a way.

For each target of development God would in his omnipotence have created a way to reach the target without suffering. We would, however, be free to choose the path of suffering if we want to (even though it is hard to imagine what could motivate us for such a choice).

The theodicy of free will alone is an insufficient explanation of suffering caused without a perpetrator, for example through natural catastrophes or epidemics. Such objections cannot be overlooked if we take a closer look at the theodicy F.

One may also ask how free the will is if the one voluntary choice is regarded as right and the other is punished with suffering.

A paradox?
The theodicy of free will could to many involve a paradox, which can be resolved. On one side, God is all-knowing, on the other side, the will can be absolutely free only if even God wouldn’t know what we would choose! But wouldn’t God in his omnipotence be able to create the very circumstances, which make this possible? Couldn’t He have said: «If the will is to be really free, I will create circumstances such that even I will not know the outcome of things.» Wouldn’t He be able to do that? He would then have renounced a bit of his omniscience in order to enable free will.

Extension of the theodicy of free will
As concerns the above-mentioned objections to the theodicy of free will, there is a way out which – as it seems to me – has not yet been explicitly proposed in this context. If God has enabled the freedom of will, he will have admitted the possibility that it could also be used for evil, should the freedom of will be real. But he can prevent that souls that haven’t deserved it are hit by evil! The one who abuses the freedom of will raises his hand to strike, he even delivers the blow, but God has arranged it such that the blow fails its target – unless it hits someone who needs the experience of being hit… Why would he need that? Of course, because he himself has hit others in the past! «What you do unto others will be done unto you» (cf. Math. 26:52, Luke 6:31, Gal. 6:7-8, Rev. 13:10). Then such an experience is not a punishment, but a lesson, so that the soul can learn how it hurts and will not repeat what it did – unless it doesn’t in another way find insight and repentance about the wrong it did.

God would then in His omnipotence and omniscience have arranged it such that if someone chooses to do evil, his attempt will either fail or victims will be brought to him who need to experience on their own skins what they themselves once did to others. Because if it is really true what is written in the Bible that we will ourselves experience what we have done to others, this can only take place when we become victims of corresponding new perpetrators… And in this world there is regrettably not the least lack of potential perpetrators!

The justice of God would, however, never allow that a soul would suffer undeservedly.

Here we meet the concept of karma (the consequences of one’s own actions), which is clearly included in the Bible quotation above, no matter how little theologians of the Church like such a compari-
son with Eastern doctrines… But karma is here put in a new context: as a completion of the theodicy of free will, which contradicts the objections mentioned. The word comes from the Sanskrit karman = «action, deed», formed from the root kr, which in the widest sense means «to do».

We must not, however, let ourselves be deceived into reproaching the one who suffers that he would deserve it! This attitude – which at least allusively is there in the East (one doesn’t want to interfere with another’s karma) – is unloving. Such a failure in love towards our fellow man or woman will all the more bring us a corresponding karma! The lesson of suffering for the soul can only be amplified if it also experiences love, compassion and benevolent help – the very thing it wasn’t itself able to give before!

The above-mentioned objection that the will wouldn’t really be free if one choice is rewarded and the other punished now appears in a new light. This is actually not a matter of punishment but of learning from experience. If someone has caused pain to others, it is not only a lesson but also a needed completion of experience that the perpetrator will have to feel the same pain himself. Before, he had a one-sided experience of a certain situation between two (or more) persons: the experience of being a perpetrator. This experience is incomplete. The experience of the other side, the side of the victim(s), is backlogging in order to make the whole experience complete.

It is a matter of learning by experience that the free will cannot be «absolute» but must always be «relative». «Absolute» free will here means enforcement of one’s own will without any consideration of others. Such a will is destructive. The «relative» free will, which includes others in the consideration and doesn’t selfishly seek one’s own best, but the common best, is the constructive target of development. This ethical free will seeks one’s own best only within the frame of independence, in a choice that no one else has to pay for.

The ostensible impression that one choice is punished and the other rewarded is actually wrong! It is, instead, a matter of a basically neutral principle: our actions have corresponding consequences for ourselves in any case. Good actions have good consequences and evil actions have evil consequences. It is this quality of the consequences that we have chosen ourselves! If we choose to act in the one way or another, we automatically also choose the corresponding consequences. The freedom of will does not extend to also choosing not to have unpleasant consequences: all or nothing! We cannot pick the raisins out of the cake and throw the rest away. We have to eat all of what we have baked.

Now someone may object: will the victim then not have to become a perpetrator himself, unless he already was one? Maybe there will really be certain situations in which this would be appropriate. An example could be that someone subjectively feels a victim because he fails to understand a just motive of a «perpetrator» and hates him without a real reason (then the hatred is the action!) – even though the latter didn’t mean any evil and the «pain» has more to do with hurt selfish pride or with losing in a just competition. Thus the «victim» may himself have to experience a situation in which he is hated for a just cause or attacked by jealous losers. Otherwise the objection would presuppose that there could be suffering and victimhood without a preceding cause: suffering for no reason. That is not compatible with justice. If we assume that there is no unjust victim experience (that is not the consequence of own deeds), also this objection appears in a new light.

Furthermore: if the victim would – again – become a perpetrator, this would mean that his soul wouldn’t have understood the lesson and would need to repeat it.

**Preexistence and reincarnation**

One rarely observes that an evildoer in his lifetime experiences himself what he did to others. If the above-mentioned word of the Bible is to be true, this will then have to occur after his death. According to the doctrine of the Church then in a purgatory or in an eternal hell. What kind of a justice would it be if a soul who has done evil during a few decades would have to suffer for it in all eternity? What is the justice in suffering for all times without a chance for repentance and return? And where is the justice in
the case of children born into suffering, who experience nothing else and no happy moment? Where, then, is the deed upon which follows such own suffering? Certainly not in the mother’s womb – even though this absurd possibility was actually considered by theology (from earlier rabbinical sources). How could «evil thoughts in the womb» (this was the allegation of medieval theology) in any way justify decades of suffering violence in the childhood? And more than «evil thoughts» wouldn’t be possible in the womb, if even that…

If such suffering as a child is to be a consequence of own deeds (otherwise it would clearly be utterly unjust!), it could only result from a soul state before conception. Thus this reasoning, as a consequence, leads us to preexistence.

Because if a soul would be created only in the moment of conception, such suffering of children could never be justified in any possible way. The allegation of vicarious suffering is in itself a gross injustice. The allegation that the child would have to suffer the sins of the parents may appear valid in our world (since as a result of lovelessness of the environment this often seems to be the case), but this would raise new and difficult questions about justice. Here, too, we arrive at an acceptable and conceivable solution only if we assume that such a relation between a child and its parents is merely apparent – but that in the background there is as a main reason an earlier history of the child’s soul in a previous existence.

If we therefore have to assume preexistence of the soul, a new question arises: if the soul existed already before conception, how could it do such evil that it will have to experience such suffering when incarnated? Would this be possible in a condition without a physical body? Maybe. But it would certainly much more possible in another incarnation before birth! This so much more since this world has such a multitude of unscrupulous perpetrators, who will also need to have their future experiences on their own skins (so that the one who suffers may very well have been one of them). If both bad deed and suffering are here in great excess in this physical world, why then abstract the question and make it complicatedly artificial such that an evil deed in this world could have its consequences, and that suffering in this world could have its cause, only in a world beyond? Why should not for one and the same soul both cause and consequence be in this world? That this would be the case is far more logical – and thus we come to reincarnation.

This concept of reincarnation is, however, not one of an eternal wheel of rebirths without an end, but of a stairway upwards which eventually comes to an end in a spiritual resurrection.

Why, then are incarnations needed?

If evil was done in an incarnated state and therefore requires the experience of corresponding consequences, such consequences will also have to follow in an incarnated state. In the disembodied soul-state experiences of a corresponding kind can simple not be had, which bring lessons needed for soul development and maturation. There is no hunger, no poverty, no disease, no disability, no jealousy, no humiliation, no quarrel, no racial discrimination, no religious conflict, no sexual conflict, no power struggle, no claim of possession, no deprivation of liberty, no physical pain, no enmity, no greed… one cannot be killed, beaten, betrayed, tortured, locked up, repressed, abused, raped, discriminated and so on. Such experiences are simply not possible in a spiritual world. There are no perpetrators there. In the state of the soul between two incarnations, the separation between the egoistic conscious self and the unconscious self ceases to be. There is no more an unconscious self there, since it is no longer unconscious. The ego has to subordinate to our real self, the soul – or better: our Higher Self. In the incarnation, however, the ego has the greater power over us and the soul is forgotten. The consequences of what we have done have to be experienced on the level on which the actions took place.

How do we know that? From testimonies! Even though many don’t want to hold it for true and regard them as fantasies, we actually do have testimonies from near-death experiences and rare cases of spontaneous memories of past incarnations, from past-life regressions, from statements of various relig-
ions and philosophies and from spiritual messages. Even if it isn’t easy to separate the chaff from the wheat here, the great quantity of testimonies and their extensive conformity is in itself evidence that a reality lies behind, which is hidden to us.

**References**
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Chapter 2
IS THE REINCARNATION DOCTRINE UNCHRISTIAN – OR MERELYUNECCLESIASTICAL?

The idea of reincarnation has been made unecclesiastical, but it is not unchristian. It is not difficult to demonstrate this but one has in all times denied the facts.

Die only once?
The reincarnation doctrine is rejected by the Dogma of the Church. Does also the Bible reject it? Here, most theologians reply *ad nauseam* with one single Bible verse – there really seems to be no other that appears to be a direct objection*: «And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment» (Hebr. 9:27). Once die – therefore: live only once…**

What does «once» mean here? We have to go back to the ancient Greek text to investigate it. Greek dictionaries offer a variety of possible translations of the word *hapax* that is used here: 1. «once, one (single) time», 2. «at some time», 3. «once for all» [1], but also 4. «at once» and 5. «once (in relation to repetition)», i.e.: «once more, once again» [2,3]. Thus this objection is untenable! The verse can even be seen as a possible allusion to re-embodiment…

Other Bible quotations by opponents

Other Bible passages, which are sometimes referred to by opponents, are even in the translated version such that a rather indirect «objection» is still more a question of reading and interpretation (a.o. [4: p. 132-133]). I here only deal with the New Testament and with what has been put forward as objections in various books [4] – because the New Testament is the basis of Christianity. Such an «objection» is said to be Luke 23:39-43, where Jesus tells another crucified man: «Verily I say unto thee, To day shalt thou be with me in paradise.» What is here supposed to contradict reincarnation is enigmatic. First, this concerns one single soul, which, second, could reincarnate again from paradise, until it can finally stay there forever. Furthermore, the man was innocent (Luke 23:41) and future incarnations may so much more be expected for the guilty. But there was a second man crucified at the same time, who behaved differently. The «objection» doesn’t fit to him! Furthermore, Jesus words here contradict the Dogma of inseparability of body and soul.

Another «objection» would be Acts 17:31: «Because he hath appointed a day, in the which he will judge the world in righteousness…» Until that day comes, the souls of humanity have in the meantime had more than enough time for a number of reincarnations… Then 2 Cor. 5:1-4 is referred to. Here, a house in heaven is talked about, which awaits us when this earthly house is dissolved. It could, nevertheless, need several incarnations of a soul before the building of the heavenly house is completed and it can stay there…

2 Cor. 5:8 mentions that we are willing to be absent from this body, to be present with the Lord. This, again, doesn’t exclude reincarnation – until that condition is finally reached – and also contradicts the dogma of inseparability of body and soul (cf. Chapter 7)! 2 Cor. 6:2 says: «… now is the day of salvation.» This is also not a clear contradiction to reincarnation, since with this, the path to salvation has just begun and may pass through a few more incarnations – in the meantime, this «day» lasts 2000 years… And what about the ones who are not yet ready to walk this path? Until they can go home, they

* Quotations from the Bible are here taken from the King James Version.
** Bible quotations must, of course, be seen in their context. It has been argued against believers in reincarnation that they wouldn’t do this – but the adversaries themselves don’t do it when they use Bible quotations in the intent to club arguments down! How could a quotation be seen in its correct context when we are only offered a dogmatically predetermined translation alternative and the others are hidden from us?
will certainly need further incarnations! Gal. 2:16 and 3:10-13 mention the salvation through Jesus and not through the law. In Eph. 2:8-9 a similar statement is made. Here, again, we can ask the delicate question about the ones who are not yet further than that they still adhere to the law. The assertion that they would be lost forever is a blasphemy against God’s love! (Cf. Appendix 1.) Phil. 1:23-34 again mentions the desire to be away from this physical body (already dealt with in relation to 2 Cor. 5:8).

Hebr. 10:12-14 claims that Jesus, having sacrificed himself for our sins, would be waiting to have his enemies to be made his footstool! Where, then, is the love for the enemies, which He taught us? If apostles could write such things, they were certainly not entirely free from stains… or the text tradition has been manipulated. But what would here contradict reincarnation is a mystery.

Rev. 20:11-15 describes the last judgement, also over the ones in hell, contradicting the Dogma of its eternity. Until this day comes, the souls of humanity have in the meantime had 2000 years time to incarnate again repeatedly! In verse 15 is written that who is not found in the book of life would be cast into «the lake of fire». Could this mean a new reincarnation cycle? The Greek text has limnên tou pyrōs, which can certainly be translated as «lake of fire». However, pyrōs also means «wheat, sowing», which may lead our thought to a new sowing of souls in a new cycle! In the «ocean» of a new creation! The ocean is an image of the primal creation in many mythologies, also in the biblical – cf. Genesis 1:2: «And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters» and 1:6: «Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters…» Here, again, the text in the Bible could be taken to support the idea of reincarnation…

**Jesus’ talk with Nicodemus in the ancient Greek version**

A special indication that reincarnation would not be as alien to the New Testament, as has been claimed, is found in the talk with Nicodemus. Jesus said: «…Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.» Nicodemus asks him: «How can a man be born when he is old? Can he enter the second time into his mother's womb, and be born?» (John 3:3-4, cf. John 3:7).

Nicodemus doesn’t think of the possibility that it could be the womb of a new mother! His question shows that he was thinking of a physical and not a spiritual rebirth. One has interpreted back and forth what the here used Greek word anôthen is supposed to mean. It can indisputably mean two things: [to be born] «anew, again, once more» as well as «from above». It could also mean «from inside», «from earlier» and «from the ancestors» [3]. In order to avoid interpretations in the sense of reincarnation, the translation «from above» is commonly preferred in modern versions of the Bible. But only the translation «again» can be correct, because this is how Nicodemus understands Jesus! According to scholarly literature [5], there is no corresponding double-sense word in Aramaic, and thus Jesus will have used a single-sense word with this meaning. If he had used a single-sense word meaning «from above», Nicodemus couldn’t have understood him the way he did.

The common theological explanation is that Nicodemus would have misunderstood Jesus because of the double sense of the Greek word. This is, of course, nonsense, since they didn’t talk in Greek, but in Aramaic! Such an attempt to explain it can only be seen as a misleading artifice.**

Theological literature insists in asserting that anôthen would be a translation of the Aramaic word mile’ēlā (מֵלֶךְ אֵל), in Hebrew milēma’elah (מל🍋ל אלה), the single meaning of which is «from above» [6,7]. Since the original text in Aramaic is not available to us, such an assertion is easy to make… This

---

* In the Bible itself it is translated differently in different verses as «from above», «from the beginning», «at all times» and (Gal. 4:9) «again.»
** Should anyone want to claim that they would have spoken with each other in Greek, this would nevertheless be contradicted by the subsequently discussed backward interpretation by the Dogma since it deals with the translation from Aramaic. Some seem to have the opinion that Jesus knew Greek, but with Nicodemus he will certainly have spoken in their own language. Why should they have a conversation in a language that is foreign to both?
dogmatic predetermined interpretation backwards doesn’t in any way prove that it couldn’t just as well have been another word that means «again» – for example tineyanū (תניין) or ‘ôd (חדש) [8,9].

Jesus then says: «...Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God» (John 3:5). Various theologists consider «of water» to be a later insertion [10]. What surely remains here is then only «of the Spirit», which doesn’t contradict that that Jesus could be talking about a soul or spirit that is born again in a new body. The Aramaic word for water is said to also mean «semen», so that one could understand the text as «...of semen and spirit…», i.e., «...of procreation and spirit...» [11].

The common interpretation of the here uncertain word «water» relates to baptism. One would have to be baptized before one can enter heaven. This will be doubtful at this place, since – at the time of this conversation – the baptism had not yet become a Christian sacrament. It is – apart from Jesus’ own baptism through John – only later in the Bible that we read that the disciples had begun to baptize (but not Jesus himself). It is not before his reappearance after the crucifixion that he gives his disciples the mission to baptize all in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit (Math. 28:19) (cf. [12]). The latter must not necessarily mean baptizing with water. John the Baptist said: «I indeed baptize you with water... but he that cometh after... shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire» (Math. 3.11, cf. Mark 1:8, Luke 3:16, Acts 1:5, 2:4, 11:16, 19:5-6). «Jesus talk with Nicodemus... becomes referable to baptism only for the Christian reader» [13], i.e., long after that talk...

It is uncertain if John has really baptized actively. According to the Jewish tradition, he might rather have been a witness of baptism, a witness of a symbolical self-cleansing [14].

The mission of baptism in Math. 28:19 is, however, by many theological researchers regarded as a later falsification [15]. The Greek word for «baptism», bápisma, is a word that doesn’t appear earlier than the text of New Testament and it is derived from the word báptō, which means «to immerse». To «immerse in the Holy Spirit» and to pour a handful of water on the head can be quite different things...

It was Paul who gave a theological and symbolic meaning to the baptism [12]. «Jesus seems neither to continue John’s baptism nor to put another mission of baptism in its place... ‹baptism› in Jesus’ words becomes a simile for what he was sent for, his death» [16, enhancement there, cf. also 14].

One could, however, also understand «water» as referring to the physical part, the body with its blood and «water of life», its aliveness brought about by the soul – and not only to baptism – and «spirt» as referring to the soul. Thus the words could also be understood as «be born with body and soul» – assuming that Jesus really did use the word «water» here.

Another expression that might be considered is «the washing of regeneration» in Titus 3:5, in the New American Bible translated as «the bath of rebirth». The Greek word used here is palingenesia, which was sometimes used by Greek philosophers when they talked about reincarnation. This will be dealt more with later.

«The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the Spirit» (John 3:8). Here, the Greek word pneuma has been translated in two different ways in one verse of the Bible! One meaning is «wind», another is «life-giving principle» or «breath of life» in the sense of the soul, and in a figurative sense also «spirit» [17]. The same word is at the end of the quotation translated as «[born of the] spirit». Furthermore, the translation of phōnē with «sound» is here a bit indirect, since the word commonly refers to the «voice» of a living being. We can therefore clearly understand it as follows: «The soul goes as it listeth and thou hearest its voice [whispering], but canst not tell whence it cometh, and wither it goeth [afterwards]: so is everyone born with a soul.» Who would not think of preexistence, hearing these words, and maybe even of reincarnation?

This essentially important passage contradicts a common assertion that Jesus would be talking about a rebirth in this lifetime and that Nicodemus would have understood him that way [4: p. 36]. Appar-
ently, Nicodemus didn’t understand at all what Jesus was talking about, since he was told: «Art thou a master of Israel, and knowest not these things?» (John 3:10). What should he have known? This is not stated in the text. Could it be that he should have known about reincarnation?

**The man born blind – a reincarnation?**

Various further verses in the Bible could be mentioned here, which indicate that reincarnation isn’t a very alien idea to the New Testament. Next, I will take up the story of how Jesus healed a man born blind. This has been much discussed in literature, but a newer aspect of interpretation has to do with the extension of the theodicy of free will. That reincarnation was there in the belief of people at that time is reflected in the question: «Master, who did sin, this man, or his parents, that he was born blind?» (John 9:2).

Who asks in such a way beyond doubt is thinking of a preexistence of the soul before it was born. Otherwise his formulation of the question would have no sense. In order to be born blind as a consequence of one’s own sin – the one alternative in the question – such a sin must have been committed before birth. Who asks the question will probably have thought of an earlier incarnation rather than a spiritual preexistence.

How does Jesus react to the unmistakable hint in the question? He doesn’t reject the thought that is so obvious in the question (and misses an opportunity if he would want to object to it). Instead, he says: «Neither hath this man sinned, nor his parents: but that the works of God should be made manifest in him» (John 9:3).

It has repeatedly been tried to see a rejection of the idea of reincarnation in these words, but the verse gives no logical basis for it. The most we can reach is that *in this special case* the suffering seems not be the consequence of an earlier offence [18]. Badewien asserts: «Jesus breaks through the model of sin and punishment that is presupposed in the question of the disciple» [19], but this is quite a willful interpretation. Moder-Frei sees it a bit more correctly: «Jesus is not interested in the ‹why›, but in the ‹for what›». Yet she maintains: Jesus «decidedly rejects the idea of reincarnation with his answer» [20]. This must be taken as a compulsory interpretation dictated by the Dogma. However, she admits: «It might be that the soul of the man born blind existed before his conception and then committed a sin in that state. But preexistence of the soul is not the same as reincarnation» [20]. She also refers to the absolutely absurd rabbinical idea (discussed in Chapter 1) that «the child could have made itself guilty in the womb of the mother». But there would also be passages, which «contradict the concept that a child could make itself guilty already in the motherly womb» [20].

Which works of God does Jesus refer to? Could it be the divine guidance of destiny through karma, which lets no one suffer without a reason? Why would Jesus then say «Neither hath this man sinned, nor his parents…»? With reference to Siémons [21] this could be understood in such a way that it wasn’t the very man, the person sitting there in a body born blind – who had sinned, *but the one who his soul was in another incarnation*. Looking at it this way, he (in the worldly view) then was another person than the one born blind, but with the same soul.

Siémons quotes with a somewhat ridiculing critique a certainly implausible idea of the French anti-reincarnationist philosopher and mathematician René Guenon, who suggests that the man born blind would be providently punished for future sins. Should then Jesus have given him a complimentary ticket to sin? Such as: «Now you had your punishment, so now go ahead and sin!» Some attempts to evade a possible reincarnationist interpretation lead to unexpected absurdities…
Was John the Baptist Elias?

Jesus said about John the Baptist: «And if ye will receive it, this is Elias*, which was for to come» (Math. 11:14) – «And his disciples asked him, saying, Why then say the scribes that Elias must first come? And Jesus answered and said unto them, Elias truly shall first come, and restore all things. But I say unto you, That Elias is come already, and they knew him not… Then the disciples understood that he spake unto them of John the Baptist» (Math. 17:10-13).

This much discussed Bible quotation can undoubtedly be taken literally to mean that John was the re-incarnation of Elias. As an attempt to disprove this, another quotation is brought forward: «And they asked him, What then? Art thou Elias? And he saith, I am not. Art thou that prophet? And he answered, No» (Joh. 1:21). But when Jesus says that he really was Elias, should we not believe Him more than John? And John is in any case right with his reply. He is, in the moment he is asked, really not (no more) Elias, but John! This still doesn’t exclude that he could have been Elias. Maybe he knew himself what Jesus knew about him and answered consciously in this sense. Maybe he knew about his past as little as we know about our past lives and answered accordingly.

But the very fact that people ask this question to John the Baptist shows that they considered it possible that John could be the reincarnation of Elias!

Theology refers in this case to the Bible report that Elias wouldn’t have died like we others but have arisen to heaven with his body (2 Kings 2:11 – in another way of counting: 4 Kings). Therefore, they say, he couldn’t reincarnate in a new body, since he would still have his old one, but his spirit could merely have «overshadowed» John the Baptist. According to our understanding of heaven as a spiritual abode, a physical body like the ones we have couldn’t exist there* (cf. 1 Cor. 15:35-44: «…There is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body»). This means that Elias would have become like the others in heaven who have no physical bodies. The difference between «reincarnate» and «overshadow» may therefore not be essential… If anyone can reincarnate from heaven, Elias must also have been able to do it out of the transformed state he must have acquired there. And furthermore: if his spirit would be with John to allegedly «overshadow» him, where then was his physical body, if he still had one?

As a support of the idea of «overshadowing», another verse of the Bible is often referred to, according to which John would «…go before him [Jesus] in the spirit and power of Elias…» (Luke 1:17). It is hard to see a contradiction in this against the possibility of reincarnation. On the contrary, this verse could support the reincarnistic interpretation!

Another attempt for an objection [4: p. 38] is that Elias appeared together with Moses to Jesus and His disciples on a mountain (Matth. 17:3, Mark 9:3). Here is no contradiction, since at the time when this occurred, John the Baptist was already dead. Therefore, Elias was – in the reincarnistic interpretation – no more in the body of John and could certainly appear in his old shape!

With Origen, we may also ask how a not previously existent soul that was created in the moment of its conception could be able to recognize the soul of Jesus and for that reason leap in his mother’s womb, as John did (Luk. 1:41 and 44) [22]. This would rather be expected from the returned soul of Elias.

One of the best-known authors of Swedish literature is Victor Rydberg. He wrote an extensive treatise: The Biblical Doctrine of Christ, which was published only in Swedish and Danish, but the Swedish text, first published in 1862, with time came out in five revised editions and several new printings [23]. The learned and well-read author exhibits important discrepancies between the Dogma and the Gospel. In an extensive appendix: On the preexistence of man, he with reference to rabbinical sources gives evidence of the following: it was a general opinion in Judaism at that time that Elias would through a «sec-

---

* I here use the more international and modern form «Elias» rather than the older and more colloquial form «Elijah», used only in English.

* Unless the «heaven» would be an extraterrestrial civilization and the gods would be astronauts… Also this theory is around. If the Church insists that Elias would have kept his physical body in heaven, it could easily promote such ways of thinking!
ond coming» prepare the way for the Messiah and anoint him. That is what John did! The Bible tells us about John the Baptist, that he would be the voice that says: «Prepare ye the way of the Lord» (Math. 3:3, John 1:23). Most Jews, however, didn’t know that Elias had returned in the shape of John, which according to Justin the Martyr would be the reason why they didn’t see the expected Messiah in Jesus.

«Whom say the people that I am?»

Jesus once asked his disciples: «…Whom say the people that I am? They answering said, John the Baptist; but some say, Elias; and others say, that one of the old prophets is risen again» (Luke 9:18-19, cf. Luke 9:8, Math. 16:13, Mark 8:27-28; Mark localizes the occasion to Caesarea Philippi, Luke gives the impression that this happened in Bethsaida). According to Jewish sources, it is highly probable that there were many in Israel at that time who believed in reincarnation (cf. Chapter 8). When some assumed an again risen old prophet in Jesus, this is obviously what they were thinking of.

The incarnation of Christ

No one will have dared to assert that Christ would have been created in Mary’s belly and hadn’t existed before. The mainly silent opinion is instead that Christ, preexistent from the beginning, incarnated – but not reincarnated. Thus Jesus himself said: «…Before Abraham was, I am» (John 8:58). One reason for the persistent adherence to the doctrine of the «immaculate conception» is, of course, that the Church always wanted to drag the conception through sexuality – created by God! – through the mud. Another may be to put Jesus’ birth in an exceptional position. He alone would be incarnated, but we are not (allowed to be)... The evangelist John wrote: «And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us» (John 1:14). Paul wrote: «For it pleased the Father that in him should all fulness dwell» (Col. 1:19).

Another heretic question will be strictly forbidden by the Dogma: could it then be that Christ had already incarnated in this world before? As one of the major figures in the Old Testament? Or even as one of the most important spiritual teachers in the East? What this could lead to would be disastrous for the Dogma... it would have to seriously reconsider its relation to other religions...

When Christ returns and if He will then again come in a physical body, this will clearly be a case of reincarnation!

The wheel of (re-)birth

A concept that sounds quite Buddhist actually does appear in the Bible. In James 3:6 is written: «And the tongue is a fire, a world of iniquity: so is the tongue among our members, that it defileth the whole body, and setteth on fire the course of nature». The New American Bible has: «...setting the entire course of our lives on fire». Translations in other languages have «...wheel of development», «...wheel of life» and similar things. We again have to turn to the ancient Greek text for a clarification, which uses the words trochón tês genéseōs. Trochós has only one meaning: «wheel, round disk.» Any other translation is at least figurative. The related word tróchos may mean «turn, revolution», but this is no contradiction. Genéseōs is derived from genésios, «belonging to the tribe» or «...to the birth». The latter fits well with the «body» we are born with, which is said to be defiled by the tongue (cf. [24]). The literal meaning «wheel of birth» sounds very similar to the Buddhist term: «wheel of reincarnation».

It is remarkable that the German translation of the book by Albrecht [4] plays similar tricks with translation as the translators of the Bible do with the texts of the New Testament. The original book [4: p. 38] more correctly has «wheel of genesis», but the German text has «wheel of the ancestral one» (whoever that is supposed to be...), which seems intended to further obscure the meaning...
What is the meaning of saying that the tongue would defile the body and turn the wheel of birth? Obviously evil talking! False interpretation, distortion as well as lies, gossip, defame and slander of others add to our karma [24]. Manipulations of translations fall in this category...

When the ancient Greek talked about reincarnation, they sometimes used the word *palingenesía*. This very word is found twice in the Bible, however – how could it be otherwise? – interpreted differently [25]. «Verily I say unto you, That ye which have followed me, in the regeneration...» Math. 19:28 and «...by the washing of regeneration» (Tit. 3:5). The German Bible and several other translations here have «rebirth» instead of «regeneration». Of course the interpretation as a spiritual regeneration or rebirth is admissible, but is the other one – that as reincarnation – truly impossible, or simply not allowed?

There are many more verses in the Bible, which could give evidence for a possible belief in reincarnation among the people at the time of Jesus, and they have been discussed repeatedly. Since I have nothing new to add to them, I refer to literature (a.o. [24, 26-28]).

**Has Jesus taught reincarnation to his disciples?**

It is indicated in the Bible that Jesus spoke of many things in the inner circle which he didn’t mention in the public, which were therefore not recorded in the New Testament – cf. John 16:12: «I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now» (cf. Mark. 4:11, 4:33-34). Is there really clear proof that he did not teach a concept of reincarnation to his disciples? The Gnostics claimed that he did...

A Gnostic text *Pistis Sophia* [29] is stated to contain the record of talks with the disciples which Jesus had when he reappeared to them after the crucifixion. In this text, reincarnation is taught several times. It will be quite obvious that the Church doesn’t acknowledge authenticity to this book but instead claims that it would be the invention of a Gnostic, allegedly Valentin. This might convince those adhering to the Dogma but neither the one opinion nor the other can be proven. The Gospel testifies the reappearance of Jesus.

In this Gnostic text, an interpretation of the following passage in the Bible is given that will be contrary to the Dogma but nevertheless renders it more understandable: «Agree with thine adversary quickly, whiles thou art in the way with him; lest at any time the adversary deliver thee to the judge, and the judge deliver thee to the officer, and thou be cast into prison. Verily I say unto thee, Thou shalt by no means come out thence, till thou hast paid the uttermost farthing» (Math. 5:25-26, Luke 15:28-59) [29: p. 191:19-33 and p. 185:13-19]. The Gnostics related these verses to reincarnation, and that one has to reincarnate again until one has reconciled with the enemy. What is striking here is the use of the word «prison», since Gnostics and also Origen regarded the body as a prison for the incarnated soul (cf. Chapter 3).

The word «prison» also appears at other locations in the Bible where it lets us think of the same meaning. In 1 Pet. 3:18-20 we are told that Christ came and «preached unto the spirits in prison» – to us, being incarnated souls? One might in the same sense consider the meaning of «prison» in Math. 18:30, 25:36-44, Rev. 2:10 and other verses. And how should we understand «prisoner of Jesus Christ» (Eph. 3:1, 2 Tim.1:8, Phil. 1:9,23) or «prisoner of the Lord» (Eph. 4:1)? Maybe as an incarnated one belonging to Jesus?

**Are the Bible verses reliable?**

Mainly esoteric defenders of reincarnation have repeatedly asserted that the Bible texts would have been falsified in earlier centuries. Passages referring to reincarnation would have been removed. Their opponents deny this insistently. Until now there have been little real historical basis for such allegations – even though it is known that so called *correctores* have been given the task of correcting the texts. The question is to what extent they have intervened in the texts – only correcting the language and historical
facts, or even changing textual contents according to the Dogma (like it has been proven that the translators of Origen’s texts did, see Chapter 3)?

I will not deal further with this thematic here. Today’s texts give us sufficient possible references to reincarnation, in any case when tracing them back to the ancient Greek text. Interventions in the form of a dogmatically preconceived translation, which hold back alternative but linguistically correct translations as being forbidden, is already manipulative and sense-modifying! This leads further to the question to which extent the ancient Greek texts agrees with still more ancient Aramaic texts, where the Greek version is a translation of them. But these Aramaic texts are today withheld from us and hidden – as far as they still exist – in the Vatican library.

Since a number of years we have an extensive testimony in the work of the exceptionally learned German Church historian and critic Karlheinz Deschner. He wrote a monumental work on the history of the Church, which is, however, ignored in theological circles [30]. But also other critics have raised these questions. Cf. Gal. 1:7: «…but there be some that trouble you, and would pervert the gospel of Christ.» Some especially valuable and culturally based corrections can be read in the books by the Jewish professor Pinchas Lapide (cf. [14]).

**Was there a reincarnation belief among the early Christians?**

Another much discussed question is if there was a belief in reincarnation among the early Christians, or not. The Church denies it, but source literature gives us another picture. More will be written about this in the next Chapter (cf. [33]).

The Gnostics claimed to have had access to a part of the tradition of what Jesus had taught in the inner circle, and they maintained that he had taught reincarnation. «Some Gnostics saw for example the salvation through Christ as a salvation from the wheel of reincarnation» [20]. The Church regarded the Gnostics as heretics (competing with its Dogma), but to me they belong to the first Christians (not counting some excessive groups with somewhat extreme opinions). In fact, there were hardly any other Christians than the Gnostics before the Church was established! There were a few somewhat different expressions of the Gnostic doctrine and different Gnostic communities.

The Cathars, who in the 13th century where cruelly murdered in a genocide up to the last woman and the last child (Christian love for our fellow man and woman in the practice of the Church…), had their belief in reincarnation from the Gnostic tradition. They lived strictly according to Jesus’ teachings of love for all beings in the creation. They were therefore vegetarians and even refused to kill an animal.

The belief of the Cathars was derived from a Gnostic movement in the Balkans: the Bogumils. There is here (for reasons having become actualized today) an interesting historical connection to the Muslims in Bosnia, even though the Gnostic background has oozed away in the sands of history. Many believe that the Muslims of Bosnia come from the earlier Turkish rule. But there is also another and different origin! One later wanted to force the Bosnian Bogumils to subdue to the Catholic Church, but they then preferred to instead become Muslims!

Another Gnostic religion, which taught reincarnation and survived longer than the Cathars, is the one of the Manichaeans.

**Further verses indicating the preexistence of the soul, its reincarnation or karma**

*Verses indicating preexistence:*

- Eccl. 6:10: «That which hath been is named already, and it is known that it is man.» The new German «Unified Translation» has: «Whatever someone has been, … it was recognized that he will only become a human being.» This obviously refers to what he has been before he was born.

*This addition was not included in the German version.*
Jerem. 1:4-5: «Then the word of the LORD came unto me, saying, Before I formed thee in the belly I knew thee.»
Rom. 9:11-13: «For the children being not yet born, ... Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated.» How could God hate Esau if this is not because of something that was before he was born?
Ephes. 1:4: «According as he hath chosen us in him before the foundation of the world.»
Solomon’s Wisdom 8:19-20 (today apocryphic, earlier in the Bible): «Then I was a child of good manners and was given a fine soul. Since I was of good upbringing, I grew up having an undefiled body.»
Gospel of Thomas Log. 19 (apocryphic): «Blessed is he who came into being before he came into being.»
Gospel of Philips II,3,64,10-12 (apocryphic): «The Lord said, «Blessed is he who is before he came into being. For he who is, has been and shall be.»

Verses indicating reincarnation:
Psalms 90:3 (other counting: 89:3): «Thou turnest man to destruction; and sayest, Return, ye children of men.» Return to God? Then it indicates preexistence. Return to Earth? Then it indicates reincarnation.
Matth. 18:3: «Verily I say unto you, Except ye be converted, and become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.» To become like little children could be understood as become newborn, being born again «in the flesh». Bauer [24] explains «converted» as coming from the Aramaic tub which means «return, come back». German Bible versions has «umkehren» which is a double-sense word and means both «convert» and «return». Already Clemens of Alexandria explained this verse in the same sense (Admonitions to the Heathens, IX,82): «Because if you don’t become like children and are born again, as the Scripture says (Matth. 18:3, John 3:5), then you will not come to the father and enter heaven» [24]. The Greek text has strafête kai génêsthe hòs tà paidía or: «turn around and become as the children» or even «...become procreated as the children».
The common interpretation of becoming like children is to become as innocent, trusting and even unsuspicious and unquestioning as children usually are. Who of the representatives of the Church would fulfil such a requirement for entering the kingdom of heaven? Since hardly a Christian behaves according to the standard interpretation, the one above makes more sense...
Rev. 3:12: «Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out.» He shall no more incarnate?
Solomon’s Wisdom (see above) 1:16-2:22: «The ungodly struggle for it... with words and deeds... then they are rough people and say: ...Our time passes like a shadow and when we are gone there is no return... So they imagine and fail. There wickedness has blinded them so that they don’t recognize God’s secret judgement.» They don’t believe in a return – in being born again in «the flesh»?

Verses indicating karma:
Gen. 9:6: «Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed.»
Num. 14:18 (cf. Deut. 5:9): «The LORD is longsuffering, and of great mercy, forgiving iniquity and transgression, and by no means clearing the guilty, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation.» The Gnostics understood «generation» as «incarnation». The latter interpretation is supported by Deut. 24:16: «The fathers shall not be put to death for the children, neither shall the children be put to death for the fathers: every man shall be put to death for his own sin.» This contradicts the interpretation as vicarious suffering!
Prov. 22:8: «He that soweth iniquity shall reap vanity.»
Job 4:8: «Even as I have seen, they that plow iniquity, and sow wickedness, reap the same.»
Hosea 10:12-13: «Sow to yourselves in righteousness, reap in mercy; break up your fallow ground... Ye have plowed wickedness, ye have reaped iniquity.»
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- Obadia 15: «... as thou hast done, it shall be done unto thee: thy reward shall return upon thine own head.»
- Matth. 5:7: «Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.»
- Matth. 6:14-15: «For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you: But if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your trespasses.»
- Matth. 7:1-2: «Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again.»
- Matth. 7:17-18: «Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.»
- Matth. 23:12 (cf. Luke 14:11 and 18:14): «And whosoever shall exalt himself shall be abased; and he that shall humble himself shall be exalted.»
- Matth. 26:52: «...for all they that take the sword shall perish with the sword.»
- Luke 6:37-38: «Judge not, and ye shall not be judged: condemn not, and ye shall not be condemned: forgive, and ye shall be forgiven: Give, and it shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and running over, shall men give into your bosom. For with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall be measured to you again.»
- John 5:14: «...sin no more, lest a worse thing come unto thee.»
- Rom. 7:9-10: «For I was alive without the law once: but when the commandment came, sin revived, and I died. And the commandment, which was ordained to life, I found to be unto death.» The Gnostics understood this as a reference to reincarnation [27]. That the «sin» is «revived» could be understood as a «revival» of old deeds in the form of karma in a new incarnation.
- Cor. 9:6: «...He which soweth sparingly shall reap also sparingly; and he which soweth bountifully shall reap also bountifully.»
- Gal. 6:7: «...for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap.»
- Rev. 14:13: «...and their works do follow them.»

Most of these verses have been referred to by Kirkegaard [11] and Orbe [27].
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Chapter 3
ORIGEN AND THE MANIPULATION OF HIS TEXTS

There have repeatedly been various controversies about Origen. It has been claimed that he would have supported the idea of reincarnation or even have taught it – so said also some of his contemporary opponents. The dogmatic theology asserts the opposite, but lacks proof, since his original texts have been destroyed and remaining translations have been proven to be censored. It is undisputed that he taught the preexistence of the soul. Historical facts and still available texts indicate, however, that he with high probability actually was a supporter of the belief in reincarnation. This will be shown in this chapter.

It spooks around in literature that Origen – and with him his doctrine of predestination – would have been condemned through anathemata as a heretic at the Council in Constantinople in 553. One will have liked the world to believe this. What really happened has been clarified from the end of the 19th century on by researchers of Church history. The true story is, however, hardly paid attention to. In reality, the declaration of heresy occurred before the Council and without the agreement of the Pope.

Besides Origen, some other – mainly Greek – fathers of the Church have given positive statements concerning the idea of reincarnation. A few examples are:

**Gregory (Gregorius) of Nyssa** (approx. 334-395): «Because the view that the soul after its separation from this body would move into others is not in insurmountable contradiction to the resurrection, for which we hope» [1].

**Augustine** (Aurelius Augustinus) (354-430) (rejecting the ideas of Plato and Plotin that the human soul could also incarnate as an animal): «Nevertheless, as has been said, Porphyrius has thought much more correctly about this, that the human souls at least can only descend into human beings, while he unhesitatingly abandoned animal prisons» [2]. (As concerns the expression «prison» for the body of an incarnated soul: see Chapter 2 and below.)

**Tertullian** (Quintus Septimus Florens Tertullianus) (approx. 160-220): «If there is any ground for the moving to and fro of human souls into different bodies, why may they not return into the very substance they have left, seeing this is to be restored, to be that which had been?… But this we would do chiefly in our own defense, as setting forth what is greatly worthier of belief, that man will come back from man – any given person from any given person, still retaining his humanity; so that the soul, with its qualities unchanged, may be restored to the same condition, though not the same outward framework» [3].

Here, the interpretation prescribed by the Dogma wants us to think that this would refer to a restoration of the old body after the end of this era. But it appears more logical to think of a reincarnation in this same material world, though in another body (new «outward framework»)! Good collections of quotations can be found in literature [4-6].

That various fathers of the Church rejected reincarnation *as an animal* is in the dogmatic interpretation usually «suitably» extended and so described as if they would have rejected reincarnation *on the whole*.

**Manipulations of Origen’s texts**

The most famous of the fathers of the Church was **Origen** (Origenes, 185-253 or 254), whose *Perì Archôn* in various text passages has some positive remarks concerning reincarnation, but no clear statements in its favor. The Church claims that he would have rejected reincarnation. Is this true? His more than 2000 writings were nearly all burnt in the 6th century, so that we cannot today judge it from his original texts. What we have today of *Perì Archôn* is, besides some fragments like quotations in other texts, only the Latin translation by Tyrannius Rufinus of Aquileia (approx. 345-approx. 410), and parts of an earlier translation by Eusebius Sophronius Hieronymus (340-419 or 420) into the same language.
Rufinus openly admits in his preface that he has «corrected» the text in order not to run into conflict with the Dogma! So what did he change? It is obvious that any positive statement about reincarnation – if there were such in the original text – would contravene the Dogma and would therefore necessarily have been «corrected» by Rufinus…

Rufinus writes in his preface about the earlier translation by Hieronymus: «…and since in the Greek a number of minor offences are found, he smoothed and purified all when translating so that the Latin reader will find nothing that deviates from our belief. We here also do the same…» To his own translation, Rufinus continues: «This means that we take care not to reproduce such things in the books of Origen which deviate from his own opinion and contradict him.» And further: «…as I believe to have shown that his books at various text passages have been disfigured by heretics and malevolent persons… Where we therefore found something in his books that contradicts his own orthodox teachings about the trinity, as he has given them at other places, we have assumed this to be falsified or unsuitable. In such a case we have either left it out or formulated it according to the norm, which we found frequently stated by himself. When, however,… some things were too obscurely expressed, we have, in order to make the corresponding passage more understandable, added for explanation what we… found… in other books by him. Yet we have not stated anything of our own, but only returned his own statements to him – even though they may have been given elsewhere» [7].

In a separate preface to book 3 of Peri Archôn, Rufinus writes: «…I have not translated what appears contrary to other statements by Origen and to our belief,… have I for the sake of brevity considered it suitable, to leave certain things out» [7].

Hence the strategy for justifying this censorship is the assertion that parts of the text have from allegedly manipulated versions been brought back to Origen’s original version, at least in their sense. We will soon see the truth about this!

To which extent Rufinus has interfered with the text material has been revealed through the translation of another writing by him: his comments to letter to the Romans. 28 papyrus sheets with Origen’s original text were found in Toura in Egypt in 1941. They have been translated and commented by Jean Scherrer [8]. The comparison with Rufinus’ text became very revealing, indeed – to such an extent that Scherrer frequently uses the word «translation» in quotation marks when he refers to Rufinus’ text. «It becomes indisputable that Rufinus has a tendency towards diffuseness… His translation becomes a rewriting» [8].

Rufinus has
- inserted text passages which Origen didn’t have
- excessively simplified complex formulations
- displaced text passages
- left text passages out which Origen had
- modified text passages, in a few cases even to such an extent that Rufinus’ version states the opposite of what Origen had written!

«This insufficiency of the translation mainly manifests in passages of a theological or philosophical character» [8]. Scherrer first gives some examples which deviate but yet are less deformed, and comments: «However inaccurate the translation sometimes may be in the passages we have just examined, nothing lets us doubt the character of authentic origenistic thought. But there are others in which this very authenticity becomes questionable» [8]. Then follow much worse examples.

«There is a personal, profound and frequent intervention by the translator in his translation… it is a mixture of authentic origenistic elements, remodeled origenistic elements and non-origenistic elements» [8].
No basis for the allegations of the Church

With this text tradition, herewith proven to be manipulated in a way that with all probability and with Rufinus’ confession is valid also for Perì Archôn, the Dogma has no realistic basis for its assertion that Origen would have denied the idea of reincarnation! It has itself destroyed the proofs… Instead we must read the text with care and wherever a passage appears illogical or contradictory suspect an intervention. The same is, of course, valid for all other translated texts of Origen, which are equally unreliable as evidence or objection.

Very early, already when the original writings still existed, Origen was criticized for having supported the idea of reincarnation! His critics and opponents of that time have fortunately in that manner preserved some text passages for future generations which have disappeared in Rufinus’ translation or were to be found in no more existing texts (which may, however, still be preserved in the Vatican library). They have done it in literal quotations or retold it in their own words.

We may take a statement by Theophil of Alexandria as an example of such a quotation: «How are we supposed to understand his [Origen’s] statement that souls are repeatedly fettered to bodies and again separated from them…?» [7: p. 279].

Fallen angels

Origen writes in Perì Archôn that we are, in a way, fallen angels. We once out of weariness of the good [7: I 3,8, p. 183-185] or laxity or inertia [7: FN** p. 183-185; I 5,3 p. 205; II 9,6, p. 413] turned away from God. We were therefore displaced to lower forms of existence (or states of consciousness) on different levels in a hierarchy under Him [7: p. 203-205]. Those of us who sank to the second lowest level became souls, which for punishment were inserted into bodies like into prisons [cf. 7: I 1,5, p. 109 and p. 273-279]. The soul is a dress for the body [7: II 3,2, p. 303].

An important section of Chapter 5 in the first book of Perì Archôn has been left out, according to references in other sources [7: FN p. 203]. In Chapter 8, Origen furthermore had «a very extensive treatise» on the soul and of becoming an animal, which is missing in the handed-down text we have today [7: FN p. 263].

Another text by Origen: On the Resurrection has become completely lost to us [7: FN p. 421].

Even though the level of the human beings in this hierarchy is in some text passages described as the lowest, other passages yet mention one more level below it: that of adversaries and demons [7: I 6,3, p. 225; cf. I 7,5, p. 247]. Body and soul are not described as being an inseparable unity on the level of the humans. Instead the soul is inserted in the body, which would be dead without it, and it holds the body together and keeps it alive [7: I 7,4, p. 239; II 1,3 p. 289, III 6,2, p. 649; IV 2,7, p. 721-723; cf. the second quotation from Hieronymus on p. 249].

Through the fall of these entities, God became obliged to create the material world as an abode for them [7: p. 273 and 277; II 3,1, p. 301].

On what level the fallen rational being (nous) dwells and which state of being it acquires depends upon its virtue and wickedness [7: I 8,2, p. 255; III 1,21, p. 549; III 1,23, p. 555-557; III 1,24, p. 561; III 3,6, p. 601].

* As concerns references to [5] in comparison to other translations of Perì Archôn in modern languages, it is to bear in mind that [5] has, as far as possible, been completed or supplemented through inclusion of fragments by Hieronymus and several others. This is its important advantage over other versions! [5] is simply the most complete version available, and this is the reason why I also in the English-language edition of my book still refer to this scholarly work by two professors at the University of Heidelberg, though it is in German. References to book, section and verse, such as «I 5,3», enable finding the quotations in other translations. In a comparatively incomplete translation, however, which is based on Rufinus’ text alone, some of the references to [5] may not be contained. Furthermore, the page numbers in references to [5] are always uneven, since the even-numbered pages have original texts in Latin, or – wherever possible – in Greek and the opposite pages with uneven numbers have the translation.

** FN means «footnote».
**In any case preexistence - also reincarnation?**

It is indisputable that Origen taught the preexistence of the soul. He even discriminated between *two* kinds of a soul of a human being: a higher soul that is truly preexistent and another soul that is formed at the conception [7: III 4.2, p. 607-613]. In the light of modern psychological discoveries, we could no doubt compare this view with the presence of an unconscious and a conscious (ego-related) self, resp. But did Origen also teach reincarnation?

In the dogmatic interpretation of the text, a possible new incorporation of a soul is normally described such that it could only take place at the end of the present era, in a new creation [7: II 1,3, p. 291]. At the end, all souls return to God [7: II 3,5, p. 315; II 3,7, p. 327; III 5.5, p. 635; III 6,1, p. 647], and there is no eternal hell [7: FN p. 439].

Do Origen’s teachings only relate to eons and eras of creation and hence to a rebirth in a new creation after the end of this world? Or is this also something that Rufinus and Hieronymus have «smoothed» (see above)? The already mentioned contemporary criticism of Origen would rather suggest the latter. At many places in the handed-down version of the text, one may well assume that with the formulation «this world» Origen meant «the actual physical life» of a human being. What, then, could he have meant with a «future world» (in the choice of words of the Latin translator) – could it be a new incarnation?

In the forms of existence, which the angelic and demonic entities have, there doesn’t seem to be a time limit for its continuance within an eon. This is certainly very different for a human being! The physical life in a body normally lasts less than 100 years, which is only a fraction of an eon. What should then become of a human soul for all the rest of the eon – in comparison enormously long and almost appearing as endless? Is it supposed to «sleep» somewhere during millennia, until an angel comes and blows its horn? This folkloristic view, based on the Dogma, is obviously absurd. The living existence of a human soul must clearly continue somehow after the death of the body. It will not be put in «narcosis» and kept «on stock» in an immense mass storage of souls for a future new creation.

**The fate of the soul after death**

What does Origen say will happen to the soul after it has left the body?

1. The ones who were good enough ascend and become spiritual beings on a higher level [7: I 8,4, p. 261]. They no more have a physical body of the earthly kind [7: II 2,2, p. 299; II 3,2, p. 305-311; II 8,3, p. 395; II 10,1-4, p. 421-427; III 6,4-7, p. 653-663] or they have no body at all [7: II 3,7, p. 325].

2. The ones who were bad enough sink a step lower and enter a «purgatory». This is, however, not a cleansing «fire» into which the soul is thrown, but it has to do with coming to one’s own insight about wrongdoing, evil things and injustices during the embodiment. This insight «burns» like a fire in the soul [7: II 10,4, p. 429-431]. Hieronymus talks about a «fire of consciousness» [7: FN p. 249]. The concept is therefore not the same as the one, which arose later in the Dogma of the Church (cf. Chapter 13). Some who descend to the lowest level may even become demons [7: III 1,23 and FN p 557; cf. p. 273]. In order to avoid that, some souls choose to rather enter animal bodies [7: I 8,4, p. 263-265].

The lowest level will be the «hell» that the Church talks about. It isn’t eternal in Origen’s description, but will be dissolved at the end of this world. A soul that has descended to that level will not have to stay there until the end. Could it be that the Dogma has «rounded up» this Gnostic concept of a lowest level to «eternal» in its duration, since – even if it wouldn’t last forever – it would last as long as the material creation remains? Has it therewith postulated that a soul, which has descended to that level, would have to stay there until the end of this material creation – «rounded up» also «eternally» – instead of the time needed for conversion? Maybe this «rounding up» was adopted because otherwise the uncomfortable question could arise if a soul released from «hell» could again become a human being?
There is nothing mentioned in the available handed-down texts about what happens to the soul that isn’t yet good enough for a higher level nor bad enough for the lowest – i.e., to the great majority of the souls… The learned and wise Origen cannot have left this third alternative out, which is striking through its absence! It can only have been removed from the text. It would have to be:

3. The other souls become human beings again. That is: reincarnation!

This alternative will very probably be described in the above mentioned «very extensive treatise» on the soul, which became lost due to censorship – otherwise one would hardly have seen a reason to remove it in its entirety! Hieronymus translates (the passage is missing in Rufinus’ version): «Now, a periodically repeated entering in the bodily state cannot be excluded.» Rufinus’ interpretation than gives the impression that this would refer to future worlds: «It cannot be doubted that matter again comes to be after certain periods of time, that bodies are formed and the multiplicity of a world is built up anew…» «Unsmoothed» (see above) this could mean: «…that after certain periods of time the soul again enters in the material existence, takes on a body and begins a life in the multiplicity of this world…» Later in the text: «One should also know that many a rational creature up to the second, third or fourth world persists in its original condition and leaves no space for change in itself…» (i.e., it doesn’t develop) [7: III 6,3, p. 651-653, cf. II 10,8, p. 437] «Unsmoothed» this easily leads the thought of the reader to the Bible verse that speaks of «the third and forth generation» (Exodus 20:5). Christian Gnostics understood «generation» as «incarnation» in this verse. Justinian (in his letter to Menas, see below) quotes the following fragment: «…it then follows conclusively that the existence in the body is not an original condition but comes to be in certain time intervals as a result of certain incidents among the rational beings. These beings (then) need to have bodies. The bodies are again dissolved into non-existence when the improvement is completed; and this takes place continuously» [7: IV 4,8, p. 813]. In Rufinus’ version at another location in the text: «…would it appear consistent that the corporeal, which in intervals of time is created out of nothing…» [7: II 2,1, p. 297]. Comment by the German translators: «in intervals of time: this seems to suggest a periodical existence… This thinking doesn’t fit well in the actual concept, could it be the rest of a consideration, which Rufinus has deleted?» [7: FN, p. 297].

This discussion of the doctrine of Origen is admittedly not a proof that he has taught reincarnation, but it indeed makes such a thought very near at hand. The argumentation is here certainly not more inept than that of dogmatic theology when it strives to show the contrary. Here, the reasoning is based on facts and logical conclusion beyond the manipulated text tradition (as far as this is today possible). The reasoning of the Church, however, is mainly based on a dogmatic view of today’s text version in a corrupt tradition – a ground of sand to build such thoughts on.

Theology and Church under the emperor Justinian

The emperor Justinian (482-565), an ascended son of a Macedonian farmer, is known to have been exceedingly cruel, unscrupulous and inconsiderate. This holds even more for his wife Theodora (497-548) [9] who made a career that was unique in history. She was born as the daughter of a bear-keeper Akakios in the circus of Constantinople and as a child acted in the circus herself. In her youth, she participated in orgies and prostitution. It is told that she, already as a young girl, practiced sodomy with sons of the noble visitors to the circus [9,10]. It is also reported that she in her youth didn’t have intercourse with a man like a woman, but «like a boy with the miserable» [9] (obviously meaning anal intercourse, maybe to not become pregnant or maybe to not loose physical signs of virginity). She was extremely and inconsiderately selfish and spent much time with the care of her beauty, which she occasionally exhibited in showing herself naked without inhibitions. No form of enjoyment was alien to her and she never had enough of luxury and pomp.
Theodora will have been the most beautiful woman in Constantinople and Justinian desired her, but couldn’t marry her, since the law prohibited a man of a position above the level of the senate to marry a common woman, especially an actress. After the death of his mother, Justinian changed the law and could finally marry Theodora in 523. Another tradition holds that he would have ennobled her so that he could marry her. He became emperor and she empress in 1527. Both had spies in the town and who was against the couple or in some other way didn’t «fit» could soon die a very unnatural death. The liquidation of opponents with time took such an extent that it came to an uprising in 532, which was soon battered down.

Deschner writes: «…while she earlier passionately enjoyed coitus, she now passionately enjoyed having people tortured. She went every day to the executioner’s chambers and greedily watched the tortures» [10]. She had had an illegitimate son before she married who had been given away to Arabia. He now came back to his mother – and «disappeared» without a trace… Her tyranny could be compared to that of the psychotic Caesar and the emperor became her puppet.

It is said that a monk was one day given audience by the emperor [9]. As he was about to enter the hall, he was like struck by lightening and ran away. He then told that he had seen the lord of the demons sitting on the throne «…with a mild appearance, softly lowered eyebrows and a lowered voice, he ordered to kill thousands of innocent persons, destroy towns and incorporate all the property with the treasury of the state» [10].

The Church was for both a tool for power and they wanted to make it a monument of their selfish splendor. Whoever in questions of theology and of the Church had another opinion than that of the emperor couple would have to fear for his life. Theodora and Justinian had even had the two predecessors of Vigilus, the Pope of that time, murdered with the assistance of the latter. Under such dangerous conditions, the attention was a few times deflected away from delicate questions through propositions to focus on some specific question. One such delicate question was if Jesus had had a human or a divine body. The emperor pair adhered to the Monophysite doctrine, which states that Jesus’ body would have been divine. Others maintained that it would have been human. In order to deviate the attention from this, it was suggested to condemn Origen’s doctrine of the preexistence of the soul. It came to anathemata against Origen at a synod. It was later, for another reason, also suggested to the emperor to call to a Council, which took place in 553, in order to discuss a very different matter. More will be told about this below.

It can be assumed that any form of reincarnation concept would be an atrocity, especially to Theodora. After her unique career, her glory could only be increased through proceeding to the highest position in heaven. A rebirth as a common human being would be utterly unacceptable to her. At that time, there were monasteries in Palestine in which Origenism was still taught – to which preexistence and possibly also reincarnation belonged. This was reported to the emperor pair.

The anathema against Origen and the Council in Constantinople

By order of the emperor Justinian, the patriarch Menas had called to a session of a kind of continuous synod (sýnodos éndëmousa) in Constantinople, at which in 543 anathemata against the origenistic doctrine were set up. The wording of the first anathema is: «If anyone supports the invented preexistence of the souls and the monstrous restoration that follows from it, he is anathemized» [cf.: 7: p. 825*].

One of various conceivable forms of preexistence is obviously reincarnation. The Greek words, which have been translated as «monstrous restoration», are teratôdi apokatástasin. The word apokatástasis in other contexts signifies the restoration of God’s creation in its original holy order, in which all souls are reunited with God. This is not monstrous, but wonderful and cannot be meant here. What is meant in the anathema? *Maybe be the restoration of a new body for the soul, which for the Dogma would truly be

* [5] states the year as 553, referring to [10] – more about this later – and translates in a somewhat «moderating» manner as «fantastic» instead of «monstrous». However, most other works translate as «monstrous» or «terrible». Other authors also refer to [10] but support the following description of the events [11-13].
This is then another piece of evidence that Origen would have written positively about reincarnation. At that time, original texts still existed. Most of them were burnt in the second half of the 6th century – maybe in order to destroy further evidence.

The emperor even supports such an interpretation of the first anathema himself in his edict against Origen: «A part of the spiritual beings is, in his opinion, fallen in sin. They are for punishment banned into bodies. According to the measure of their sin they are even imprisoned a second, a third or more times in a body. After completed purification, they return to their earlier condition, free from sin and physical shape» [13: p. 46].

As concerns these anathemata, there were two versions in 543. One that Justinian set up in his written order to Menas and one that was set up at the session of the synod. The Pope was forced to sign the latter [12: p. 50 and 17; 11: vol. 3]. That these anathemata were not set up ten years later at the Council has been shown by later theological source research [12-14]. The version of the synod was afterwards added to the documents of the Council of 553 and was found together with the latter in one single case in Vienna at the end of the 18th century. Protocols from the council kept at other locations do not contain the anathema. It therefore appears most probable that these anathemata don’t belong to the protocols. The Council dealt with the «Three-Chapters» question and not with Origen.

The «Three-Chapters» question had to do with the posthumous condemnation of three bishops of the 5th century for allegedly heretic texts, which weren’t even origenistic. Pope Vigilius didn’t agree with the intent to condemn them, also not with condemning someone after his death, which was contrary to the custom of the Councils. He was therefore taken by force from Rome. Soldiers of the emperor seized him in a Church as he was about to give the communion to the people and brought him aboard a ship, and this was the beginning of a long and forced journey to Constantinople. When he had finally arrived there, he sought refuge in a Church, where the soldiers again seized him. Ancient sources report that they grabbed the poor old man «at his arms, his legs and his beard» [13] and pulled so strongly that a thin pillar, to which the Pope was holding himself, was about to break. He then was brought to the imperial palace and put in a luxurious prison.

The actual part of the palace was under reconstruction and the Pope could escape through a breakthrough in the wall. He then from a hiding-place exchanged letters with the emperor, who answered in a very rough language but at the end declared to do no harm to the Pope if only he would return. The Pope went back to the Byzantine capital, but staid away from the Council. A further reason for him was that the Western bishops were largely underrepresented and the Eastern Church had a strong predominance. 159 eastern bishops had been invited but only six western.

Waiting for the arrival of the Pope in order to open the Council, the emperor during the first meeting produced the now ten-year-old anathema against Origen – even though they may have been written down anew – and requested from the bishops present to sign them. The majority will undoubtedly have done so more out of fear for the cruel emperor than out of conviction. The text was presented to them and signed by them before the Council was declared open and then obviously wasn’t a subject for the Council itself. These anathemata are therefore in any case not a decision by the Council [12-15] and certainly don’t fall under its alleged «infallibility» [12: p. 137-138].

The Pope was deposed

Due to the extraordinary consequences for the Pope of refusing to attend to the Council, the following may also be told for the sake of completion. It was only at the second meeting that the emperor declared the Council open without the presence of the Pope, which is against the rules for Councils. At the seventh and second last meeting, the emperor ordered to delete the name of the Pope from the diptychs, which is equal to a removal from office! This will be a unique case in the history of the Church. He was then condemned to compulsory labor in the mines [13: Part III, p. 135]. After subsequently agreeing to
the decisions of the Council in two letters to the emperor – without a word about Origen or any anathema against him – he was set free, but died in 555 in Syracuse from a biliary colic on the way home.

The Christian is allowed to believe in Reincarnation

Thus neither the belief in preexistence nor the idea of reincarnation has ever been condemned by the Church in an official Council.

No Pope has ever ex cathedra agreed to such a condemnation nor pronounced one. The Pope of that time, Vigilius, seems not even to have known about these actions of the emperor before the Council was officially opened, and apparently also not the immediately subsequent Popes. The Church has never forbidden the Christian to believe in reincarnation! The Bible doesn’t forbid it, either – rather the contrary… if it is read with a sound human intellect and without the straightjacket of the Dogma.

Catholic theologians today often express themselves with some caution as concerns the question of reincarnation, even though they don’t agree to it. Thus it has, for example, been said that God is almighty and therefore can put a soul in a new body, if he wants to [16]. Evangelical theologians, however, are often more strictly rejecting and disapproving.
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Chapter 4

THE FALL OF THE ANGELS IN A MODERN VIEW

Is the concept of the world that modern physics has compatible with the one sketched in the previous chapter? This chapter is an attempt to bridge the two worlds. The considerations may partly be rather abstract and may be hard to enjoy for some readers, since such parts rather require a bit of «mathematical» thinking. But that’s how modern physics is… This is therefore unavoidable if such a bridge is to be built.

Dimensions of cosmos

Our modern physics is already calculating with various abstract mathematical models, which are based on theoretical concepts of a cosmos with more than three dimensions. In certain cases, physics even assumes that the world actually does have more dimensions.

We are living in three dimensions – actually rather in two and a half, since we have little control of the third dimension. In fact, we live on the curved two-dimensional surface of a sphere. Certainly, we can climb mountains and rope down in ravines, but this doesn’t mean that we are free to move in the third dimension. Mountains and ravines are not more than folds of the surface we live on and just more sharply bent and twisted parts of its basically two-dimensional world. Birds are far ahead of us in their mobility in the third dimension, and also the fishes (even though only in the sea). To make us mobile in the third dimension, we need flying devices as «crutches» and they only temporarily give us this mobility.

However, the third dimension is directly perceivable for us and easily grasped with our senses.

The fourth dimension is different. We cannot perceive it. There is a theory that time is part of the fourth dimension. But there will doubtlessly be much more to it than time. We can indirectly observe time through changes and courses of events but we cannot move in it. We even don’t know what time really is. It is most probably not the simple linear course, which, however, serves very well as an approximation in science and technology.

There are several indications of a fourth dimension, which not only scientific works report about but even the media. Tachyon experiments belong to the more classical examples. Tachyons are electrons, which move faster than light and therefore probably in a fourth dimension, at least in part. June 6, 2000, I read a note about a new experiment in a newspaper. Allegedly, a ray of light was sent at 300 times the (normal) speed of light through an experimental chamber. It was told that it actually left the chamber on its other side before it was sent into it and hence moved backwards in time! This requires an enormous measurement accuracy and will rather be a possible interpretation within a tolerance range. If it is true, the light ray must for a part of its path have moved through the fourth dimension.

A riddle in modern physics could possibly be solved if a further dimension is taken into consideration. This could actually have a certain similarity with the fact that many things having to do with the human being become more easily explainable when the existence of a soul is taken seriously. The various elementary particles known today are insufficient for explaining how matter is composed. It seems that a yet undiscovered particle is missing, which is called Higgs’ particle. This is the case as long as we adhere to a three-dimensional model, but maybe no more if we assume a multidimensional universe! Could the calculation then fit better? Until now, modern physics calculates with higher dimensions mainly in very abstract contexts. In this case, one might arrive at a too unavoidably concrete indication that our universe really is multidimensional. Until now, this is rather taken as a speculation, a model of thinking or a matter of mathematics, and not as an actual reality.

Still higher dimensions than the fourth are still more difficult to conceive for us. Here, the perceptibility by means of our organs of sense fails completely. Yet this doesn’t exclude that they may be perceiv-
able, but then by beings with other organs of perception than the ones we have. But we can at least calculate successfully with higher dimensions in mathematics and theoretical physics.

**Multidimensional life**

If the cosmos – only as an example, since we cannot know it – would have nine dimensions, it is not only imaginable but also even very probable that there are beings in the creation who live in other dimensions than we do. Because it would be just as illogical to assume that only «our» three dimensions are populated – simply because we know nothing else – as it would be to assume that of innumerable planets in the cosmos only our Earth would be populated by a civilization of living beings. Some entities might even live in all nine dimensions. But there could also be beings like us who live in other three dimensions than the ones we know. Let us assume that we live in the three «lowest» dimensions 1, 2 and 3. There could then easily be beings who live, for example, in the three dimensions 4, 5 and 6. We couldn’t have any contact with them, since our organs of perception are developed for the dimensions 1, 2 and 3. The beings in the dimensions 4, 5 and 6 could probably not perceive us, either.

But a being that – still only as an example – would live in the dimensions 3, 4, 5 and 6, or in the dimensions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, could probably perceive us, but we would probably not be able to perceive it directly. There could also be beings living in «higher» dimensions than «ours» who, nevertheless, have organs of perception with which they could perceive us. We wouldn’t even suspect their existence.

As a consequence, our *consciousness* is three-dimensional. There could, however, be beings with a multidimensional consciousness.

If the creation has many more dimensions than our three, it would even be highly improbable that there would be no forms of life in dimensions we don’t know. It would, actually, be quite hypocritical to assume that only «our» world would be «populated» – being merely a limited region, a part of a multidimensional cosmos – but not any of all the other parts.

When we die, we leave the physical body. Does this mean that we go to other dimensions? This would mean that we as «souls» still have a conscious self but not the kind of body we were used to in the incarnation. Our consciousness would then also have to be transposed to other dimensions and we would in our new shape discover or develop faculties of perception which allow us to perceive the new dimensions. A «soul» would then be a being, much «like you and me», which is merely «centered» in other dimensions, with a correspondingly different consciousness – extended or transposed in the sequence of dimensions. Or our soul may already now be the part of us, which is «centered» in other dimensions all along, but we then have simply forgotten this in our conscious minds.

This is, however, a different thing than the theory of parallel worlds, which can be found in metaphysical and esoteric as well as physical literature. It suggests worlds *of the same* dimensions, which in some manner are separated from our worlds.

Does this way of seeing things put the existence of God in question? Certainly not! God is in this view a «maximally dimensional» or even superdimensional entity and the one who created it all. This discussion could even bring God a little bit closer to us, in the sense that He by a very small step becomes more comprehensible!

**«Fall» through the dimensions**

If we now assume that the dimensions of the creation has a relation to the old Gnostic doctrine of a hierarchy of angels, about which Origen (and others) wrote, this doctrine also becomes a bit more comprehensible to us in the light of modern physics! The «fall of the angels» could then been seen as a downward transposition within the dimensions in which entities and beings live – probably also a restriction of the number of dimensions of which they are conscious. Before the fall, they might have lived – for example – in the dimensions 3 to 8, but some of them after the fall in the dimensions 1 to 3, as (according to Ori-
(gen) angels who became human beings. These «fallen» beings would then no more be conscious of higher dimensions. They could no more perceive them, but they would deep inside, in their unconscious self, have a hidden memory of them.

This might have happened to us.

What until now has been an old mystical theory and also a doctrine of various religions now finds a preliminary, hypothetical basis in the light of modern natural sciences. The concepts and ideas connected with it become accessible for scientifically and technically minded persons and allow to a bit more easily grasp areas that were hitherto difficult to imagine. But «higher worlds» are yet not perceivable to us unless we have a «sixth sense». Could it be that the science of parapsychology moves in border regions of potential perceptions of other dimensions, which few persons with a more or less rudimentary or developed sixth sense are capable of?

But one might also imagine a «fall of dimensions». Not only a fall of beings within certain dimensions, but of dimensions themselves. Maybe the creation was one multidimensional unit in the beginning and then regions of limited numbers of dimensions were formed only with the «fall». In the Bible, the ancient Greek text talks about katabolē kosmou, commonly translated as «foundation of the world», in translations to other modern languages than English also «creation of the world» (John 17:24, Eph. 1:4, Hebr. 4:3 and 9:26, 1 Peter 1:20, Rev. 13:8). But katabolē actually means «fall, casting down» and katabolē kosmou would then, more properly translated, be «fall of the cosmos» [1]! Origin is quoted to have said that, because of the fall of the angels, God had to create the material world as an abode for them (cf. Chapter 3).

The Indian creation doctrine of the Sāṃkhya philosophy in a detailed manner describes how the grossly material world came to be in the form of steps of increasing condensations of a «primary substance» or «energy» [2,3,4]. In this, we may see a parallel to a hypothetical stepwise restriction of dimensions in corresponding regions of the creation.

Dimensions of hell

According to Origen (see Chapter 3) there is in the hierarchy under God a lowest level right under the one of the human beings: the level of demons and adversaries. This, too, fits in the model of dimensions in the creation. Also this level can constitute a partial region of dimensions*.

Origen taught that the «punishment in hell» would last a limited time. It would be contradictory to Gods love if such a «punishment» would last forever, since there could then never be a just relation between offence and «punishment». An offence couldn’t exist that wouldn’t be expiated in a limited time! Or could there be an «unlimited offence»?

The ninth anathema against Origen in Justinian’s letter to Menas reads: «If anyone says or has the opinion that the punishment of demons and ungodly human beings would last a limited time and would at some time have an end, or that demons or ungodly men would again be brought in, he is banned» [5].

It is obvious that souls would have to be able to ascend also from such a «lowest» region of dimensions. What is most at hand is that they would in a next step become human beings. Hence, souls would incarnate as humans from «above» as well as from «below».

Parapsychology and the theory of perception

Many persons have an attitude towards parapsychology like the supporters of the medieval theory of the ether had towards Maxwell, when he in 1873 proposed his theory of electromagnetic interaction. They later had to revise their attitude since there was no other explanation for the result of the Michelson-Morley experiment of 1897. According to the ether theory, the speed of light would have to be higher in

* The question arises what is here to be understood as «higher» and «lower». This will in the first place have to be taken as qualitative. Or could there even be beings with a «two-dimensional» consciousness? Why not? Cf. [8]
the direction of rotation of the Earth than measured against the rotation. However, Michelson and Morley found no difference.

Today all our wireless communication builds upon Maxwell’s theory. Even computers would hardly exist without the electronic development it led to.

The attitude that many hold against parapsychology is quite ignorant and not rarely arrogant. One could sometimes even talk about «scientific prejudice»… The part «psychology» in its name came to be since the theory of perception, a scientific branch of psychology, also took interest in phenomena like extrasensory perception. Maybe «paraphysics» would be a better name. There is no clear-cut line between parapsychology and metaphysics. The difference is mainly that the former to a higher extent occupies itself with perceptions, which appear unexplainable to our conventional science.

The conventional view of the world is strictly limited to what can be perceived with our five senses – what can be seen, heard, touched, smelled and tasted. Is there really clear evidence that there is nothing more than that in the cosmos? If there is, it is only so that we have no organs of perception for it! The fact of not perceiving doesn’t allow the conclusion that there would be nothing else in the world than phenomena, which we can perceive. If we nevertheless assert the latter, we are like the blind who denies the existence of what he cannot see nor reach to touch.

One might object that we today have immeasurably vaster possibilities of perception through scientific instruments! They give, for example, access to regions of electromagnetic waves, which are invisible to our eyes. This alone shows that there is more to the creation than can be immediately perceived… But the theories and modes of function of such instruments are completely derived from knowledge of our world as it has developed out of observations with our five senses. A species of blind people could neither have developed electron microscopy nor television! How could we develop anything that has to do with a perception that we never had and couldn’t even imagine? It is true that the development of scientific instruments reaches far beyond the borders of physical perception by means of organs of our bodies. But the instruments always follow the direction in which these organs point! They are in reality mere extensions of our organs of perception [6] – just like higher mathematics is a development, which began with counting fingers and toes in the stone-age caves of our forefathers. And what led to the computer started with the medieval abacus. However enormously far these things have taken us, the development always followed the very direction that was originally set by a beginning that was characterized by the corresponding sensory organ. Even though our scientific instruments are very highly developed, they could for basic reasons never be conceived for perceptions relating to a hypothetical «sixth sense». And would they through coincidence after all register something like that, no one wants to believe it, anyway, but rather assumes a «technical fault» or artifact… It has been said about our conventional scientists that they need only have one eye and that this may well be colorblind, since all they need to do is to watch the stand of an instrument needle or the printout from a measuring device… [6].

If we don’t want to still continue along the same trace as before – even though this may take us into new regions ahead – the only possible alternative for further expansion of science is to strive, in a way, «sidewise» beyond the border areas! Thus, many a «border science» will tomorrow be a recognized science! To put up limits set by a familiar area and regard only what is within it as reality is not a scientific attitude, but pure dogmatism. In earlier times those who thought differently were burned at the stake. The «modern» method is to ridicule them.

Maybe you have read the story by H.G. Wells about the man who came to the island of the blind. It seems that there actually are persons in our society who really have a «sixth sense» and can perceive a little bit more than we others. They often themselves don’t understand very well what it is that they perceive. But we treat them like the seeing man was treated on the island of the blind…
Scientific materialism

Dogmatic scientific materialism at least indirectly began with René Descartes (Cartesius, 1596-1650), who in the 17th century postulated a difference between

1. what can be measured, and
2. what can only exist in the thought.

One soon began to regard (1) as true reality and (2) as unreal [6]. What couldn’t be measured couldn’t be taken seriously. Thus philosophical and scientific materialism arose.

It was only when Maxwell’s theory through the experiment by Michelson and Morely became measurable that Maxwell was no more ridiculed.

Even though Descartes’ above-mentioned distinction influenced science to «develop» in this direction, he seems not to really have thought along the lines of scientific materialism himself. He actually introduced this dualism such that it along with the material aspect also contained a concept of a soul. He wrote that he out of his thinking recognized himself as a soul that in principle was independent of his body. A new book deals with his dualism in this view and calls it «Descartes’ error» [7]. Here, however, Descartes was right in my opinion! The author of the book, Damasio, regards Descartes’ observation as a mistake since in his view the soul could only be a condition in the brain or in nervous tissue. This is Damasio’s error, since such an understanding of the soul is a preconceived idea. With this, no more needs to be said about that book…

Scientific materialism holds that the soul could only be a neuronal condition or process. Therefore there could be no soul without a body and no existence of the self after death. The doctrines of all religions oppose this since they maintain that the soul essentially is beyond anatomy and physiology. It does manifest in the corporeal realm, but this doesn’t mean that it must also have its location there! The corporeal manifestation can just as well be a «shadow» cast by the soul. Since modern physics is already calculating with higher dimensions, it is about time that biology and medicine will do the same thing, and philosophy, too… We might really be multidimensional beings who have forgotten their simultaneous existences in higher dimensions.

I would like to explain with an analogy, which – like all analogies – cannot be complete. Imagine that an extraterrestrial scientist comes to this Earth. On his planet, all are deaf and they communicate with a highly developed sign language. He observes that people in an office building occasionally put a device at the side of their heads and move their mouths in a strange manner. He follows the cable and finds a switching central for the telephone system in the basement. He opens the box and watches light-emitting diodes light up and darken and he discovers circuit boards with electronic chips. With his measuring devices, he detects a permanent movement of energy in them, but misses the fact that an external optical transmission line imbedded in the wall is also connected to the box and sends invisible infrared impulses into it without touching the circuit boards. Then he finds a similar box in a demolished building nearby and takes it home. He analyses its contents, can dissolve the plastic of the chips and discovers little silicon plates with strange patterns. He understands that this will be a kind of a small computer circuit with a technology that is alien to him. He therefore thinks that the persons in the house in certain time intervals connect themselves to that computer. But why do they perform such strange mouth movements? He never has the idea that there could be something beyond this. He doesn’t realize that the box is merely a part that connects the outside with the inside, and that the essential is not in the box.

This is similar to how scientists regard the brain and the nervous tissue when they don’t dare to see that the essential goes past it and leads beyond the body. They only observe activities in the brain and associate them with thinking. But what are emotions and why do people have these strange intuitions? If the latter turn out to be true, this can only be coincidence to the scientists…
A game of thoughts with higher dimensions
Are there connections to higher worlds?

Another idea that relates to a higher-dimensional world has less to do with the thematic in this book but may be mentioned for the sake of interest as a game of thought in multidimensional stereometry. It will, however, at the end connect with Origen! How would you imagine a hole through the two-dimensional world? That is: a transverse passage through a world of two dimensions. A sheet of paper may serve as a model for such a world. The simplest form of a hole through the paper is circular. Hypothetical inhabitants of that world would perceive the hole as something that to us is a stroke, which, however happens to appear equally long from whatever side it is viewed. This from everywhere around equally long stroke is to us a circle, but to the inhabitants of the two-dimensional world a two-dimensional sphere.

A reason for discussing this is that there are some strange reports about spherical apparitions, to which I will come back.

Similar considerations can be found in a very interesting philosophical novel Flatland [8]. It is a story about the people in a two-dimensional world that is visited by an inhabitant of the three-dimensional world. They can perceive him only when he penetrates their world. The visitor is for simplicity described as having the shape of a sphere and the two-dimensional people can only perceive its cross-section with their world when the sphere intersects with it. If it is beyond their world, they cannot perceive it. Otherwise they perceive the cross section of the sphere in a «side view» like a very thin circular plate, seen from the side, looks like a stroke that has the same length from whatever side it is viewed.

Let us now establish an analogy to our three dimensions and continue the thought experiment. This requires a bit of mathematical thinking and is, otherwise, not easy to follow.

What would, accordingly, be a hole through the three-dimensional world? It wouldn’t be an infinitely long cylinder, a circular tunnel in our world, because this would be a three-dimensional hole! It would be a hole in our world and not through it! Its analogy in the two-dimensional world would be an infinitely long column along that world. What we are here talking about is a four-dimensional hole transversely through our world (similarly, the circular hole through a plane surface is a three-dimensional hole through the two-dimensional world). In its simplest shape and in our three-dimensional view such a hole would be a sphere! It would be a hole only as seen from the fourth dimension. To us, it wouldn’t be perceivable as a hole, but we would see a three-dimensional sphere (like the inhabitants in «Flatland» see a special kind of «stroke» in their world, a two-dimensional sphere).

Just the same as the people in «Flatland» couldn’t perceive the «stroke» as a hole through their world, we couldn’t perceive the sphere as a hole through our world – because the hole appears as such only when seen from a dimension that is at least one step higher.

When it is bright in our three-dimensional world, the people in «Flatland» would see the «stroke» shine, because the light would through it enter from our world to their. They would see a shining «two-dimensional sphere».

So far, the consideration is valid and mathematically correct in a four-dimensional stereometry. It might not be very easy to follow for the one who is not used to mathematical reasoning, but it is a matter of fact that the four-dimensional hole through our world would to us appear as a sphere.

Apparitions of shining spheres

There are reports since ancient times about shining spherical appearances. They have today sometimes been taken to be UFOs, which will, however, belong to a very different category. Origen has described spiritual entities of a spherical shape. This is reflected in the 5th anathema of Justinian (cf. Chapter 3): «If anyone says or has the opinion that, in the resurrection, the bodies of humans will awaken in a spherical shape, and he doesn’t confess that we will awaken in an upright position, he is banned». It is also reflected in the 10th anathema of the synod: «If anyone says that the resurrection body of the Lord
be ethereal and of a spherical shape, and that the resurrection bodies of the others be of the same kind... he is banned.» [5]. Could such spheres be intersections with the fourth dimension? Could they in a way be «holes» or apertures to it?

A motive that to me to with some hesitation include these thoughts, that appears almost «synchronistic», is this. While I was writing the manuscript for the German edition of this book, I met a highly intelligent young man who had himself seen a clear light-sphere apparition. In his youth he one day with convincing clarity saw a big ball of light which for a while followed him on his way to the school and then floated away. He somehow felt observed by it. It seems that other persons didn’t see it. One may now speculate about what it might have been, from imagination to hallucination. However, the experience was completely real to him and remained an unforgettable memory. His desire to understand it led him to take up a study of physics at a university. Just because of this experience he has the intention to deal with border areas of this science, which may be controversial to many a person.

Could it be that some of the almost infinitely many light-spheres in cosmos which we call suns are also «holes» to higher dimensions, through which light and maybe also matter enters our three-dimensional world? In a way gateways to other dimensions? What consequences could this have for the gravitational theory? Such a thought doesn’t seem completely absurd in view of the new theory of gravitation, based on Einstein, since it relates to curvatures of the three-dimensional space, which would then necessarily extend into the four-dimensional one! Where else would the three-dimensional space bend? This is another example from modern physics, which deals with a model of more than three dimensions...

It is interesting that Origen has also described the sun as an entity (reflected in the 6th anathema of the emperor and the 3rd of the synod).

Could beings from higher dimensions enter our world through such a «hole» or light-sphere? Now the thought experiment becomes a bit too fantastic, doesn’t it? But something like that is actually described by an Argentinean child who may well be a being that has incarnated as a human for the first time [9]. He said that he came to our world through the sun...
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Dimensions of human existence

The creation of human beings is described in Genesis. On the sixth day, God said: «Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air…» (Gen. 1:26). This verse talks about men in plural. The next verse has: «So God created man in his own image,… male and female created he them». The plural could possibly refer to only two, but this is uncertain. In any case, also the woman is an image of God! God has in himself both the male and the female [1]. Sexuality is almost raised to a command, since they should multiply diligently… (Gen. 1:28).

It is only after the seventh day that Adam is created. So he wasn’t the first human, after all! «…and there was not a man to till the ground.» (Gen. 2:5). Therefore, God created Adam out of dust and blew a soul* into him through his nose (2:7). Here nothing is mentioned about being an image of God (but later in Gen. 5:1). Adam was put in the garden Eden, in a way as God’s gardener. There were many trees with magnificent fruits and in the middle grew the tree of knowledge of good and evil. God warned Adam not to eat from it, since he would otherwise die. Later God created Eve for him.

The serpent persuaded Eve to eat from the forbidden tree: «Ye shall not surely die… your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil» (Gen. 3:4-5). And the serpent was right! They really didn’t die and their eyes were opened! But, maybe, their three-dimensional eyes… In a way, they might yet have «died», but in a relative sense of a change of condition of being. In reality, there is no absolute death. There is no cancellation of existence, but only a change of state and that will be what took place.

Before, they were naked but not ashamed (Gen. 2:25). Now they were very ashamed and covered themselves with fig leaves and hid from God. When God came, he first didn’t find Adam, but had to call him. Why did they hide? Because they were naked: «Who told thee that thou wast naked? Hast thou eaten of the tree…?» (3:11).

Since they covered their sexual parts**, the Dogma asserts that eating from that tree would mean the sexual union. It is true that the word «know» (Hebrew: lada’at) is in the Bible also used in this sense (e.g., in Gen. 4:1), but this cannot be the meaning here, since Adam didn’t have a sexual partner when he in Gen. 2:17 was forbidden to eat that fruit! Eva wasn’t yet created! Her creation wasn’t even planned in that moment. He could, at most, have masturbated… Even though God had created human beings already, Adam was completely alone in Eden. We don’t know where the already created humans were, but they obviously were not in Eden. Adam couldn’t even have done it with an animal, because they don’t appear in the garden before Gen. 2:19. Seeing his loneliness, God had mercy with Adam and first gave him animals as companions. Seeing that the animals weren’t enough company for him, he later created Eve, who appears in Gen. 2.22.

It is remarkable that one fact seems to have escaped almost all readers. First, Eve ate the fruit from the tree alone. After that she persuaded Adam to eat the fruit, too, but again alone. Sexuality is normally something you practice together. If this really were to mean the sexual union, it would certainly have been written that they ate the fruit together!

* «Breath of life» in the translation. The Hebrew text has neshamah. This word is one of three different Hebrew words – ruach, nephesh, neshamah – used for soul, being the «breath of life» that makes the body live.
** In any case this is the usual interpretation of making themselves «aprons» from fig leaves. More literally, Gen. 3:7 actually means that they girdled themselves with fig leaves, which is not a very clear indication that they would specifically have wanted to cover their genitals.
Eating from the tree of knowledge will therefore have to mean something else, but the Dogma made sexuality a scapegoat. What was it, then? According to Origen and others (cf. Chapter 3), it could have to do with the wish to know something they yet didn’t, something different that wasn’t offered to them in Eden.

What was it that happened? First they had another state of consciousness since this obviously changed through eating the forbidden fruit. Before they didn’t see themselves as naked, but afterwards they did. Relating to the doctrine of fallen angels (Adam and Eve could symbolize them, as could the other humans created in Gen. 1), their consciousness must have been higher before. They then fell into a lower state of consciousness.

They apparently were in a higher state of consciousness while in Eden and the garden can then, in one way, be seen as a symbol of the abode of the angels before they fell. When they ate from the fruit, they then tread a path on which they would experience good and evil. As a consequence, they lost the higher, multi-dimensional consciousness and fell into a lower. In that state of consciousness they were no more aware of their multidimensional spiritual bodies, which they had before been able to perceive. They no more saw the higher-dimensional parts of their bodies, but only their three-dimensional appearance, and therefore saw themselves as «naked» (missing a part they still could remember but no more could see). They then had to leave Eden, which would mean that they had to go to another level of existence. On that level, they would experience «death» in a relative manner, since they acquired physical bodies, which would eventually die, but not their souls.

This way of understanding their change is confirmed by an apocryphal text The First Book of Adam and Eve. Here, God says to Adam: «Of your own free will have you transgressed through your desire for divinity, greatness and an exalted state, such as I have; so that I deprived you of the bright nature in which you then were...» (VI:5). «When you wast under subjection to Me, thou hadst a bright nature within thee, and for that reason couldst see things afar off. But after thy transgression the bright nature was withdrawn from thee; and it was not left to thee to see things afar off, but only near at hand...» (VIII:2) [2]. Was their bright nature taken away from them, or did they only lose their ability to see it?

Did God really have to seek them in the garden? He must immediately have known were they were. It seems more probable that it was the other way around: they no more saw God so that He had to call their attention to Him.

In their new state, Adam and Eve experienced «death». In reality, they were immortal, but no more conscious of this fact. They would eventually leave the three-dimensional space, and that is what we call «die», even though death is only an illusion. They now had to walk the path to its end and were therefore not allowed to eat from the tree of life (Gen. 3:22-24). Maybe this was because they would then have returned prematurely to their spiritual state, or maybe because they would then have to stay in the fallen state forever (with immortal bodies). It is also a kind of «death» to lose the higher consciousness.

God made them «coats of skins, and clothed them» (Gen. 3:21). Did he give them human skins? That is: human bodies, which have skins as their most perceivable part to us. Does this mean that he consolidated their physical bodies and gave them their final appearance?

They had to leave Eden and enter the three-dimensional world. Soon, children were born to them and the son Cain took a wife! (Gen. 4:17). His sons also took wives. Where did they come from? A solution to this riddle may well be the above observation that God had created other humans before he created Adam. They may have lived where Adam and Eve had to go. However, The Second Book of Adam and Eve [2] tells that Cain had a sister and married her. Then intermarriage will in that case have continued for the first generations.
Thus we might recognize the fall into three dimensions in the biblical story*. This is a question of interpretation. The Dogma will not agree with this way of seeing it. It prefers to leave riddles unsolved (or offers apparent solutions)...

We soon meet the principle of karma in the creation story: «Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed» (Gen. 9:6). However, we usually don’t see this confirmed in life. The murderer’s blood is quite rarely shed. So if these words are to be true, this will in most cases have to happen after his death! And if it will really have to be blood that he has to shed, he must again have a body that has such blood… This will relate to the enigmatical passage that God will visit «… the iniquity of the fathers upon the children, and upon the children's children, unto the third and to the fourth generation» (Ex. 20:5, 34:7, Num. 14:18, Deut. 5:9).

As this passage is translated and understood by the Dogma, it is an outrageous injustice and a blasphemy of God’s love! The children and still more the «children’s children» could have nothing to do with the «iniquity»! The Dogma tells us that they even didn’t exist when it was committed, claiming that they were created in the moment of conception. One could then just as well punish the neighbors or anyone else… Such an extremely cruel interpretation cannot be correct! The only acceptable interpretation is to see it the way the Christian Gnostics did: the «children» are the new incarnations of the soul of an evildoer (in which he again becomes a child). He will himself have to bear the consequences of his actions up to a third or fourth incarnation! This is the only just solution of the riddle.

One God – or many?

A remarkable fact is that the Hebrew word Elohim, used for «God» in Genesis 1, is the plural of El or Eloah and actually means «gods», even though it is translated in singular in all Bible versions. Nevertheless, the plural is kept in Gen. 1:26: «Let us make man in our image, after our likeness…» and again in Gen. 3:22: «…the man is become as one of us…». An explanation as pluralis majestatis would be insufficient and rather looks like an emergency solution of a theological dilemma. There are also various other names of God in the Bible [4,5]. When Jesus talks about the Father, he seems to introduce another concept of God. And what is the Holy Spirit, which Christian Gnostics regarded as the female aspect of God? There is often reason to wonder about the monotheistic and patriarch strictness of the Dogma.

The first sentence in the Bible reads in Hebrew Bereishît barâ Elohim et ha-shamajîm ve-et ha-aretz. This is translated as «In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth». More correctly, both «God» and «heaven should be in plural! According to kabalistic sources, bereishît can not only mean «in the beginning», but also «the first one». El means «with». Another possible and more literal translation is, therefore: «The First One created the gods with the heavens and with the Earth.»

---

* To the thought that the story of what happened in Eden could in a symbolical way correspond to the doctrine of the fall of angels might be objected that God in Gen. 2:7 created Adam out of «the dust of the earth». The word used for «dust» is 'aphar which means «dust» and also «something pulverized» in the sense of «turned into particles». The word for «earth» is adamah, said to be so because the earth is usually reddish in the Near East, and adam among other things means «red», «reddish», «blood-colored». Could this also be understood as «particles from blood»? This idea has little to do with the thematic of this chapter but would actually fit the Babylonian story of creation (see below) and the theories of Zecharia Sitchin [3]. It is in any case obviously inconceivable that the «raw material» for Adam would be the reddish-brown substance that the plants and herbs grow in. This would be a too simplistic and actually naïve folkloristic interpretation. We can only guess about the real meaning of «earth», from materia prima which both the earth and man originates from (both having the same origin but not one originating from the other) to maybe even «constituents of blood» in the sense of «genes», which would fit Sitchin’s theories. According the apocryphic text mentioned it seems that Eden may not have been on the material plane, because there it was always bright, no night and day However, where Adam and Eve went when they left Eden they for the first time experienced the darkness of the night [2, First Book, Ch. XII and XIII]. On the other hand, they may in Eden not have experienced darkness even at night simply because of their bright nature which they then lost – or could no more perceive.
Another enigmatic passage is where the Bible talks about «the sons of God» in Gen. 6:2 and 6:4: «...the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose... There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.» Here, again, the Hebrew text has Elohim and the literal meaning would be «sons of the gods». The text makes a difference between them and the human beings, thus they were not human. Were they demigods? Were the «giants» they beget then quartergods?

It was already in the 19th century shown that the creation story in the Bible originates from still older Babylonian texts [3,6,7,8]. A parallel «Bible/Babel» came to light. However, in the Babylonian story, gods create the humans. A number of other gods, whose names are given in the Babylonian texts, created the humanity by order of Marduk. The goddess Tiûmat plays an important role in this story. She seems to have some relation to Lilith, mentioned in Jewish mythology. Lilith is described as half woman and half serpent and was the serpent in Eden. The human being was created out of bone (made by Marduk) and blood from a slaughtered god mixed with mud.

The gods made themselves a sanctuary, a region on Earth where they could rest. This opens another aspect on the story of Eden. When Genesis 3:22 says: «...the man [Adam] is become as one of us...», this also has a parallel in the Babylonian clay plates. In one of their legends he is called Adapa («seed of man») and is summoned to the god Anu. He is called to account because he had abused his powers (could that be compared with eating from the tree of knowledge?), so that a «divine wind» was damaged (one of its «wings» was broken).

Anu is conciliatory and offers Adapa food and drink, said to be the «food of life». But Adapa doesn’t take from it, haven been warned by his creator Ea that it would in reality be the food of death. Anu’s intention may have been: «This man is already a demigod [like us]... so why shouldn’t we give him immortality and adopt him in our circles?» [6]. Adapa misses the immortality offered to him, and therefore humanity has to suffer and die. The Bible instead tells us shortly that Adam was thrown out of paradise so that he couldn’t eat of the tree of life and that his wife Eva seduced him to eat the forbidden fruit...

An indirect «polytheism» in the sense of gods and demigods – and the many angels – who are subordinate to a one highest God can certainly not be very alien at the roots of Christianity and not even to a Dogma that talks about a Trinity, or a «unity of three». Herein we could find a basis for an honestly ecumenical dialogue with other religions, would one only want to...

Even with the eastern religions, which teach reincarnation...
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Chapter 6
FROM ORIGEN TO JUSTINIAN

Chapter 3 is based on my own studies and research in literature and old scriptures. What I will describe in this chapter is to a major extent based on the studies of Robert Sträuli [1], from whom I quote in an abbreviated manner to the extent in which it is relevant to the theme of this book. Sträuli refers, among others, to the historians Jacob Burckhardt [2] and Kurt Aland [3].

Decius’ persecution of the Christians

The Roman emperor Decius (ruling 249-251, born between 190 and 200) issued an enactment in 250, which led to an extreme persecution of Christians. The decree required from everyone to once a year make a sacrifice with offerings to the Roman gods and with a prayer for the emperor. Origen refused to deviate from his Christian belief and obey the decree, and he was arrested, put in irons and tortured. But the sentence of burning him at the stake wasn’t carried out to not make him a martyr. He died in 253 or 254 in the age of 69 in the Syrian town Tyros, today Sur, from the consequences of the tortures.

The law of Decius required from everyone in the empire to be able to show an official certificate of having carried out the yearly sacrifice. The honest Christian had to resist this, even if it would cost him his life. Those who survived the period and called themselves Christians were almost only those who had the certificate and yet wanted to belong to a Christian community. They claimed to have falsified certificates or, for example, to have bribed the priests to get one. There can though be little doubt that many of them had actually performed the sacrifices and the number of false certificates will have been far less than asserted. Furthermore, such fraud, even though against the worldly powers, would also be contrary to Christian principles. Those who belonged to the surviving Christian communities will therefore to a large extent have been opportunists, lip-servants and hypocrites.

A large number of Origen’s disciples died the death of martyrdom. To the surviving «adjusted» ones – and obviously in the majority less truly religious Christians – «the spiritual heritage of Origen will hardly have had a great importance… They remained truly faithful to him as little as they had remained true to the Christian belief during the persecutions. Origens’ deeper thoughts were understood the longer the less» [1].

Origen’s doctrines and new ideas

Origen had taught the preexistence of the soul and – as shown in Chapter 3 – most probably also reincarnation as a stepwise return to God. Around the year 300, Methodius (birth year unknown, dead 311 - he is also called Pseudo-Methodius in order to avoid confusion with another Methodius) set up a new and different doctrine. The taught that the whole human being, with its body and soul, would originally have been immortal and that the death and the consequent separation of body and soul had been brought into the world through the envy of the devil. God would therefore through the resurrection reconstitute man with body and soul, that is: in flesh.

Origin had taught that God was an uncreated creator from whom Christ had emanated as son and highest creation. Now another idea emerged, being that God and Christ would be identical. The difference between the communities increased.

A monotheistic paganism also came to be. The emperor saw himself threatened by it, since he in a polytheistic belief system could be regarded as a god himself. It was loathsome to him that the monotheistic pagans felt more attracted to the Christians than to the polytheists. As a kind of compromise, the idea of an uncreated identity of Christ with God was therefore convenient to many a person in the empire, since this would in a way refer to two Gods and mitigate the Christian monotheism «through the
back door». This will have been a background for the Arianistic conflict, which at the end led to the council of Nicaea in 325.

Arius (born somewhere in the period 256-260, dead 336) was a Christian influenced by Origenism. His opinion was that God had created Christ. Since his writings were burnt by order of the emperor Constantine, we today have information about his doctrine only through testimonies of his critics. It is therefore unknown if he taught preexistence or even reincarnation, but this would in any case fit to the origenistic influence and his education by origenists.

The controversy about Christ being identical with God or created was utilized in the power struggle of clerical rule. Alexander, the opponent of Arius, kindled the quarrel for his own, selfish purposes, since this helped him become the bishop of Alexandria. At the end, the emperor Constantine interfered with the conflict.

An assertion that pops up over again in mainly esoteric books is that the doctrine of reincarnation would have been rejected at the council of Nicaea. I have been unable to find concrete evidence of this in literature on theology and the history of the Church. However, many a speaker couldn’t get a word in edgewise, among them representatives of Arius (see below). The Gnosis was rejected as a whole. Thus, the reincarnation doctrine was, of course, indirectly rejected in the extent to which it was held by the Gnostics. Among those who couldn’t get a word in may also have been a supporter of the reincarnation idea.

**Constantine’s manipulation of Christianity**

Constantine was born 274 in Naisus, today Niš in Serbia, as the illegitimate son of the cesarean Constantinus Chlorus and a waitress Helena. Because of these circumstances, he wasn’t a legitimate successor to his father, but unsuccessfully tried to make a career in the army. He had much more success with intrigues at the court of the emperor Diokletian and his successor Galerius in Nicomedia (today Izmit) at the Marmara Sea in Turkey.

Fire broke out twice in Diocletian’s palace and the Christians were suspected of having kindled it. Later Constantine played down the incidents as caused by lightening, but the connection with thunder would hardly have been overlooked and is quite unlikely to have led to suspecting the Christians. It can therefore be assumed: «He [Constantine] either wanted to protect certain persons, or deflect a suspicion from himself – or both…» [1].

Constantine’s father, Constantius Chlorus, was a monotheistic pagan. «Constantine was an arch-pagan who skillfully staked on the card of those who believed in one God. Through this, he won the impression that he would be associated with them…. He used to ask oracles about his plans and decisions, as was common in paganism» [1].

After the death of his father shortly after the campaign against the Picts in Scotland, his soldiers proclaimed Constantine an emperor in 306 at the age of 32. It is uncertain if his father had really appointed him as successor. He chose Trier in Germany (at that time the Roman colony Augusta Treverorum) as seat of his government. At about the same time, Maxentius had himself proclaimed as emperor in Rome. After the death of emperor Galerius in 311, there were now two Western rulers, Constantine and Maxentius, and two Eastern, Licinius and Maximinus Daia. The Roman Empire was split in four parts. It came to a long and bloody wrestling about the predominance and in 312 to a decisive battle against Maxentius before the gates of Rome. Constantine’s soldiers wore the Christ monogram on their shields. «One later believed to know that Christ had appeared to Constantine and told him to attach the sign as a protection. It will be a lot more credible that it was the oracle that had told him this and encouraged him to challenge Maxentius to combat before the gates of Rome» [1]. «There is no historical basis for viewing Constantine’s war against Maxentius as a crusade, as a liberation of the Church from a fanatic tyrant… Also Christian sources give witness of Maxentius’ tolerant attitude. Yet the Church made a reli-
religious war out of a rapacious assault and a veritable monster out of Maxentius» [4]. In reality, Maxentius
had put an end to the persecution of Christians.

It is really peculiar how it has escaped the ones who should really know it: the senseless story about the
appearance of Christ directly contradicts the Gospel. Jesus taught us peace and to love our enemies and that
who takes the sword will be undone by the sword. Christ would never have called for a war and would never
have allowed killing in his name, and He would never have protected an assault in mass violence!

After this battle, Maximinus Daia came next. He was an able ruler who supported the freedom of re-
ligion and let peace prevail in his empire. Nevertheless, later Church historians pictured him as a blood-
thirsty and evil persecutor of Christians. This peace was uncanny to Constantine. He gave Licinius his
sister as a wife and with him acknowledged full freedom of religion in the Roman Empire, and also the
rights of the Christians. They together conquered Maximinus Daia, for which Constantine showed Lic-
inus his gratitude through beginning a war against him, too, and later having him murdered… [4].

The Arianistic controversy was an occasion for Constantine to show off as a mediator. He therefore
invited scarcely a third of the Christian clergy, to an overwhelming extent from the East of the empire,
to a Council in Nicaea in 325. This town is today called Iznik and is situated at the lake Iznik Gölü in
Turkey, a bit to the Southeast of the Marmara Sea (not far from Nicomedia, see above). Here the Arian-
istic profession of faith was snatched from its speaker and torn to pieces before it could be read to the
end. There was clamor and riot. Appeals and pamphlets were thrown in the fire by the emperor without
opening them. Arius was again condemned and banned. It was ordered to burn his books and to possess
them was forbidden on penalty of death [4]. The «pagan Christians» had come to power…

«That he apparently adopted Christianity was in reality a junction of Christianity with Constantine’s
monotheistic paganism. Through this, the emperor dissolved the separation line between paganism and
Christianity, which had been clearly visible to everyone, and opened door and gate for a fake Christian-
ity» [1]. Origenism was fallen in disgrace through the origenistically influenced Arius, at least as con-
cerns his doctrine about the nature of Christ.

Didymos, the last origenistic teacher of Christians

The doctrines of Origen were not yet definitely banished. There still was a Christian school in Alexan-
dria, which had become world famous through Origen and which had been reconstructed by Greek
Christians after the persecution by Decius. Here the last teacher of the high spiritual knowledge of Ori-
gen was the Alexandrian Greek Didymos (313-398). «As concerns the doctrine of preexistence of the
soul, there was up to the 6th century no uniform opinion in the Roman imperial Church, and thus this
doctrine was preliminarily approved to Didymos» [1]. He also taught multiple lives on Earth through
reincarnation as a revolving sequence of experiences that eventually leads the souls home in resurrection.
The fallen ones have to be «outside their own abode», which is the divine light world, until the soul
eventually again is «completely enlightened, so that henceforth no part of it remains outside the light»
[5]. «When all souls have accomplished the necessary sequence of revolving changes between thee gross
and the subtle worlds and every fallen being has in itself again decided only for the subtle alone and not
for the gross, the mentioned worldly period will come to an end» [6].

Didymos comments to Eccl. 1:5: «The sun also ariseth, and the sun goeth down, and hasteth to his
place where he arose» and says: «The <sun of justice> rises in the soul… When it has seized the whole
soul and completely enlightened it… then it [the soul] has reached complete enlightenment. Because it
<sets> many times so that it again can <rise>» [7]. In Eccl. 1:6 is today often written: «The wind goeth
toward the south, and turneth about unto the north…». Here, again, the word pneuma has been trans-
lated as «wind». More correctly translated, the Greek text says: «The spirit» – or the soul – «continu-
ously moves around and it returns in its circulation» [7]. Didymos here doesn’t mention the human souls
explicitly. But he does so when he comes to Eccl. 1:7: «All the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not
full; unto the place from whence the rivers come, thither they return again». He comments: «Those who
go out on the sea are the souls, in ‹ships›, that is: in their bodies… And some come in the depth, the
others go this way voluntarily in order to help the ones who are about to sink. Those of the second
group are the ‹rivers› which ‹return to the abode› from where they began their way downwards together
with the others» [7].

The «Constantinian donation»

Centuries after Constantine, a myth about the «Constantinian donation» arose. There was a «Pippinian
donation» in 754, with which the Franconian king Pippin III for the foundation of a Church State gave
to the Church what didn’t belong to him, but to the emperor: the major part of Italy. This «donation»
was said to be motivated by a «Constantinian donation», Constitutum Constantini, with which Constan-
tine would have given Rome and the whole Occident to the papacy. It was claimed that Constantine had
first been a persecutor of the Christians and as punishment struck with leprosy, and that he had been
healed and baptized by the pope Silvester. The Constitutum would be his gift in gratitude.

Research has shown that this Constitutum was a falsification by the Church, established only a few
years before the «Pippinian donation», and was «manufactured» to be its motivation. The miraculous
story of the healing is based on a tale, Legenda Sancti Silvestri. In reality, Constantine wasn’t a true per-
secutor of Christians, but a successful manipulator of them. He never had leprosy and wasn’t baptized
by Sylvester, but on his deathbed by the Arianistic bishop Eusebius of Nicomedia when Sylvester had
already been dead two years [8].

Addendum

The German magazine Der Spiegel devoted an issue in May 1999 to questions concerning the Church at
the 2000-year jubilee of Christianity [9]. The following may be quoted to the theme of this chapter:

«Max Horkheimer calls Constantine an ‹unscrupulous person› who, among the various doctrines of
the time about the divine, selected Christianity as a cement for the endangered worldly power». At that
time, the Church was reoriented on fewer bases than any other community before or after. And Ernst
Bloch stated the opinion: (In that the Christianity under and through Constantine made use of the Ro-
man state, the state made use of the Christianity, and the Christianity failed.»

«The alliance with Constantine and the betrayal of the original Christian doctrines establishes the his-
torical influence of Christianity. A religious idea was converted to almost the opposite. With the Con-
stantinian change, the anti-Jewish seed began to germinate, which had been sown in the Gospels.» As to
the latter, one might wonder – if it is true – if such an «anti-Jewish seed» was in there from the begin-
nning, or sneaked in later…

In any case, the first one to collectively accused the Jews of being responsible for Jesus’ death was
the 2nd-century bishop Meliton of Sardes. Micha Brumlik a member of the Jewish Community in Frank-
furt, has – for good reasons – requested an intensified research work in these matters in order to clarify
how Christian Anti-Judaism arose at the end of the 2nd century [10].
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Chapter 7

ARE BODY AND SOUL INSEPARABLE?

The Dogma teaches that the body and the soul would be a unity. This would already be a reason why the soul couldn’t separate from the body when it dies and later incarnate in a new body. There could only be a resurrection through the reconstitution of the body that once was.

No one can explain how that is supposed to take place. How a body that has rotten in the grave would be reconstituted, which is fallen to pieces and largely eaten by worms, is unconceivable. Are we to become zombies? And where are the souls in the meantime, until they finally have their bodies again?

How a body that has been completely disintegrated through an explosion would arise anew, or a body that has passed the digestion of a wild animal would become like before is actually an absurd question.

Should then someone who dies as a child again have the body of a child? Should the cripple again hobble in the resurrection? We would at least expect that some fantastic restoration process would also be completing and healing.

One can certainly refer to God’s omnipotence and say that to Him everything is possible. It would, however, seem quite a demand to expect that God would recollect and reassemble all molecules that have spread in the ocean from of a body, which has been eaten and excreted by a shark. The absorbed molecules of the fish would then have spread further when its body in turn died and was eaten. There is a very much simpler way: rebirth in a new body that arises trough the process of procreation that is established by God. What sense would the other alternative have?

In order to take the matter still further ad absurdum, these molecules would have passed through very many human bodies before they would be «resurrected»! They would have, in a way, «reincarnated» in a large number of bodies, which other souls once had. Because they would after decomposition and putrefaction of a body be absorbed anew by plants and animals, which would again be eaten by humans, whose bodies also are merely links of a long chain in nature’s recycling.

Should then in an eschatological final my and several other souls have to argue (in that case with still incomplete bodies…) about molecules, which have been in my body but before or after in theirs? And what happens to the soul who gets no or too few molecules, because others claim them?

Paul already objected to such ideas: «…How are the dead raised up? and with what body do they come? Thou fool, that which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die: And that which thou sowest, thou sowest not that body that shall be, but bare grain, it may chance of wheat, or of some other grain: But God giveth it a body as it hath pleased him, and to every seed his own body… It is sown a natural body; it is raised a spiritual body. There is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body» (1 Cor. 15:35-38 and 44). We may associate sowing with putting a body in the earth. These verses don’t contradict that the spiritual body of resurrection could follow at the end of a series of reincarnations.

The funeral ritual of the Church in some manner contradicts the resurrection of the same body with the formula: «From earth (or dust) have you come and earth (dust) you will again become.» This is also written in Gen. 3:19. When the Church then adds that one would again resurrect out of the earth, this is something that is written nowhere in the Bible…

And what happens with souls who depart to the «eternal hell»? Will they also have their bodies back, or only the souls who go to heaven? Or are, after all, body and soul separable for those who are condemned to eternal punishment?

There are contradictions to the asserted inseparability of body and soul in the Old Testament. In Gen. 35:18, Rachel’s soul leaves the body when she dies. In 1 (or 3*) Kings 17:21, Elias prays to God that the soul of a dead child may return in its body. In Jon. 4:3, Jonah asks God to take his soul from him so that

* There are different ways of counting here.
he may die (many Bibles in English have «life» but some in other languages do have «soul»). Eccl. 12:7 says that the body will return to the earth when we die, but the spirit (soul) will return to God, who gave it (cf. Ps. 103[104]*:29 and 146[145]*:4, where the English text has «breath» as a translation of the Hebrew ruach, which is actually one of three Hebrew words used for the soul – corresponding to pneuma in Greek; Bible translations in some other languages have «spirit»). On the other hand, the Old Testament at various locations refers to the dead as «sleeping». They sleep in the dust of the earth (Dan. 12:2), or they «sleep with their fathers» (1 Kings 2:10 and many other verses) [1]. «We have no proof that the spirit was thought to remain in the vicinity of the body…» [1, p. 146]. Instead, it appears that the soul goes to the realm of the dead (or even in hell) – at a place of forgetfulness or destruction (cf. Job 14:21, 26:6 and 28:22, Psalm 88[87]*:12[13*], Eccl. 9:5) [1]. This rather suggests a state of soul than that it would stay in the buried body.

Jesus nowhere in the New Testament talks about the «resurrection in the flesh» which the Dogma preaches and which is mention in some texts for the profession of faith. One may also ask how the one man who was crucified together with Jesus could be with Him in paradise the same day if not his soul would first leave his body (Luk. 23:39-43) [2]. In Luke 8:54-55 Jesus brings the daughter of Jairus back to life: «…and her spirit came again, and she arose straightway.»

2 Peter 1:14-15: «Knowing that shortly I must put off this my tabernacle… I will endeavour that ye may be able after my decease to have these things always in remembrance.» The Greek text has skênomati from skênos = «housing of the soul», which is here translated as «tabernacle», and éxodos = «going out», translated as «decease». Therefore we can also translate this as: «Knowing that shortly I must put off this housing of my soul [this body]… I will endeavour that you remember these things after I have gone out from it.»

Finally the following question is certainly justified. Why should we humans for eternal times – even after the resurrection – have to drag a heavy physical body around like a clubfoot of the soul, when the angels don’t have to have one and not even the devils?!

The dogma of inseparability and also the purgatory (see Chapter 13) belong to a strategy against reincarnation ideas. Reincarnation would be impossible if the inseparability were true.

The Church has reinterpreted Aristotle

The Church, at least in part, has the idea of inseparability of body and soul from Aristotle (384-322 before Christ), who was a Greek philosopher, and not from the Bible [3]. As we have seen, Origen had a different idea about body and soul than the Dogma (but not necessarily than Aristotle).

Aristotle wrote a treatise with the title On the Soul, which in its Book II has passages that have been seen as a confirmation of the Dogma. We have to study them in detail.

II 1,412b «It is not the body, which has lost the soul, that is equal to the one that has the possibility to live, but much more the one that will possess it…» [4]**. «That which has the capacity to live, is not the body which has lost its soul, but that which possesses its soul…» [5]. (Enhancements by me.)

A body without a soul cannot live. The soulless body is dead. If it can lose its soul, the two are obviously separable.

II 1,413a «...the soul and the body make a living creature. It is quite clear, then, that neither the soul nor certain parts of it, if it has parts, can be separated from the body...» [5].

* Different ways of counting.
** The German translation according to [4] – here rendered in English – is exact and literal and therefore helpful for the accurate understanding. Since it is, however, complicated in its wording (even in German) and less easy to follow, I will – with one exception – hereafter use the English translation [5].
...lest the body dies. If one would wholly separate the soul or (if possible) an (essential) part of it, the body would have to die. A body without a soul is not (any more) a living creature.

II 2.413a «...that which has a soul is distinguished from that which has not by living» [5].
A body without a soul is dead.

II 2.413b «But in the case of the mind and the thinking faculty nothing is yet clear; it seems to be a distinct kind of soul, and it alone admits of being separated, as the immortal from the perishable. But it is quite clear from what we have said that the other parts of the soul are not separable, as some say...» [5]. (Enhancement by me.)

Here two kinds of souls are mentioned – cf. Origen’s theory of two souls (Chapter 3). As is described in a more detailed manner in the text before and after this quotation, the one soul has to do with perceptions and emotions, which arise out of them. This kind of soul cannot be separated from the body, since it is dependent on its physical sensory organs (perceptions by the soul are a different matter).

The other kind of soul is the mind, the conscious self, which is immortal. The body, however, is perishable. This kind can, so far, be separated from the body while it remains alive. When we sleep or are unconscious, the mind stops thinking, and yet the body doesn’t die. A heavily retarded person lives with a rudimentary ability to think. When the body dies, this kind of soul separates definitely from it. (The «perception-soul» will then have to follow the other soul, and then continue to perceive in a new way with the soul’s own perceptual faculties.)

II 2.414a «As we have already said, substance is used in three senses, form matter and a compound of the two. Of these, matter is potentiality, and form actuality; and since the compound is an animate thing, the body cannot be the actuality of the soul, but the soul is the actuality of some body [5]. Thus the opinion is correct of those, to which the soul appears to neither be without a body nor be a body [4]*. It is not a body, it is associated with a body, and therefore resides in a body, and in a body of a particular kind;... From all this it is clear that the soul is a kind of actuality or notion of that which has a capacity of having a soul»[5].

As concerns the combination of body and soul, the soul manifests through a body, which is allocated to it and can have a soul, but the soul isn't itself a body.

II 4.415b «The soul is the cause and first principle of the living body» [5].
The body lives when and because it has a soul.

Is then the conclusion of the Dogma correct? The body is a substrate for the soul, which acts through it. The body lives only through its animation by the soul. If the soul is separated from it, the body dies.

Obviously, Aristotle’s view is not that the soul couldn’t exist without a body. But when it has a body, it expresses itself though it in a way in which we can observe its expression on the material level. This doesn’t exclude that it couldn’t express itself on a level we cannot observe, when it doesn’t have a body. According to Origen (see Chapter 3) it may without a physical body nevertheless have an immaterial body.

The Dogma of the Church about the inseparability of body and soul in this light appears to be an expedient modification of the doctrine of Aristotle, an adjusted motivation of a preconceived idea. One gets the impression that – since a useful argument in a desirable reference couldn’t be found in the Bible

* Here according to [4] since it has a literal translation. In [5] the translation is interpreting: «For this reason those are right in their view who maintain that the soul cannot exist without a body, but is not itself in any sense a body.» The Greek text doesn’t state that a soul couldn’t exist without a body! It is as long as the body is alive combined with it – but with a specific body and not with just anyone.
– one sought despairingly in the philosophy until one found something reasonably useful in the writings of a man who wasn’t even a Christian (and also not a Jewish scholar, as would have fitted to the Old Testament). And yet this argument is lame…

Even contradictions to such a Dogma are found in the Bible (see above and Chapter 2). Jesus seems to contradict such a view in John 3:6: «That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit.» The doctrine of the purgatory also contradicts it. Unless the purgatory would come after the end of this world, the soul would obviously have to leave the body to enter it, while the body (according to the Dogma) is still lying unresurrected in the grave!

**Did Aristotle reject the idea of reincarnation?**

Some authors claim that Aristotle would have rejected the idea of reincarnation [6,7]. They quote (or refer to this passage): that «any (arbitrary) soul would enter any (arbitrary) body» would be «absurd» and «the myth of reincarnation of the soul would sound «as if someone would say that architecture would make use of flutes. Because in reality each art must use its own tools and just the same the soul has its own body»» [6].

This text passage more completely and more correctly translated reads: «...as though it were possible, as the Pythagorean stories suggest, for any soul to find its way into any body, [which is absurd,] for we can see that every body has its own peculiar shape or form. Such a theory is like suggesting that carpentry can find its way into flutes; each craft must employ its own tools, and each soul its own body» [5: I 3,407b]. Where is the concrete contradiction to the reincarnation doctrine? This rather suggests that, if a soul reincarnates, it doesn’t do it haphazardly but takes on a body, which is suited for its task.

This task has less to do with the appearance of the body and much more with where it is born, in which culture and in which family, under which circumstances of life and as what sex. The task not only has to do with actions, but often still more with a forthcoming lesson, maybe also repair or probation.

Aristotle in another text himself contradicts the dogmatic interpretation above: «It remains that the rational or intellectual soul only enters from without, as being only of a nature purely divine; with whose actions the actions of this gross body have no communication» [8].

Furthermore: Aristotle was, as has already been remarked, neither a Christian nor a Jewish scholar, but a pre-Christian Greek philosopher. Therefore the words of other Greek philosophers – like the ones of Plato, Pythagoras and other supporters of reincarnation – equally deserve consideration!
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Chapter 8

REINCARNATION – WHY DOES THE CHURCH FEAR IT?

As has been shown in previous chapters, the Church and some books try to wear off the belief in reincarnation. This seems to mirror a fear of the Church institutions that the belief could spread further.

What do they fear?

The Church accuses the reincarnation doctrine of teaching a path of *self-redemption*. And what would be wrong with that, if it would be true? If such a self-redemption would be possible and really lead the souls back to God: why should that path be forbidden to us? God would obviously have made such a path possible Himself! Otherwise it couldn’t lead to *redemption*… A rivalry mentality of the Dogma seems to come through here, which doesn’t want to permit any way to God, which isn’t approved by the power structure of the Church!

Reincarnation isn’t a path to self-redemption in the sense the reincarnation opponents put it. It is the great and loving *grace* of God in that He gives us new opportunities. He will never send us to eternal condemnation but shows us the path of repair and probation, which we may even repeat until we have passed all examinations.

At the end, every soul will be redeemed. This isn’t a question of *if*, but of *when*.

There will be another consideration behind the incorrect accusation of self-redemption: this could question the monopolistic claim of the Church as being the only beatification. It isn’t allowed to be true that there could be redemption without the Church! It is claimed that the only way is through Christ but one really means that the only way would be *through the Church alone*. The age-old formula is: «No salvation outside» (cf. [2]).

As concerns Christian concepts of reincarnation, we are dealing with a Christianity outside of the Church. This is already an atrocity to the Dogma. The largest and oldest sect in the world tolerates no other at its side. The Church has taken possession of Christ and demands to be seen exclusively as His sole agency. Why, then, couldn’t the Church absorb the concept of reincarnation and thus include Christians believing in it in their orbit of power? First, there is in the Dogma, as history shows, an immense resistance against changes. Second, this would reduce the power over the individual person of the Church institution (see below).

It may also be assumed that the idea will be extremely uncomfortable to the Church that the many souls are back here again, who were victims of inquisition and persecutions because of a different belief. Still worse, that past heinous deeds of the Church could come to light, for example in past-life regressions…

Another reason for rejecting reincarnation may be the necessity that a new body has to be procreated through the sexual act – regarded as a «sin». The demonization of the sexuality is a crime against humanity and a blasphemy against God, since He Himself has created this process! In their perverse attitude to this, it will appear bad enough that already the present body is «conceived in sin»…

---

*In this context one often refers to Helena Petrovna Blavatsky. The term «self redemption» is used by her but is hardly found neither in texts of other supporters of the reincarnation concept nor in old scriptures. It is a typical strategy of the Dogma to pick a remark by a single person that appears offensive to it and put it as if it would be representative for the whole idea! She wrote: «There is one Eternal Law in Nature, one that always tends to adjust contraries and to produce final harmony. It is owing to this Law of spiritual development… that mankind will become free from its false Gods and finally find itself – Self-redeemed» [1]. The «Eternal Law» is one of balance and harmony and not reincarnation and karma, but the latter are effects of it. The wrong conclusion that reincarnation would be eternal is wishful thinking of the opponents. Reincarnation is not a path to a self-redemption without God but to a *self-elaborated* redemption by God-created means. If the dogmatists think that this would refer to a «redemption from Gods», this will be an «intentional misunderstanding» for strategic purposes. The idea is, of course, redemption from the evil and from the material world.*
The threat with an eternal hell

A special tool of power is the threat with an eternal hell. «You have only one single chance to go to heaven: Only through us. This chance is offered to you only once, and that is now, during the few years you spend here on Earth. If you miss it, there is no other chance but you will be lost forever.»

To stir up fear is a luciferian strategy…

If people would know that they will be given new chances, this institution wouldn’t have the same power over us. The Church wants to forbid the soul to have existed before conception, but the soul still does what God wants…

Now someone objects: «Then we could take our time! There is no hurry for redemption…» Who knows what it costs to dawdle will not think like that. The causality that is called karma brings me highly unpleasant consequences if I waste time on the path and devote myself more to satisfactions of my ego than to developing my soul. Such an objection is ignorant.

There will also be worldly reasons for rejecting the reincarnation concept. Who believes in reincarnation and knows about the lessons it will give us in the future for wrong actions today will not easily participate in the nasty games of this world. He will hardly treat his fellow men as enemies or even kill them by order of the government – earlier even with the blessing of the Church – since he knows that he will again meet his victims and very probably next time be born among the «enemies» himself.

Such a person is not a useful tool for exercising power and suppression. He will not easily cooperate in intrigues, manipulations, arbitrariness by authorities and coercive measures, which both the state and the Church like to exercise. He will rather take to passive resistance, non-cooperation and civil disobedience. Institutions of power have no use for scrupulous persons.

Disobedience as a Christian duty

It is a Christian duty to disobey and refuse orders whenever something would otherwise go against one’s own conscience. But it may many a time cost one’s life.

Many a reader will have seen the graffito: «Imagine there is war but no one goes there». If people would refuse the order to attack and kill even when they are in the army, they would act as true Christians – and we would have peace! Gandhi’s principle of passive resistance, civil disobedience and non-cooperation is at the end the most effective weapon.

The question then arises what actions contradict the conscience. A true defense against an attacker would rather not, but most attacks are disguised as «defense»… Here the Church in cooperation with worldly powers (cf. Chapters 11-12) wants to take away the decision from the single human being and place them under disability.

Who believes in reincarnation will rather have the courage to disobey and act in a true Christian manner, even if it would cost him his life! And even if this in certain cases would require disobedience to the Church!

Was Jesus a reincarnation?

The reincarnation concept raises a question that will be delicate to the Church but under the assumption of this doctrine certainly justified. Could it be that Jesus also was a reincarnation? The next question would then be: of whom? Of one of the great persons in the Old Testament? That would be less problematic, even though the uniqueness of Christianity would be relativized – also in relation to Judaism (even though Christianity basically is a reformed Judaism!) – and the Church wouldn’t like that. Or could Jesus even be the reincarnation of one of the great persons in another one of the great religions? Maybe of Buddha? There are, after all, remarkable parallels between the doctrines of both! Then the fundament of the Church would really begin to rock… and it would have to open itself for a true inter-religious ecumenicity! It would have to exercise an unaccustomed modesty towards its sister religions, whose believers are just as much our brothers and sisters.
as anyone else. This may be more offensive to the Church than anything else since it by far rejects such possible consequences and claims the «truth» for itself.

Even though I am convinced of the reality of reincarnation, I don’t want to maintain that Jesus was a reincarnation, but I see in Him an incarnation of God’s love which could very well be unique – unless the divine love has incarnated already before him. But the question is fundamentally motivated if reincarnation is assumed. The answer is open. If one rejects reincarnation, the question could be said to be absurd, but that looks like a strategy.

We may allow us to ask if God after the creation has really abandoned humanity, until he not earlier than 2000 years ago finally let his love incarnate among us…

And when Christ comes back, having been here before, and if he than again comes in a physical body, is that not reincarnation?

**Does the reincarnation doctrine really come from India?**

It is over again asserted that the idea of reincarnation would have come from India – from Hinduism and later from Buddhism – and that it could therefore not be Christian. In reality, there is no clear allusion to reincarnation in the Vedas and the Purânas are not very clear on this subject – which doesn’t exclude that it was known in Vedic times. The concept explicitly appears later in the texts, in the Upaniṣads [3-5].

What is still more important in this context is that a number of ancient cultures, which could have had no contact with India, had various forms of reincarnation beliefs. Among those are different native Indian cultures in north, central and south America, African tribes, Eskimos, Celts, Vikings, Australian Aborigines, people of the Pacific Islands, and so on [6]. A Church encyclopedia admits: «More or less extensive doctrines on reincarnation have been widely spread in the world and appeared in Asia, Africa, Australia, Oceania, among north and central American Indians and in parts of Europe. It is highly improbable that the doctrine would have spread from a common center; it could well have developed independently at these places…» [7].

It is well known and not contested that there were philosophers believing in reincarnation in the ancient Greece. However, Church oriented literature often claims that the ancient Egyptians would have had no reincarnation doctrine. Statements by various Egyptologists give another impression, as well as do contemporary reports of the ancient Greek [6]. The belief was also there in the ancient Persian culture [6].

**The reincarnation belief in ancient Judaism**

Theologians of the Church want to cast doubts on the fact that reincarnation wasn’t an alien concept to the Jews at the times of Jesus, and some less scientific authors contradict it. There are a few passages in the Bible that clearly enough indicate this to be a fact (cf. Chapter 2). The one alternative in the question about the blind-born man: «…who did sin, this man… that he was born blind?» cannot be understood in any other way than that the man would have sinned before his birth. Otherwise the words have no sense. The attempt for an explanation that he could have sinned in the mother’s womb [8] is so absurd that we don’t need to deal with it anymore. The only conclusion is: who asked the question must have thought of an existence of the soul not only before birth, but also before conception, no matter how one tries to «twist it right» to make it fit the Dogma. From where did the disciple have his idea? And from where did some persons have the opinion that Jesus could – among other alternatives – have been a prophet that had risen again? And why did they ask John if he was Elias?

The disciples would certainly know about reincarnation if it is true that Jesus taught it in the inner circle, as the Gnostics said, and they were the ones who asked the question about the man born blind. When, however, the question was asked in Cesarea Philippi about who people thought that Jesus was, an opinion was mentioned that wasn’t from the disciples. Is it then true that the reincarnation belief was
completely alien to Judaism of that time? It wouldn’t have to be a common belief shared by all or most Jews, but in any case by some of them – and others may at least have heard about such a belief.

As concerns the reincarnation belief in Judaism, Jewish sources can be expected to be more objective than Christian theological ones. Reincarnation is called *gilgül* («circulation») in Hebrew. The kabalists believed in it. This has also taken a literary form among the Catalan Jews in the northeast of Spain and a book *Sepher ha-Bähr* was written there in the 12th century. In it, several passages concretely mention reincarnation. One of them is: «Why does many an evil-doer have an easy life and many a righteous person have a difficult one? Because the righteous person has once in the past been an evil-doer and is now being punished… I am not talking about the same life, I am saying that he has been here already in the past» [9: § 135, p. 148]. Further written evidence is found in the *Zohår* and Rabbi Isaak Luria ben Solomon (1534-1572) wrote a treatise on reincarnation*. Another Jewish author on the same subject is Chaim Vital [10].

Josephus in his writings asserts that the Pharisees and the Essenes believed in reincarnation [11], but here – how could it be otherwise? – the theology of the Church wants to interpret or translate his statements in another way.

Gershom (Gerhard) Sholem was the expert on kabalistic Judaism. He wrote as follows about the belief in reincarnation: «I must, after all, confess that I tend more to the first opinion, being that we here have to do with remnants of an older Jewish-Gnostic tradition…» [12: p. 197]. He wrote about «new and maybe very old ideas». The other opinion, which theologians like, is that the kabalists had adopted their belief from the Cathars in southern France. This is contradicted by the fact that the reincarnation belief was already before the Cathar era known to the oriental Karaites (Kareans) and that it already in the 10th century was supported by Gaon Sa’adiah ben Joseph (882-942), who lived in Egypt and Babylonia [13].

A good presentation and reasonably objective for being a theological text is given in *Encyclopædia of Religion and Ethics* [14]. Here it isn’t denied that there could also have been movements within the Judaism of ancient times in which people believed in reincarnation.

A Christian theologian author who is hostile to reincarnation [15] criticizes the following statement in *Meyers Konversationslexikon* («Meyer’s Encyclopedia») of the year 1907 (vol. 18, p. 263): «The Jews at the time of Christ quite commonly believed in reincarnation. The Talmudists assumed that God had created only a limited number of Jewish souls, which would therefore come back, as long as there are Jews. They may sometimes for punishment be transferred to animal bodies. At the day of resurrection they will, however, be purified and again come to life in the bodies of the righteous ones in the Promised Land.» Later editions of the famous encyclopedia no more have this statement (has something been undertaken against it by the Church?).

Origen wrote in his contradiction against Celsus [16: 1.15] that Hermippus had told in his first book on the «lawmakers» that Pythagoras had brought his philosophy to the Greek as adopted from the Jews – including the doctrine of reincarnation.

**It was in all cultures!**

Authors of the Church want to assign the reincarnation doctrine to only the Indians and therefore often deny that there would have been a reincarnation concept in Islam. Here again scholarly literature gives us another image. There were several currents of belief in reincarnation in Islam and we find the belief still today among the Druses [17,18], Vezides, Turkish Alevis [19] and some of the Kurds [18].

The real impression rather is that concepts of reincarnation go like a red thread through almost all cultures and religions. Where it is no more there today it in most cases has been there before. In Chapter 2 I wrote about the early Christians in this respect. Since the reincarnation belief with a high prob-

* Besides the «simple» reincarnation (*gilgül*), Luria also writes about a «soul impregnation», *ibbur*, which reminds of a kind of possession by a soul of someone who died (or maybe even by parts of that soul).
ability existed among the Jews – the Jewish Chassidim still today believe in it – and is known from the Greek philosophy, it is not astonishing that it was known also in early Christianity. It is certainly even less astonishing if the statement of some early Gnostic movements is true that they had this belief from Jesus’ teachings in the inner circle.

Spontaneous memories

What could the reason be that such beliefs popped up almost everywhere? One important reason will be spontaneous memories. There will in all times have been persons who remembered a past life, at least fragmentarily. This occurs still today [20], especially among children (see below), but it is rare that grown-up persons still have them. In ancient times people could talk relatively freely about such memories and were listened to. In the dark medieval ages, however, one could be burned at the stake for claiming to have such memories. A few Christian mystics may between the lines give us a sentiment that they might have had such memories, which they wrapped up well in paraphrases and allegories for reasons of their safety…

It will be embarrassing to the Church that such memories even today occur in their own circles. The German priest Günther Schwarz from Diepholz near Bremen was interviewed in a TV broadcast [21]. He already earlier had faint memories, which became a certainty to him after an operation during which he was «clinically dead». He came back with clear memories.

As a private person he couldn’t deny having them but as a priest he commented: «I am not authorized to preach reincarnation. But as concerns our continued existence I am authorized by what I know from Jesus, from the Gospel and from the Bible altogether. The question is only how this should be interpreted and here I believe that the Church has a backlog. But there are signs for hope.»

What still today rather occurs is that small children have memories of an earlier existence, which usually fade at the age of about five [22-28]. I will tell such a story, which was presented in a Swedish magazine [29, cf. 30]. The author witnessed what happened and she has also told me about it personally.

In Des Moines (Iowa) many years ago there lived a little girl, Romy Heideman-Crees. She over again told her parents a story. With time, the fragments came together to a whole picture.

Romy told that she had been a young man, Joe Wilkie, who lived in Charles City. This man and his wife had had a motorcycle accident five years earlier in which both died. He had gone to school in that town and was once hit by a bus when he was 14. At that time, he lived with his parents Luise and Larry Wilkie in a red brick house. The father later died and the mother had pains in her leg. Joe married and moved to another place with his wife Sheila. They had a child, two cats and a dog. And so on.

It is decided to research the story and they all go to Charles City. The girl had described the house. The address of a Mrs. Wilkie is found in the telephone directory and her house fits the description. A woman with crutches opens the door, but as the girl addresses her as «mother», she becomes irritated and closes the door again. Later she lets them come in and all is confirmed!

The 76-year-old woman, whose leg pains in the meantime got worse, still suffered from the loss of her son Joe. The story about the bus and all other things that Romy had told had really happened. When Joe and Sheila died they were training for a motorcycle race. The motorcycle fell on the side and they were run over by a car that came closely behind.

Many children tell stories, which parents don’t take seriously, or they caution the child to stop telling such «fantasies». It is regrettably very rare that such a story is researched since hardly anyone has the idea that it could really be true. But if it is researched, a confirmation is very often found [25-28]. The phenomenon isn’t rare among children and many of them would probably still have such memories when grown-up if one wouldn’t have suppressed them and taken the belief away from the persons in their childhood. There are few cases of spontaneous memories surfacing later in life (or maybe resurfacing, since the persons may very well have had such memories as children, but forgotten them in the meantime).
«Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected praise» (Matth. 21:16)…
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Chapter 9
ARGUMENTS OF THE OPPONENTS

There are many different arguments against the reincarnation idea in literature [1-6]. Below, I will list and comment some of them.

Reincarnation means that the hardship is prolonged.
Eternal condemnation would perpetuate the hardship forever! Then we would rather prefer to have a few further incarnations…

Reincarnation contradicts resurrection.
Here is no contradiction. The spiritual resurrection comes at the end of a series of incarnations. It eventually comes for every soul since no soul is lost.

Reincarnation is of no interest to the Christian, in view of «the end is at hand».
Well, we are now waiting almost 2000 years for this «end at hand» (cf. Math. 4:17 and 10:7, Mark. 1:15) – more than 60 generations. This is long enough for our souls to have reincarnated ten times or more. It was by far not as near and «at hand» as many thought in these days…

The corresponding Bible passages may be the only ones, which already long ago turned out to be wrong. A near end was predicted that was to come so soon that many of those who were alive at that time wouldn’t die (Math. 16:28) and that the generation of that time wouldn’t come to an end before it (Mark. 13:30) (that means: within a third century!). It would come so soon that the disciples wouldn’t even have time to pass through all towns of Israel in their mission (Math. 10:23). This prediction tuned out to be wrong already in the first century. They are all since long dead and most of them will be reincarnated again, and the disciples could have passed through the towns several times until they died… That this prediction wasn’t fulfilled, which has to do with the return of Christ, is maybe the biggest disappointment of Christianity!

I can only imagine that luciferian powers put everything thinkable in motion in order to delay this as long as ever possible. The infiltration of the Church (see Chapter 11) will be a part of this plan. What was predicted might very well have been foreseen but the adversary powers regretfully were so far very successful…

There actually was, however, a near end, but not of this world and not with the return of Christ. It was the end of a true Christianity based on Jesus’ doctrine. Instead a paulinian Christianity came (which among other things introduced a devaluation of the woman that is alien to Jesus’ teachings) [7]. Then the departure from Jesus continued with the Church [8].

John’s Revelations actually contradict the Bible passages mentioned since they predict various violent incidents, which could certainly not be closely forthcoming. Some predictions obviously refer to things that are yet to come (cf. Chapter 11).

But the above quotations of Jesus will not necessarily be wrong. The equation will prove right if we hypothetically assume a hidden reference to reincarnation in them! Some of those who were incarnated at that time would not yet leave the «wheel of rebirth» and humanity would still remain in the actual phase of development until He returns. And the true Christian doctrine will not before His return reach the whole Earth.

These misunderstood – or otherwise unfulfilled! – Bible words were a reason why many early Christians took no interest in the reincarnation question. They had the opinion that there would be no more time left for another incarnation, anyway. They believed that incarnating would already have come to an end (if it had ever existed). Their motivation for such an opinion in any case proved to be wrong.

* «Generation» a measure of time is generally understood as about the third of a century.
I see the frustrating waiting, now so far in vain during two millennia, expressed in Samuel Becket’s *Waiting for Godot*. The Irish dramatist wrote in French and it is said that «Godot» is derived from the English word *God* with the French diminutive -ot, which is supposed to mean something like «the little God». He has himself never explained the meaning of this. Is the «little God» supposed to be Jesus?

Or could it be that Jesus simply *reincarnated* and became a person who was never associated with him? Maybe he did come back and we never knew it…

**Jesus died for us, in our place, and with that all bad karma has already have been forgiven.**

In fact this is basically true, but it isn’t a cheap solution that makes us free from our own responsibility nor from repair. We cannot conveniently leave to Him to make all in order for us that we have messed up, to do the «dirty work» in our place and clean up after us… And what about all the bad karma we have acquired after His crucifixion? This question was already extensively dealt with in the Introduction and in earlier chapters.

I have heard the opinion that Jesus’ sacrifice would erase all the karma-loaded past and that the soul that surrenders to him would become washed clean. That is, however, not at all what this world looks like! Could it be that Lucifer has abused this great sacrifice to introduce a pseudo-Christ as a clever tool for his manipulations? (Cf. Chapter 11.) If Lucifer would through such a trick erase all the past of a soul – and with it all the long and toilsome development through many incarnations that it unconsciously still carries in itself – he could make the soul moldable in his sense and insert it as an ignorant wheel in his machinery. All the experiences a soul would have acquired, through which it after its fall from God had already advanced far on the path of renunciation of evil, would be in vain and the «naked» soul could again be ready for evil after loosing that development! A «soul washing» comparable to «brain washing»… back to square one!

The true Christ, however, offers to accompany us on this path and relieve us from the past – not to erase it – and show us the way to the target. Relief from the past can only consist in repair and responsible reconciliation – with other souls, with God and with oneself. Thus the soul unburdened by the past but fully conscious of its experience can at the end of the path reach the divine target.

**This life offers sufficient opportunities to develop.**

We only need to open the daily newspaper to see how the «opportunities» are used by the majority. Such «opportunities» would filter out a handful for the heaven and send the masses to hell. And what about those who understand little or nothing of their «opportunities»?

**It is not a matter of a process, but of a decision.**

For the major part of humanity then a decision that would obviously be wrong, since they don’t know better. And this should then end in an eternal condemnation that is *irrevocable for all times*? Where are love and grace? Where is the mercy? This is as if we would require a decision for a profession from a three-year old child, which would be binding for the whole life.

**Karma would no effect since one in a new life would know nothing of the old one.**

Here one forgets the unconscious self, which knows very well what the conscious self has forgotten (see below). This is the reason why past-life therapy works!

**The suffering of the individual would be meaningless.**

What sense would it have *without* reincarnation? Only a fanatical masochism? Cf. Chapter 1.

**The earlier personality would be erased and one would in a new life be another person.**

The true self is the soul, which «dresses» itself with bodies. Do I change my personality when I put on
new clothes tomorrow? *Persona* means *mask* in Latin. Should we identify ourselves with our masks and not with the true self behind it? Cf. the following.

**Why, then, don’t we remember?**

We forget nothing. What the *conscious* self no more knows remains in the memory of the *unconscious* self. This is confirmed in hypnosis experiments, which show that any detail of early childhood memories can be brought forward even though the conscious self has completely forgotten it. It is similar with earlier existences. A difficulty for our official science is, however, that such data must then be stored in an immaterial memory of a soul that cannot be physically conceived, and that this science doesn’t want to believe in a soul — even though it is the doctrine of every religion! The objection belongs to a time in which we not yet knew of the unconscious self and is self-disproving through the knowledge of modern psychology. There are also spontaneous memories (see above) and memories called up through regression techniques (cf. Chapter 14).

This can be compared with the transition between being awake and being asleep. When I am asleep and dream, I will in the dream hardly remember the dream I had in the night before. But during the day I can often remember a few dreams I had lately and can sometimes even see a relation between them, which I cannot see when I am dreaming. In the comparatively «awake» condition between two incarnations I have an overview over various lives.

**The eternal cycles of reincarnation don’t solve the problem of the evil; the evil would remain forever.**

Firstly, the cycles are not eternal. Secondly, the evil would be even more eternal in an eternal condemnation! As concerns the theodicy question: see Chapter 1. The evil is much more in the *doing* than in the own suffering that is a consequence of evil doing, which I have traded in and from which I should learn the lesson and no more to do such evil.

**Western reincarnation concepts originate from Blavatsky’s Theosophy.**

This is an ignorance of historical truth, see earlier chapters. There were reincarnation concepts in the West long before Blavatsky and she has a limited influence outside Theosophy. It is similar with Allan Kardec*, Rudolf Steiner and — also! — L. Ron Hubbard. It is really an affront that a few authors mention the two latter persons in one breath! This is a tactic that is offensive for Anthroposophy. The difference is enormous. The abuse of strongly modified reincarnation concepts in «Scientology» (claiming that we would originally have been a kind of extraterrestrial «Titans» who then incarnated as human beings) for manipulation of people and their financial exploitation brings lots of heavy karma to those who practice it [9-12].

Most of the so called «secret philosophies» (mainly kept secret as a protection against the Inquisition) — far less secret today — preserved ancient concepts of reincarnation in the West. It may be true that among them were a few that were quite antichristian, but other philosophies preserved ancient Gnostic Christian knowledge.

**The reincarnation idea contradicts God’s grace.**

It is God’s great grace and mercy! The great and loving grace not to be lost but to have another chance to become free through repair and to take the responsibility for oneself. Ruppert wrote that God’s forgiveness is no «cheap grace» «if only it is made clear that the ‘judgement according to the actions’ is forthcoming also for the pardoned sinner...» [4, enhancement there]. That is just what reincarnation and karma involve!

* His real name was Hippolyte Léon Denizard Rivail.
**Genetics contradicts reincarnation.**

Not at all! Under circumstances, the soul chooses a body with certain characteristics in order to make a needed experience in it. It may also accept certain characteristics so that it can be born to be together with another soul. But genetics never alone define personality and character but also influence and education as well as what the soul brought with it, which acts out of the unconscious self. Genetics to a considerable extent define the external person but much less the internal.

**The self is in the brain and therefore an inseparable part of the body.**

This is a materialistic version of the false dogma that body and soul would be inseparable. It is the view of official science, which a few reincarnation opponents have taken up as an argument – even though science also takes this as a motivation to deny the existence of a soul and survival of the self after death and therefore denies basic Christian beliefs [6]. But if the self could only exist in the brain: don’t angels have a self? Didn’t Christ have one any more after the crucifixion? Doesn’t God have a self? Who is in the purgatory while the worms eat his brain? And who is in hell when his body is not allowed to resurrect?

**Those who believe in reincarnation are often be pantheists or atheists.**

Can there be a soul without a God? Hardly imaginable! Atheists believe even less in reincarnation since they don’t even believe in a soul. The reproach of pantheism will have to do with the idea that we would at the end of the reincarnation become «gods» ourselves [5]. Would we then in the heaven of the ecclesiastic eschatology not be like «gods» in comparison with our present human state of being? The here loosely used concept «gods» must first be defined. Furthermore, Jesus told us: «Ye are gods» (John 10:34)!

The idea that reincarnation believers would be atheists might have to do with the misunderstanding that Buddhism would be a religion without God. This was already dealt with in Chapter 1. Buddha will undoubtedly have known that who treads his path will himself experience God! How else is it to be understood that Kuan Yin – a female Buddha in China, goddess of mercy and an incarnation of the angel Avalokiteśvara – has promised to wait at the gates of heaven until all souls have been redeemed (images of Kuan Yin remind a lot of images of Mary).

«The reincarnation belief in a western form promises relief from questions of personal responsibility, from wrong decisions in philosophy of life, from individual guilt with reference to «karmic laws»...» [13].

The doctrine of reincarnation and karma could hardly be more wrongly understood! The accusation in the quotation could rather be cast on the Dogma since it promises a «grace» that is presented such as if Christ and God would free us from all responsibility if only we convert. Otherwise we would forever go to hell. This is almost like a modern version of a «letter of indulgence». On the contrary, the reincarnation concept requires us to take full responsibility ourselves for our actions and to correct wrong decisions through own experience of their consequences. We ourselves carry the guilt for wrong doings and have to carry it off. This to a large extent takes place through repair and conversion to which the lessons of the «karmic laws» take us. These lessons involve that we will later experience our past actions as done to ourselves – not as a punishment but as a lesson. It is really a loving grace of God that he gives us this opportunity instead of condemning us forever for a wrong step.

* As was mentioned in the beginning of Chapter 1, the Devas in Hinduism and the Buddhas in Buddhism can very well be compared to our concept of angels. The Devaloka (world of the Devas) can be seen as a level in the hierarchy of angels, even though the Dogma detests the recognition of analogies, parallels and relations to eastern Religions and only wants to see differences and contrasts... Avalokiteśvara is regarded as the Deva or Buddha of love and compassion – reminding a lot of Christian concepts! – especially in Tibet, where he is called «Chenresig» (sPyan.ras.gzigs). It has been suggested that the Mahāyāna Buddhism, which arose 2000 years ago, could be a Christ impulse in Buddhism [14], since herewith a collective path emerged on which one takes one’s fellow men and women along, a path of community. In spite of all resistance of the Dogma there will still be many common points to evaluate!
«There are, nonetheless, serious objections to this alternative. The most obvious is that, with rare exceptions, we seem to have no memory of previous existences. This is not only an argument against the truth of reincarnation; it is also an argument against its utility, if true. It is more than a little implausible to claim that we are learning by experience or continuing a development already begun; rather, we seem to be starting all over again every time.» [15]

Again this ignorance of the unconscious self! It was already above remarked that the unconscious self forgets nothing! It is only the conscious and rational ego that forgets. It is certainly time that the discoveries of modern psychology and psychoanalysis about the unconscious self are finally taken notice of also in this context. Arguments like this belong to medieval ages in which the unconscious self was unknown. Because of this the «rare exceptions» confirm the rule, such as spontaneous memories and memories of children!

It is only the ego-self that emerges anew when the body is born, but the unconscious self that has to do with the soul is the basis upon which each new incarnation builds. It is there that we carry our conscience as the sum of all earlier experiences. The psychology today knows very well how much we are influenced and guided by impulses from there, without being conscious of it! This is how both karma and continuation of the soul development work!

Contra-productive polemics.

It is certainly very contra-productive to do as one author does – obviously in lack of better arguments – calling the belief in reincarnation an imbecility, stupidity, hallucination, idiocy, infantile philosophy, laic philosophy, manipulation, ignorance, intellectual pathology, superficiality and so on (see [5] - all these expressions and still more are there spread out over the pages, often as personal insults of various authors)!

Another false concept about reincarnation that is often found in literature of the opponents has to be clearly corrected: that the reincarnations would never end – if there were reincarnation, the human being would reincarnate forever. In reality, we are here dealing with steps or rungs of a «staircase» or «ladder» back to God, classes in a school for the soul. After a last incarnation the soul can return to the divine word to stay there – it then has finally come home!
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Chapter 10
REINCARNATION – WHY DO PEOPLE FEAR IT?

The reincarnation question is senseless for agnostics and atheists. If man has no soul there can obviously be no reincarnation and if there is no God the whole thing is meaningless, anyway. The objection by opponents that believers in reincarnation would often be atheists is therefore self-disproving.

For believers in God, however, the question of a life after death is essential. It seems, though, that many are afraid of the possibility of reincarnation! They reject this concept in a way that often seems fearful. Are they frightened of the possibility to be born again in a new body? What are they afraid of?

I have never been bad!

I should have been an evildoer? Impossible! I was always good. When I suffer, it is in any case unjust. I can never have caused that myself.

And yet the world is full of evildoers of all kinds: from the minor swindler and pick-pocket to the mass murderer and the war criminal. You only have to open the daily newspaper to see that! If therefore for purely statistical reasons the possibility would not be very small that I would have myself been one of them – and maybe not even a very small one – I will rather reject the idea of reincarnation. I can then continue to talk myself into always having been good. The scoundrels and criminals are always the others. And that may even be true today. That it might not always have been so is unthinkable…

And I can continue to make myself believe that my suffering is completely unjust. It can only be the fault of the others…

I reserve a seat in heaven!

If I behave well and follow all that my religion prescribes, I can reserve a good place for me in heaven. For what would I then need further incarnations? Christ has forgiven me. Do I then need more?

The fanatic has put it all on one card. His place in heaven is to be definitely and irrevocably reserved – no matter how he behaves to his fellow men and women in this world. Actually, only the brothers and sisters of the same faith count, the others will anyway go to hell… The thought would be unbearable that much of this could be in vain and a mistake! Such a thought must not only be suppressed, but defeated. As if one could with enough violence shape the truth to become the way we want to have it…

When religion becomes an excuse for violent acts and when its rules are unlovingly used as bats to club down our brothers and sisters, we have understood nothing! Nothing at all! Rules and prescriptions are of course not there to be violated, but also not to be followed mechanically. They are guidelines for those who cannot yet do it in love. The love stands above all rules. Rules have a real sense only where humans are still undeveloped in love. They then cannot yet act out of their hearts. Rules are substitutes through which many things can after all be reasonably kept in order. They are crutches for those who still have closed hearts.

But who has developed to act more out of his heart than out of his mind needs no rules anymore. Rules cannot foresee all possibilities and therefore include their own exceptions from the beginning – much more than we would ever think. The heart does it right even if this goes against a rule. Only who can act out of his heart and therefore needs no rules can have a place reserved for him in heaven. The person who acts only out of his rational mind and insists on provisions and regulations has not yet come that far!

Then I could be punished!

If there is reincarnation I could be punished for many a little injustice that I have committed in the course of my life. Maybe even for one that isn’t so small… And I have taken such effort that no one
should know it, maybe even not God… God is supposed to have mercy! More than I have with my fel-
low men and women. Christ is supposed to have forgiven me on the cross! Even though it is hard for me
to forgive others… I am only a human being!

And because of that, that I am only a human being, I have to grow still more while being human! It is only
when I am grown up as a human being that I can go further. The criterion is, again: love! How could I go to
heaven if I have not yet understood that when I die? Then I will have to return to make up for it!

The very possibility that I can return to make up for what I have neglected and grow still more in an-
other life, until I have become really grown up as a creature of God, is the greatest mercy!

We are quickly indignant when a worldly court imposes «a too low» punishment on the one we re-
gard as a criminal. We are just as quickly indignant by the thought that we ourselves could be punished
for an offence! The others should be punished, and that well, but with us one should of course be lenient
and reasonable. The circumstances are always mitigating for us, but not for the others…

If at all, then the others shall reincarnate, but not me. Then it is better to dismiss the whole idea far
away from me…

However, karma and reincarnation are not a matter of punishment, but of learning and correction,
even though this will often take place through lessons on my own skin, which I have attracted to myself
through insistent excuses and justifications…
Chapter 11

DOES THE CHURCH WANT CHRIST TO RETURN?

There are a few remarkable books, which mention a luciferian plan, a centuries old plan to infiltrate the Church with magic and satanic forces. The powers of evil would strive after having their own people in the higher ranks of the Vatican and eventually on the throne of the Pope.

Because the luciferian forces were unsuccessful in their attempts two millennia ago to nip the rising and to them threatening Christianity in the bud, a highly ingenious strategy was elaborated. Instead of destroying Christianity, it was tried to make it serve their interests, just like the modern business principle: «If you can’t kill it, buy it!»

The book *The Broken Cross* [1] by Piers Compton describes a plan by the *Illuminati* for such an infiltration. I will select only a few main points. As Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli (1881-1963) became the Pope John XXIII in 1958, he introduced a new cross on which the all-seeing eye in a triangle is seen. This is a symbol of the *Illuminati* (often put on the top of a pyramid). Roncalli has himself told that he was converted to Catholicism through the writings of Léon Bloy (1846-1917) [2,3]. It is said that Bloy identified the Holy Spirit with Satan and that he, according to Compton, presented himself as Lucifers prophet! In a major encyclopedia is written: «A man of the devil as well as of God, of hatred as well as of love…» [4]. Roncalli allegedly experienced an initiation in a secret order while he in 1935 was delegated to Istanbul in the service of the Vatican. A master of the order gave him a very special mission, the sense of which will have to do with his later ascension on the chair of the Pope. The description indicates that Roncalli without knowing it was chosen for a special purpose and was manipulated towards it with all the seductive influence of mysticism and the secrecy atmosphere of the order. The ego-befooling thrill of being «something special», the lure of being chosen and privileged, is a trap very often used to turn people into tools for dark purposes. People who usually are told little about the true but concealed purpose of the activity they are charged with but are stuffed with society secrets and ritual cults… A detailed report about this initiation is said to be given in a hard-to-find text [5].

The next Pope was Giovanni Battista Montini (1897-1978) who was elected 1963 and took the name Paul VI. He introduced another new cross, the «broken cross», which is said to have been a symbol of Satanists in the 6th century. It consists of a twisted cross with a deformed Jesus figure and has allegedly been used by black magicians as the «sign of the beast». This nasty *caricature* of a crucifix is put on top of a staff, which the Pope carries at various occasions.

During the reign of this Pope it came to a scandal that was soon covered up. The archbishop Annibale Bugnini (his name is in the below-mentioned list) had in 1975 inadvertently left his document file in a meeting room. It was opened with the purpose of finding out who owned it and it was discovered to contain documents about persons in high positions in secret societies in Rome. Bugnini was then (as a punishment?) displaced to be a nuncio in Iran, then governed by the Shah, and the Vatican strove to let the grass grow over the matter. The story was published as a novel [6] upon which the expected denials followed.

Another scandal was the publication in 1976 of a list of 70 persons in the Italian magazine *Borghese*. These persons had high positions in the Church and were said to all be members of secret societies. Some persons of the clergy commented: «there is a Fifth Column in the Church that constantly works for atheism» and «the presence of enemies of the Church inside its inner structure… should be revealed.» A secret French list is told to contain many more names.

The Holy Communion and the Catholic Mass were watered down and profaned under the Pope Paul VI. The Communion is since then sometimes offered in quite careless forms. The above-mentioned archbishop Bugnini, as a Masonic agent in the Vatican [7], and the cardinal Alfredo Ottaviani introduced a *New Mass Order*, adopted at the 2nd Vatican Council 1962-1965.

Another book [8] partly refers to *The Broken Cross*. It tells that a conspiracy for infiltration of the Vatican by the *Illuminati* was discovered in 1785. A priest who was a member had died in an accident
and secret documents about such plans were found at his body. A certain Masonic group, the Carbonari, intended to infiltrate the Church on all levels.

A further book [9] is allegedly based on revelations on the deathbed by a priest and threefold doctor who belonged to the innermost insiders of the Vatican and had been an advisor to three Popes. He told a journalist [10] about an occult ritual in the Vatican in 1963 (the year in which Pope Paul VI followed John XXIII). In that ritual the fallen archangel Lucifer was enthroned as leader of the Catholic Church. They aim at a world government: «They do anything possible to have their man as Pope.» The book is presented as a factual report in the form of a novel in order to protect certain persons through altered names of persons and places.

A more recent book [7] has caused much stir. The Vatican has in vain tried to stop the publication of this document composed by 20 persons in high positions* in the Church who wrote under a common pseudonym. Chapter XVII reports about a black mass in the Vatican and Chapter XVIII, «Satan’s smoke in the Vatican», reports in a quite detailed manner how the «Masonic polyp» as an agnostic order systematically infiltrates the Church. Before quoting a testimony about a black mass in Chapter XVII, the authors write: «Satan, the prince of darkness, cunningly directs the ways of his followers... His guiding principle is: You don’t have to act against God if you can do without him. It is sufficient to make use of the patterns, which the Church offers in that it legalizes ambitions of human selfishness... so that the Church as a Divine institution easily becomes an abode of infidel materialism. In this way, Satan lets the Fathers of the Church themselves turn the beatitudes of the Sermon on the Mount into their opposites.»

The deadly activities around the 33-day Pope John Paul I may have a certain significance in this respect [1,11].

Compton also reports about black masses in the Church. In the basilica of Sta. Maria de Guadeloupe in Mexico City a goat was slaughtered as a sacrifice in front of the altar [1, p. 124] and in Belgium a Progressive Theological Congress was held in a Franciscan Church in Brussels under Cardinal Léon-Joseph Suenens. It opened with dancing girls and then an unbelievable shape slowly rose from the altar. It turned out to be a gigantic plastic phallus. A phallic worship of the heathen god Baal followed [12].

I know myself a person who told me the following. In a neighboring village an old pensioned man lives who during decades was a secretary in the Vatican. He repeatedly says: «What is going on in the Vatican is criminal» but doesn’t unveil what he is referring to.

The Ayatollahs of Iran obviously understand nothing of psychology. When Salman Rushdie was sentenced to death for his book The Satanic Verses, they gave it the greatest publicity a book can have. Rushdie’s book overnight became world famous and a bestseller. The Church should know better than that and never do the same. Yet it seems to make similar mistakes. When Professor Hans Küng and the priest Eugen Drewermann** were condemned and deposed they attracted much more public attention and their writings became better known and more read than ever before. Something similar happened in the Indian region of mission with Tissa Balasurya (Shri Lanka). Is this a mistake or intention? Could this be a red herring? Maybe these persons should have much public attention in order to deviate it from other critical questions (such as the arguments about the Catholic Mafia Opus Dei***)? Strangely, the

---

* The only one of the authors whose identity became known through denunciation is the retired Vatican prelate Luigi Marinelli, now subject to a court procedure initiated by the Vatican.
** The cases may be little known on the other side of the Atlantic, but these two are critics of the Church in Germany who have inadvertently been made very popular by the institution they criticize.
*** There have repeatedly been revealing reports in the media about Opus Dei and critical discussions in Switzerland because of its headquarter in Chur. Since I have had little opportunity to follow the discussion in the German-language media, I may instead mention that an extensive series of articles was published in the Swedish newspaper Expressen on July 4-8, 10, 11 and 13 in 2000, in which this «sect» was described as a «black force». In Slovenia, a series of articles was published in Mladina No. 39-41, 2000 (in which the expression «Catholic Mafia» is used). Opus Dei performed a coup in the Slovenian parliament and could achieve that in the summer 2000 an ultra-conservative man loyal to them ruled as a presi-
Church doesn’t react publicly to books like the above-mentioned on the infiltration theory but instead tries to secretly stop them or withdraw them from the market. Or they are declared to be fads or «trivial literature», hoping that they will not be taken seriously. Thus, for example, the book The Broken Cross may no more be available… Against Karheinz Deschner (see earlier chapters) and Otto von Corvin [13] court procedures were tried, which the Church lost in both cases. Since then it instead tries to pass them over in silence

Some own observations seem to confirm the infiltration conspiracy and are thought provoking. Could something about these rumors really be true? Could such an endeavor already have achieved much success?

**Strange parallels to magic**

Could there in the Church even be varieties of magic? A monstrous thought that is right-out forbidden!

There are secret societies in which the neophytes and the members in the periphery are kept in illusory ideas. Only who after painstaking tests appears sufficiently reliable is initiated into the true secrets of the inner circle, which turns out to be a reversal of the peripheral structure of doctrines. The outer circles are not allowed to know what it really is about and the members are kept in the belief in something different. Could it be that an infiltration of the Church – if the assertions in the above-mentioned books are true – also proceeds according to such a system?

Of course, I don’t know if this is so but the books mentioned and some strange observations let such thoughts suggest themselves since there are at least certain parallels even to techniques used in black magic.

A well-known technique in voodoo is to use a puppet representing the victim and stick needles, nails, pieces of glass and the like in it, or to cut in it, in order to harm a person. In every Church and in every Catholic home there is a «puppet» of Jesus with nails in hands and feet and often with a crown of thorns on His bleeding head and a wound in His side – nailed to the cross!! Is this supposed to break the power of Christ? Should he still remain fixed to the cross?* A dreadful thought, and a possible analogy would be shocking…

It is very interesting in the context of this Chapter that – according to major encyclopedias – crucifix images were used only from the 6th century on and that the first crucifix sculptures were made as late as in the year 1000. During the first 600 years of Christianity, the image of a victorious Christ was used, which was then replaced by the image of a suffering Christ! This certainly fits the picture in this chapter…

A papal ritual that is sometimes carried out (as it was, for example, at the turn of the millennium) is to carry a staff around that has a crucifix at its top – the above-mentioned «broken cross». Sometimes the Jesus figure on it is anointed in a way that almost makes us think of embalming a dead body. Carried around like a trophy, this scepter seems to want to show: «Jesus is dead. I now exercise the power.»

Are we dealing with coincidences and apparent similarities with certain techniques of magic, or is also here no smoke without a fire? In such ways, the return of Christ could be delayed by calamitous means…

Has the Lord’s Prayer been reformulated according to known principles for affirmation so that it refers to the future and not to the present? «Thy kingdom come» and not «Thy kingdom IS» – here and now – and so on. It shouldn’t be yet… What is uncomfortable for those who have the power should be delayed as much as possible, because they will then have to give their power up.

---

* It is unbelievable but maybe significant that the famous painting of the resurrected Christ by Grünewald was taken from the Isenheimer Altar in Colmar (Alsace, France) to a museum! The Eastern Church, however, recognizes the resurrected Christ much more. It has corresponding images and the beautiful Easter greeting: «Christ is resurrected!» – «Verily, He is resurrected!» The resurrection mass of the western Church on Easter Sunday seems rather to be an isolated case and «window dressing».

Ent for four months as a result of a provoked government crisis. He changed certain things to the advantage of the Church. Democracy and the wisdom of the people won at the end and the corresponding party lost by high amounts in a regular election in October 2000, in part thanks to the important clarification by these articles.
The kabalistic cross in the Lord’s Prayer

The Lord’s Prayer terminates with the kabalistic cross – a formula of kabalistic and western magic – because at the end it says: «…thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever. Amen.»

The Kabalah is a high spiritual science and it is in no way my intention to devaluate it. However, knowledge and concepts of this science have repeatedly been abused in black magic. Techniques are, for example, known in the Kabalah for allegedly conjuring up spirits and even make them servants. Such things play no essential role in the kabalistic science but they do in forms of abuse.

The kingdom, the power and the glory are three sephirot (plural of sephira), three of the spiritual centers in the human being according to the doctrine of the Kabalah (which probably have analogies to the chakras of the Indian doctrine) [14]. These three sephirot are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{malkút} &= \text{the kingdom}: \text{at the feet}, \\
\text{gebúrah} &= \text{the power}: \text{at the left shoulder}, \\
\text{gedúlah} &= \text{the glory}: \text{at the right shoulder (also called chesed = the mercy)}. \\
\end{align*}
\]

The corresponding points on the body are also the points we touch when we make the sign of the cross (as concerns malkút, we rather point towards it since we would otherwise have to bend down or go down in the knees)! We also touch the head, which indicates that another sephira is involved, located to the head. This sephira is keter = the crown. Should it really be: «…thine is the crown, the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever. Amen»?

Exactly the same formula is used by magicians in various magic rituals, mostly spoken in Hebrew or Latin! Eliphas Levi, alias Alphonse Louis Constant, deviated into occultism and magic from being a Catholic priest, called himself an abbot and as member of a secret brotherhood he will have been initiated in many things. He wrote: «We see by the occult vesicle of the Lord’s Prayer… that it was originally made after two manners, or at least that it was characterized by two entirely different formulae, one reserved for priests and initiates, the other imparted to neophytes and the profane. For example, the initiate said raising his hand to the forehead, ‹For thine›, then added ‹is,› and continuing as he brought down his hand to his breast, ‹the kingdom,› then to the left shoulder, ‹the justice,› afterwards to the right shoulder, ‹and the mercy› – then clasping his hands, he added, ‹in the generating ages.› Tibi sunt Malkuth et Geburah et Chessed per aeonas – a Sign of the Cross which is absolutely and magnificently kabalistic, which the profanations of Gnosticism have lost completely to the official and militant Church. This Sign after this manner, should precede and terminate the Conjuration of the Four.» [15]. The «Conjuration of the Four» is a set of conjurations for subjugating elementary spirits.

This will not be the whole difference between the two ways to recite this prayer. Eliphas Levi will only have touched on the subject and concealed more profound secrets. Firstly, the initiate knows what he is doing and that he is actually making the kabalistic cross, and the profane has no idea of what he is really saying and doing. Secondly, the initiate could possibly add the sephira keter, as indicated above.

It is interesting to note that only some later Bible editions have this «kabalistic cross» in the Lord’s Prayer in Math. 6:13. To them belong Luther’s Bible, King James’ Version and also the Peshitta. In contrast, my text of the ancient Greek Bible doesn’t have this formula and also not the «Amen» at the end. My Bibles in Spanish and Italian don’t have it, either. Has the formula been added later? This may be another piece of a puzzle that builds the picture of this chapter…

Confirmation in the Revelation

Another important passage of the Bible now appears in a new light in view of the above.

In the Revelation is written: «And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven vials, and talked with me, saying unto me, Come hither; I will shew unto thee the judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon many waters: With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the inhabi-
tants of the earth have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication. So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns. And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication: And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration» (Rev. 17:18).

«And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth» (Rev. 17:9). «And the woman which thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth» (Rev. 17:18).

Who will, reading about the great city, not think of Rome with its seven papal academies, built on seven hills – and of the Vatican, officially called «Vatican City»!?

«And the ten horns… are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet…» (Rev. 17:12). We could here think of Dekapolis, the ten Hellenistic towns in Israel of that time. Mentioned in Math. 4:25, Mark 5:20 and 7:31, they are in a more general sense seen as symbols for pagan areas still to be missioned (cf. the visit of the Pope to India in 1999 with a call for continued mission; in May 2000 the question about Christian mission among the Jews again became a matter of discussion in Germany). The scarlet color is among others a symbol for the Church, which still is striving for expanding its power over some «heathen» areas. The woman is carried by a beast. A beast is often seen as a symbol of the devil.

«And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory. And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her delicacies» (Rev. 18:1-3).

Who would, when reading about that angel, not think of Christ coming to judge the Church? And to whom would not the strictly forbidden thought easily come that the whore would be the Church? It has at all times enriched (cf. a.o. [16,17,18]) and prostituted itself to the powers of the world, but also manipulated these powers and executed power itself.

The dogmatic interpretation wants to see the world power of the ancient Roman Empire in this, and that the town would be the heathen town Rome before its christianization. This contradicts the future vision in the Revelation, which to a large extent obviously refers to events that have not yet taken place! Why should the vision suddenly jump 2000 years back in time instead of symbolically describe a continued course of a forthcoming event referred to in the previous Chapter of the Revelation? It cannot be otherwise than that the unmasking and fall of the «great whore» is yet to come!

It would also be hard to see how the Roman Empire would have «fornicated» with the kings of the Earth, which it fought against by all means and wanted to subdue. Such a «fornication» through all times is much more true for the Church!

If the Bible passages quoted are to be fulfilled, it can be expected that the Church doesn’t want Christ to come back, since that event will lead to its own judgement and end!

No prayer for Christ’s return

It one day came to my mind that I never heard a prayer for Christ’s return in the liturgy of the Church. I therefore asked a friend who has completed a study of theology. No, it seems that there really is no such prayer! Later, another person confirmed this.
A personal inquiry at the Institute of Liturgical Science and Sacramental Theology of the Catholic Theological Faculty at the University of Vienna brought no enlightenment in this matter. All that we could find is that a few ritual and other prayers briefly mention that we would eventually be together with Jesus Christ in heaven. But we found no prayer that asks for his soon return to definitively redeem us. «We are already redeemed», the person said, obviously thinking of the common expectation as a Christian of the Church – inconsiderate of the suffering in the world and our co-responsibility for those who suffer (cf. Appendix 1).

Another inquiry in the Priest Seminary in Graz (Austria) had the same meager result. They could at both places only refer to texts in the Missal where the return of Christ is mentioned but in no way connected with a concrete and active prayer for it. The High Prayer says: «We proclaim your death, oh Lord, and we praise your resurrection, until you return in splendor.» The Latin text has no «splendor» but only: «…until you come» («…donec venias»). This almost sounds like «Your return can wait, take your time. We are so happy to execute the power in your place.» The death of Jesus is strangely stressed.

Two other locations in the Missal similarly have only statements that he will return in an undefined future and again have no prayer that the redemption would be completed soon. In the Great Profession of Faith is said: «He sits on the right side of the Father and will return in splendor to judge the living and the dead: His kingdom will have no end» – similarly but a bit shorter in the Apostolic Profession of Faith. The return is stressed to be in some undefined future.

As concerns the common expectance of the regular churchgoers and subordinate obedience to the Dogma, I come to think of what I heard in a Catholic TV broadcast in the USA in 1979: «Mr. Smith went to Church every Sunday, Mr. Smith went to hell for what he did on Monday.»

Who, then, doesn’t want Christ back?

It is, of course, not really the Church itself that doesn’t want Christ to return, but it will (today) hardly know about the secret influence from behind the curtains. Who really want to retard the things is Lucifer. But the old and unscrupulous master strategist is too clever and too cunning to simply paralyze the representative of his opponent in an open confrontation or even to destroy it. Instead, he poisons its heart and twists its head so that he can manipulate it in his interest in an unnoticed way. Since the people in the Church are only human beings, their weaknesses can be well used for the purpose. For that aim he gave a great military victory to Constantine, who in return held the Council in Nicaea. A pimp’s marriage…

Also the Pope is only a human being. The perverse Dogma of infallibility is a human (luciferian?) invention that is little more than 100 years old, and was accepted with a scanty majority at the 1st Vatican Council 1869-1870 «against multiple resistance within the Church» [19]. Before that, only the decision of a Council was considered infallible, and that not from the beginning but only from the 14th century on. This has caused the Church many a problem since a resolution of a Council could not be changed when it turned out to be too obviously wrong. Instead, one had to resort to various tricky artifices so that a senseless old commitment could be bent right in a roundabout way. It is therefore important to once again stress that the anathemata against Origen (see Chapter 3) are no decisions by a Council!

How could that work!

If it would really be true that such an old secret plan in ways that even appear quite magic would have the aim to retard Christ’s return: how could that work? Christ will be stronger than Lucifer! But the plan would in that case work through us human beings! If we since almost 2000 years are preprogrammed to keep the image of a Jesus who is dead and nailed to the cross deeply imprinted in ourselves, to pray the Lord’s Prayer in a way that refers to a future, and as far as possible leave the thinking to clerical authori-

* Having no access to a Missal in English, I have here translated from German.
ties, then we have become the ignorant tools of such a program... This is really a matter of subliminal manipulation! The power of an unconscious mass visualization is great. We were kept in spiritual immaturity for a purpose, so that we wouldn’t be ready yet for Christ’s return. He will probably not be able to come back before we internally have grown spiritually to be truly ready for it, and not as long as we are only apparently ready in our ego and in the external worldly ways of thinking!

Maybe Christ would have come back among the Cathars, if not the evil powers had destroyed them...
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Evils of the Church

The «prostitution» (see Chapter 11) of the Church to the powers of the world began with the foundation Council in Nicaea in 325. It was the beginning of an unchaste relation with the worldly powers. This was a concubinage, which brought much disaster over the world (cf. [1]). This will have opened a back door for luciferian influences, which since then continuously work behind the curtains and facades of the Church. Since those times it seems, when looking carefully, that a goat’s foot can sometimes be barely seen under the edge of the curtains… There are theologians who regard that event – the so-called «Constantinian turn» – as the most unfortunate in the history of the Church. It was a turn for both the Church and the emperor, who in the years before apparently went through a change in his view of the world that will have been more tactical than real. He originally was a paganishly oriented opponent to the Christians and not little superstitious, but then occupied himself with the Gnosis and finally turned to Christianity [2] – even though rather superficially and opportunistically (see Chapter 6). While he was still praying to pagan gods for victories, the reincarnation doctrine of the Greek philosophy will certainly not have been unknown to him. At the Council in 325 he, however, gave the impression to have turned away from all that.

When allegedly a Christ monogram appeared to Constantine with the message: «In this sign you will be victorious» (cf. Chapter 6), it can certainly not have come from Christ since He taught us to love our enemies and that who takes the sword will be undone by the sword!

How else can it be explained that the Church has had so much blood shed? Blasphemously even in the name of Christ! Contrary to Christ’s doctrine of love… Among many other things:

- The Crusades: masses of «infidels» were slaughtered by people who considered themselves Christians and taught the people of the Near East to kill for the faith…
- The genocide of the Cathars – they were completely eradicated up to the last woman and child.
- The Inquisition – 6 million* so-called «witches» were killed, often after torture and not rarely raped; masses of critics, free thinkers, persons of a different belief, etc., were tortured and/or killed.
- The big genocides when «christianizing» the Americas – on Incas, Aztecs, Mayas, North-American Indians, and so on.
- Approval of hunting, trading and exploiting slaves.
- Blessings of wars, weapons and soldiers instead of following the Gospel and urging for reconciliation.
- Condemnation of Jews as «murderers of Christ», through which the Church directly or indirectly became guilty of pogroms. Jesus and his first followers were Jews themselves, but Roman soldiers nailed Him to the cross! The people didn’t want this murder to be done but a small group in the front of Pilate’s house was incited by a handful of high priests.
- The Church kept silent about the elimination of the Jews in Nazi Germany (cf. [3]).
- Secretly having hands in revolutions and dictatorships (a.o. it kept quiet about the actions of the Nazis and it even helped war criminals to be set free from prison and/or escape to South America – cf. [4,5]).
- The Vatican is said to have secretly supported Hitler and even given him the Christ Medal [6].
- In Northern Ireland both Churches silently approve the murdering instead of preaching the reconciliation, which the teachings of Christ require.
- The Churches kept silent about the murders and tortures in Bosnia. The Catholic Croats obviously hoped to gain grounds from the Muslims and from the Eastern Church of the Serbs, as well as did the latter in the opposite direction. If these Churches had taken the Gospel seriously, each priest would

* Different numbers are found in literature. The Church is striving to make much lower numbers count. Since it does it in its own interest, such an endeavor is to be taken with caution…
every Sunday in every Church in the country – if Serbian-Orthodox or Catholic – have condemned the murders and called for peace and reconciliation… But even warmongering in the sermons has been reported!!

- In relation to the war in Kosovo it is painful to note that the Eastern Churches in Serbia and Russia still keep quiet about the genocide on the Kosovars. The Catholic Church has given only vague statements. If they would be truly Christian, they would have intervened will all possible means against it and urged the soldiers to Christian disobedience to the worldly power and to instead obey their conscience. But it seems that Muslims are not regarded as our fellow men and women and that one on the quiet enjoys their elimination… The same is repeated in the Russian war against Chechnya…

- A person who cooperates in a welfare organization for children in Romania told me that the Church in that country sometimes catches shipments for human aid and sells them in order to get money for repair and restoration of churches. A newspaper report informed in the autumn of 1998 that much money that was intended for the social work of Mother Theresa went to the Vatican and not to her.

- And so on, and so forth, et cetera,……

It is remarkable that Pope John Paul II (Karol Woytyla) in a secret letter to the cardinals of 1994 has allegedly written as follows: «How can one remain silent about the many forms of violence perpetrated in the name of faith – wars of religion, tribunals of the Inquisition and other forms of violations of the rights of persons» (reported in the Chicago Tribune of June 5, 1995, quoted in [1, p. i]).

March 12, 2000, it came to the Mea Culpa of the Pope – regretfully diffuse and an obvious endeavor to keep the Church and its hierarchy free from guilt and instead shift the blame on hangers-on. The relative clarity with which he – again – expressed himself against abortion would be still more desirable concerning sensitive historical facts. And what does the question of abortion have to do with this Mea Culpa? When it comes to «killing developing life» the Church has not made itself guilty. Instead, it has to the price of immeasurable additional distress and suffering of, e.g., cruelly raped women wanted to prevent their relief through abortion**. In the Church history we are dealing with killing of actual life, and that often en masse, as well as with the many omission crimes in this respect. Professor Hans Küng spoke of «general clichés and empty phrases» (Interview on the official German short-wave radio Deutsche Welle, March 13, 2000). The Church historian Karlheinz Deschner wrote a «reminder» to that occasion [3] that is well worth reading.

In the German political weekly magazine Der Spiegel the following could be read in May 1999 [7]: «The Church already anathematized deserters from the Emperor’s army at the Council in Arles in 314. That was the end of pacifism, of disdain of the things of this world and of voluntary poverty of the early Christians. 40 years after the death of Constantine, the Church called a tenth of the ground and earth of the Roman Empire its own: in the medieval ages it even brought it to a third… After only a few centuries there were more victims of the Church than martyrs who had sacrificed their lives for it.»

In one of Germany’s major newspapers [8] was at the beginning of the new millenium written that Pope Pius XII was mockingly called «Hitler’s Pope». The German dramatist Hochhuth had already in the 40es brought on the stage that the pontificate should have shouted flaming protests in the world

---

* In the Swedish newspaper Metro of July 14, 2000, the journalist Johanna Hildebrandt reported (p. 6) about her encounter with a Catholic priest during the Bosnian war. He spoke softly about the marvels of God, but then took out a paper on which it was written that all Muslims should be eradicated and said: «Do you understand that they are of the devil? They must die!»

** The issue of abortion is a difficult one. But there isn’t the slightest doubt that in nearly all cases a child resulting from cruel rape is hated by the mother already in the belly and would have to suffer lovelessness, rejection, orphanage and/or adoption with an uncertain fate. If the soul that comes to incarnate can be spared this and at the same time the violated woman, one may certainly ask if the other alternative wouldn’t be even worse. Reincarnation cannot be taken as an excuse for abortion! The woman who aborts too easily takes a karmic burden on her shoulders, as does a man who wants her to do it. We are, however, here dealing with emergency cases involving heavy suffering, and in such cases things look very differently.
against the elimination of the Jews and that the Pope should in a sacrificial demonstration of solidarity have died himself among the Jews in Auschwitz. The Church claims, however, that more Jews were saved as a result of renunciation from protest, which is very hard to believe. It will rather have been a matter of not having to put up with seeing parts of the population leave the Church – which anyway happened – if it would have taken a clear stand against Hitler.

How Christian is the Church?

The Church claims to be the sole representative of Christ on Earth, to administer Jesus’ assets and to preach His teachings in the only correct form. As we have seen from earlier chapters, there are reasons to doubt that this is true.

There are theologians who secretly approve what few of them dare to say in public: the Church in reality doesn’t relate to Jesus but to Paul! It represents Paul’s modified version of Jesus’ doctrine [9,10, cf. 7,11]. New discoveries show that John should have become the successor of Jesus but was through political manipulations pushed aside in order to promote Paul [11]. Could it be that two Popes of the 20th century chose the name John Paul to confirm that? Paul wrote: «What then? notwithstanding, every way, whether in pretence, or in truth, Christ is preached...» (Philipp. 1:18). The ancient Greek text has «…eíte prophásei eíte alêtheía…». Alêtheia means «truth» and próphasis can be translated as «pretence, pretext, apparent reason, excuse».

The Church is therefore more Paulinian than Christian! With Paul (and in part already with Peter) an alienation process began through which this institution, when it later came to be, gradually became profaned and estranged from its task. The Church became a hybrid. It has, on one side, administered Jesus’ assets and kept a true core and, on the other side, «adjusted» Jesus’ teachings and used the alienated preaching for worldly power.

We know that Paul wasn’t a disciple of Jesus. He regretted to be born too late for that (1 Cor. 15:8). When he still was Saul, he even persecuted Christians until he converted and changed his name to Paul after a vision. As concerns this vision, one may have similar doubts as in the case of the vision of Constantine (see above and Chapter 6).

Keeping the truth secret

During a workshop in Israel in May 2000 I had the opportunity to visit Qumran, where the Dead Sea scrolls were found. The place is today an excavation site with ruins of a more than 2000-year-old Essene center. In a movie presentation it was suggested that John the Baptist could have been an Essene. The theory that Jesus could at least have had good relations to the Essenes is not new. The Church wanted to keep the scrolls secret but a part of it was secretly photographed and smuggled out. These texts were under protest from the Vatican translated and published by an American team. I was told that this part would constitute only about 25 % of the discovered scrolls! If that is true, not less than 75 % would still be kept away from us! A Western theologian, however, said that only about a quarter of the text is not yet translated, but in that case still an important part is kept secret, which definitely is another crime of the Church. The reason can only be one: the truth would strongly endanger the fundament of the Church and its power… for example, if it turns out that the doctrine of Jesus to an important part existed already before him, in the Essene community.

Nothing concrete can be found as concerns the question of reincarnation in the texts so far published – neither for nor against this belief. If the Church wants to claim that this belief would have been alien to the Essenes, it is taking things too easily. In order to prove that it would have to allow the publication of the missing parts of the scrolls! And then the opposite may turn out to be the case… As long as scrolls are still kept secret, such a statement can not be taken very seriously.
Religion as warmonger

The history of humanity to a frightening extent shows that very many larger and smaller wars had to do with religion. One wanted to slaughter opponents to one’s own faith and believed to kill for God and Christ! What an extreme aberration of humanity and what a self-demonization of the religious institutions! It is and remains a heavy sin to kill and there is no worse blasphemy than to want to do it in the name of God or Christ! For the Christian a capital crime against Jesus’ command of peace and love.

Three great religions confess to one God. Since according to them there can be no other, it has to be the same God! He is only venerated and prayed to under different names: Allah, Yahweh, God… and yet the same… Instead of sinning still more through the shedding of blood it is long overdue to finally come to a true interreligious ecumenicalism! Any form of killing, and still more «in the name of God», will close the gates of heaven to the perpetrator, put a heavy karma on his shoulders and prepare a place for him in hell (if there would be one). How can it be possible that human beings still don’t want to understand that?

Buddhism and Hinduism also have their places in such a holy ecumenicalism. As already mentioned (a.o. in Chapter 1), the Hindus very well know one highest God, under whom divine beings are subordinated like the angels in the Catholic belief. Buddha didn’t mention God since he will obviously have known that everyone who follows the path he showed will eventually meet Him. It is only one of various ways to the same destination.

The following picture came to me many years ago. There is a high mountain with a bright light on its top. Many paths lead up the mountain to that light. People are walking on the paths. They see the light in a different shape depending upon where they see it from. Some see a cross, others a half moon, still others see a Menorah (the Jewish seven-armed chandelier), others again see a golden Buddha, a Trimûrti (the Hindu trinity), and so on. The light looks different from different sides. The people shout to each other: «You are on the wrong path! I see the light up there. You must take this path!» They loose centuries in disputes and fall far back through conflicts and killing… When they have one day finished their senseless blasphemous fighting and finally arrive at the top of the mountain, they will know that it is unimportant on which path you came up. They had only lost the destination from their sight and with it a lot of time…

The cross

Isn’t it strange that the Church has chosen a tool for torture and murder to be its symbol? Does it venerate His execution more than His life and work? Even though it is true that his sacrificial death was something extraordinary – and at the same time the most shameful act of humanity.

Imagine that Jesus hadn’t been crucified but beheaded. Would one then have chosen a sword as a symbol? That would be quite perverse… We are simply no more aware of the fact that the cross in these days was a still crueler instrument of murder.

There is, of course, more symbolism in the cross, like the union of the vertical that strives to heaven with the earthbound horizontal, or the four rivers in Eden. In addition, the symbol will actually have become sanctified through 2000 years of devotion. But the historical ambivalence remains. It is long overdue to make the resurrected Christ a guiding symbol!

Miserable signs for the future

An aspirant for the succession of the actual Pope is the Italian cardinal Giacomo Biffi*. He claims that antichrist would already be among us and wouldn’t be a monster with seven heads (Rev. 12:3, 13:1, 13:5).

* In the above-mentioned list published in the journal Borghese there is a cardinal Franco Biffi, which must, however, not necessarily have a connection with cardinal Giacomo Biffi.
17:3,7,9), but a philanthropist and supporter of vegetarianism, pacifism, the rights of animals and the dialogue between the Orthodox and the Catholic Church. He would therefore want to «force the Catholic Church on its knees.» This cardinal is said to be ultra-conservative and regards everything, which is progressive for the Church and could adapt it to the 21st century and the new millennium as stupidity, vulgarity and shamelessness [12].

With this attitude he contradicts the words of Jesus and according to his own words advocate the opposite: wars, reckless killing of animals* and enmity between the Churches! He advocates misanthropy instead of philanthropy and wants to preserve the dark medieval ages in the Church. Antichrist will be very satisfied with him!

He quotes Nostradamus who prophesied a 3rd antichrist who would have a blue turban and Arabic blood. He would obviously then have assistants and followers characterized by red cardinal caps and Vatican arrogance… in the worst case even sitting on the chair of the Pope. It will, after all, really be a monster with seven heads but only one will be wrapped in blue, the others will wear red…

References
12. «Vegetarijanci so antikristi» («Vegetarians are Antichrists»), *Mladina*, Ljubljana, No. 12, 2000, p. 12.

* One sometimes tries to justify the selfish killing of animals with Gen. 1:28: «…have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.» However, dominion over the animals doesn’t involve the right to kill them! It means that we should care for them. Gen. 1:29 clearly says that our food should be herbs and fruits and the next verse that these are also food for the animals. There is no word saying that animals should serve as our food! It is only after the flood, in Gen. 9:3-6, that God allows humans to eat meat, with certain exceptions and following certain rules (the blood should not stay in the meat, since it carries the soul – the «life» – of the animal).
Chapter 13

CAN THE CHURCH RECONCILE WITH REINCARNATION?

It is imaginable that the Church could reconcile with the reincarnation idea and accept it in a Christian form? At least as a possibility?

One difficulty will be that the Church has already denied the reincarnation idea. That it changes its view – however convincing facts, evidence and circumstances may be – appears nearly impossible. History shows repeatedly that the attitude of the Church must first become absurd to such an extent that it has no other choice – for example the medieval belief that the Earth would be flat, and then that it would be the center of the universe. Who taught the truth could burn at the stake…

Signs of possible reconciliation

In spite of all, a few and mainly Catholic theologians have commented in a cautiously reconciliatory manner. Evangelistic theologians are generally much more rejecting. A few theological books have taken up the question to what extent an approach could be possible [1-7].

The famous and influential Catholic theologian Professor Karl Rahner (1904-1984) pointed out: «…if not the Catholic concept of an ‹intermediate state›, even though it may appear old-fashioned, could be an approach to deal better and more positively with the… idea of ‹soul transmigration›, ‹reincarnation›, at least under the condition that such a reincarnation isn’t understood as a human fate that could never be terminated» (in Grundkurs des Glaubens – «Basic Course in Faith», quoted in [5]).

Heinrich Beck, a theologically educated Professor of Philosophy, doesn’t exclude reincarnation as a possibility and summarizes (here abbreviated and commented by me) [5]:

«1. Ultimately, only resurrection is essential».
My comment: This is also the end result of a series of reincarnations.

«2. Reincarnation is neither sufficient nor necessary.»
It wouldn’t be sufficient since it would mean a repetition of an existence that is essentially the same and since it would incorporate the «danger and temptation» for self-redemption.  
My comment: The «repetition» is actually a step on a stair-like path upwards; as concerns «self-redemption»: see Chapter 8.  
It wouldn’t be necessary since the decision for God and the good can be realized in one life and since the «purgatory» in the world beyond would be an alternative to reincarnation.  
My comment: In spite of a decision for God and the good I may still have old bills to pay: repair and reconciliation. The decision will therefore not exclude that I would have to come back for another life in order to finish a few things and «clear up» behind me. The grace will most probably not free me from my own responsibility and «do the dirty work» for me, which my past actions require done. As concerns the «purgatory»: see below.  
Some may want to ask as an objection, how I will be able to do that in a new life if I don’t remember the past one. As has been explained in Chapter 9, I will in my next life unconsciously know very well what I have to do for repair and reconciliation! That my egoistic rational mind doesn’t know, is not an objection, but the mind can be stumbling block if it is too arrogant and stubborn…

«3. Yet reincarnation is possible and meaningful.»
… for perfection of one’s own self and for cooperation in the perfection of other persons and humanity.  
My comment: Also as a lesson for the growth of the soul and for reconciliation with other souls.
Franz-Josef Nocke, Professor for Catholic Theology, calls for a dialogue [5], like Professor Hans Küng from whom he quotes: «There wouldn’t necessarily have to be a conflict between Christianity and Hinduism in this matter… An integration of new doctrines in the Christian tradition can indeed in no way be excluded from the beginning.» This doesn’t conclude the discussion, but only opens it» (quotation in [6]).

Norbert Bischofberger gives a good overview over various standpoints concerning reincarnation and Christianity in his theological thesis [7]. His result is that reincarnation isn’t necessary, but possible. He also quotes Karl Rahner: «I really don’t care about soul transmigration… But if one considers the immense distribution of this idea in space and time… one can ask oneself if there couldn’t be something that is correct in this doctrine of soul transmigration. Then one could… ask oneself if there wouldn’t, after all, be some space free for such a moderate doctrine of soul migration also within the Christian Dogmatism of a purgatory…» (quoted in [6]).

In Bischofberger’s valuable contribution to this discussion, reconciliatory voices of various further theologians are mentioned. Who can read it is recommended to do so.

**Is the Dogma of a purgatory a modification of the reincarnation concept?**

Geddes MacGregor has advanced the question if the purgatory could also include the cleansing of the soul though reincarnation, or if it could even be reincarnation [2,4]. In the latter case, the reincarnation concept has been converted to a Dogma of a purgatory. As we have seen in Chapter 3, the purgatory wasn’t the same concept for Origen as that, which the Dogma of the Church later made out of the idea.

In some European languages (such as German and Swedish), the word used means cleansing fire. The Latin word *purgatorium* as well as the Greek word *kathatyroion* have nothing to do with fire, and expressions like «Fegefeuer» (German) and «skärseld» (Swedish) are therefore misleading. English and Latin languages use more proper words.

«The reformers rejected the idea of a purgatory as being unbiblical» [8]. The idea became established in the Dogma of the Church only in the 13th century, through the 1st and 2nd Councils in Lyon in 1245 and 1274, resp. Later, the idea was again laid down as a Dogma in the Councils of Florence in 1439 and of Trent in 1545-1547 [9]. The Dogma of a purgatory therefore hardly has a basis in original Christianity (even though one has sometimes striven to interpret certain passages in the Bible in this sense in order to create a basis).

The non-Catholic Churches reject the idea of a purgatory.

**Has the idea of a purgatory indirectly to do with the Cathars?**

The Church captured the Cathar citadel Montségur in 1244 with which the cruel genocide of the Cathars essentially came to an end [10]. After that there were not more than a few scattered and hidden remnants of people of the Cathar faith and their doctrines. Already the 12th Ecumenical Council in Lateran in 1215 prescribed what to think of the Cathars (Albigenses) and how to treat them. Further rules were stated at the above-mentioned Council in Lyon in 1245, where the doctrine of the purgatory was made a Dogma for the first time.

The Cathars taught reincarnation [11,12]. One could therefore easily imagine that the dogmatization of the purgatory concept was a counter-move in order to create an «orthodox» alternative to the reincarnation concept of the Cathars – a measure for «correcting» remnants of such a «heterodoxy» among the people. Why would otherwise the idea be taken up at the same time as when the elimination of the doctrine of the Cathars took place?
Reconciliation is possible!

As we have seen, there is a realistic basis for reconciliation between the Dogma of the Church and non-dogmatic Christians who believe in reincarnation. And it is certainly overdue after 1700 years of Church history…

It is still more so in view of the fact that, according to statistical inquiries, about a quarter of the population in the Western world believed in reincarnation around 1990. The numbers are growing and will today be approaching a third. The tendency is higher for Catholics in general and significantly higher in Catholic countries than in those with an Evangelical or Reformed majority. The first inquiry was performed 1978-1982, at which time around 20 % had this belief, on the average. An interesting finding in this study was that of persons who had had a religious experienced many more believed in reincarnation! Almost twice as many: as a European average 36 % of such persons, compared to an average of 19 % of those who never had a religious experience [13].
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Why do we reincarnate?

Past-life therapy isn’t recognized by official psychology since the latter rejects its theory (and therefore throws the child out with the bath water). This form of therapy therefore had to develop in an outsider position through individual work by pioneers. I am active in this area since 1980 and have developed own methods [1]. Through this work, I have in the course of the years learned what are the prerequisites for an effective and responsible past-life therapy as well as how it should not be carried out.

How it all started

The method of regression to past lives began with hypnotic experiments in the 19\textsuperscript{th} century. It was not only discovered that persons could be brought back to relive forgotten childhood situations, but peculiar phenomena occurred even spontaneously in which a person under hypnosis behaved like being another person – in another time, another country and sometimes even of the other sex. Such cases were rare but occasionally observed. The latter kind of experiences was labeled as «hypnotic hallucinations» since there couldn’t be another acceptable explanation for the official science.

The method of «regression to past lives» therefore developed in an outsider situation – a.o. thanks to a few persons who did consider the possibility (even though with skepticism and caution) that such experiences could indeed be memories from earlier existences. Milestones in the history of such regressions were in the 19\textsuperscript{th} century set by persons like Prince Galizin (Germany), Colavida (Spain), de Rochas (France) and in the 20\textsuperscript{th} century by Björlhem (Sweden), Bernstein (USA), Dethlefsen (Germany) and many others. From 1960 on they are too many to be reviewed here.

Already in 1850 the magnetizer Ellenberg used an early hypnotic technique to bring forth hallucinations in experimental subjects. Some of them told about remembering past lives.

The Russian Prince Galizin lived in Hesse (Germany). He and Colavida carried out their experiments in 1862 and 1887, resp. Galizin performed a hypnotic experiment with an uneducated Hessian woman who knew no word of French but started to speak it fluently under hypnosis. It wasn’t his intention to take her back to a past life but this occurred spontaneously. She told about having been a noble woman in the 18\textsuperscript{th} century and the Prince could later confirm the story at the place where she said that she had lived. De Rochas carried out a large number of regression experiments at the end of the 19\textsuperscript{th} and the beginning of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century.

At the end of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century the Professor of psychology Theodore Flournoy in Geneva, who was a teacher of Carl Gustav Jung, investigated the case of Helène Smith (a pseudonym for Catherine Elise Müller), who talked about past lives when she was in trance. He explained this in the sense of cryptomnesia and wrote a book about it.

In 1928 a Coptic teacher Asa Roy Martin in Sharon (Pennsylvania) carried out past-life regressions which are said to have had a therapeutic effect.

In Sweden, John Björlhem was the first to devote a doctoral thesis (in philosophy) to the subject, published in 1942.

A British psychiatrist, Denys Kelsey, has in a book described his work with past-life therapy under hypnosis without clearly dating it. It will, however, mainly have taken place in the 50es.

\* Based on a lecture given at the congress \textit{Life after Death} in Kiblegg (Germany) on June 9, 2000. Revised and improved version of a lecture at the Goetheanum-Congress \textit{Reincarnation and Karma} in Berlin, Easter 1997. In a first version: lecture at the \textit{First Beneficial Congress on Spirituality and Abuses} in Lucerne (Switzerland) on October 6, 1995. More detailed references are given in [1].
In the 60es the study of the phenomenon and development of regression got a real start through the controversies about the book *The Search for Bridey Murphy* by Morey Bernstein. With time, it was discovered that it can also be done without hypnosis and that a regression can have a remarkable healing effect. Thus past-life therapy arose. Since then, various techniques developed, especially non-hypnotic techniques, and a growing number of people devoted themselves to regression work and past-life therapy. Pioneering work was done and procedures were developed further. Names and methods are too many to review here.

A second academic thesis that discusses the phenomenon was published in Finland in 1974, written by Reima Kampman.

**Principle of past-life therapy**

The term past-life therapy has become «naturalized» but actually isn’t quite correct. The regression doesn’t always take the client back to past lives, but many a time to childhood situations in this life and to prenatal experiences in the mother’s womb.

The principle of such therapy is, starting with a problem in the actual life today, to follow it back to its origin. This will logically take the client back to a traumatic situation in the past, since the cause of the problem will hardly be found in nice and happy experiences. The client is to become conscious of what happened that time in the past and – essential for the therapeutic effect – reexperience the soul-injuring feelings and emotions he had there. Liberating transformation, catharsis, can in such a case actually be efficiently achieved only through reliving these emotions and dissolving them. Who merely wants to watch the «original trauma» of his problem without reexperiencing it will afterwards know why he has his problem – but he will still have it. He becomes free only after allowing these feelings from the past to surface with the situation and letting go of them. Not reexperienced emotions remain hidden in the unconscious self. They are carried on through life in the «backpack» and will continue to cause the same or similar problems. To suppress something is to keep it!

The «cheap solution» that many a person is hoping for, being that the therapist can free him without an essential participation of his own – without admitting these feelings and recognizing the real cause – is an illusion. There are alternatives, but they constitute a long path of working on oneself and one’s problem so that one little by little can approach a solution – if at least one knows what the cause is. The rapid liberation goes right through the feelings.

The original trauma of the problem can be anywhere – in today’s childhood, in the time spent in the mother’s belly or in a past life. If a cause is found in the childhood, the corresponding situation often – but not always – rather had the effect of reactivating a still older trauma carried into this life with the soul.

The main points are, therefore.

- Relive one or more essential causative situation(s) in the past (more or less traumatic). Become conscious of what happened that time (and had become forgotten through being born again or suppressed as a childhood memory).
- Become conscious of the feelings, which were experienced, then (in principle shortly going to the high point of the feeling, but not «indulging» in them – it can, however, in certain cases take more time due to resistance) – mainly the emotional feelings but in certain cases also the physical. Reexperience the situation until it is over – in a past life usually until shortly after the death experience.
- Afterwards: go back to «grab» the negative emotional energies and dissolve them. (The procedure usually includes a spiritual level and has natural relations to spiritual healing.)
- Verify that the negative emotional energy is no more there in that situation, and if it is, repeat the process of dissolving them.
Uncover possible (usually unconscious) *feelings of guilt* from that or another situation. These can nearly always also be dissolved (except in the rare case that the problem today is a karmic lesson that isn’t yet over).

Recognize the connection: past experience – today’s problem, as well as: victim situation – preceding perpetratorship (karma). The soul-injuring feelings belong to that past and there is no need to have them today.

In the case of a victim experience: out of this connection see it as a *terminated lesson* and thus reconcile with one’s own past.

*Reconcile* with souls who earlier were one’s victims or perpetrators.

*Reconcile* with oneself in respect to own earlier perpetratorships.

In certain cases also: reexperience a corresponding but positive situation that occurred *before* the traumatic experience took place: then there was no fear (block, or whatever else the problem involves), but it may even have been delightful. Become conscious of the fact that it can be so also today.

Dissolving negative emotional energies in such a manner is usually astonishingly effective, maybe also because there is a spiritual level involved (in which our official science refuses to believe).

The often remarkable effects are evidence of the reincarnation hypothesis that the therapy is based upon. There are cases in which conventional psychology and psychoanalysis couldn’t lead to an essential solution of a problem but one single regression could clarify the and solve it. Even in cases of persons who don’t believe in reincarnation (occasionally not even the therapist). How can that be possible?

If there is reincarnation, after all, and if in fact people can have problems, which have their cause in earlier existences (carried into this life with the soul), one can in such a case never find the true cause if one wants to exclude the reincarnation hypothesis!

**The child in the mother’s belly**

Traumata in the mother’s womb are important situations we want to take up in a regression and release. Far too many of us have as souls already attached to the fetus (but maybe not yet fully incarnated in it) experienced the disappointment, fear, rage or despair of the mother or the father when the pregnancy was discovered and not accepted with joy. The painful feeling of being unwanted, rejected, leaves deep traces in the soul that can have their effects a life long.

Experience shows that such soul injuries at the beginning of the actual incarnation occur much more often than we would imagine. Which mother confesses to her child that she wasn’t happy to be pregnant? Very few tell the truth in such cases, but the soul of the child knows it, anyway.

The common opinion is that the child, yet only developing in the belly, wouldn’t register and understand anything that is going on. Official medicine claims that an «experience» would be impossible since there is not yet a developed brain and nervous tissue. Completely wrong! In reality there is a soul that may even be older and more developed than the one of the mother or the father and on the soul level understands many things better than the parents do. Nothing can be kept secret to that soul. It is telepathically connected with the parents and registers even the most secret feelings and thoughts they have. Our first trauma in the actual life, therefore, quite often occurred during the pregnancy and we carry the unconscious memory along in the new physical life.

**Emotional release**

How is such a soul-injuring feeling released, which we have carried as an unconscious burden from the past? A feeling *cannot* be released if one doesn’t first allow oneself to reexperience it. Suppressing it is to keep it. Holding it back is to suppress it. How could we release it if we don’t know (don’t want to
remember) what it is? That is why the reexperience of feelings and emotions is so important, reliving them in the situation in which they occurred.

What is the next step? In past-life therapy one earlier sometimes – if one cared at all about resolving the emotional energies – had the client go through reliving a trauma and the feelings, but not too fast (so that the emotions wouldn’t be too superficially felt). Experience showed that already the first reexperience «discharged» much of a negative emotional energy – maybe even all of it.

First, one was satisfied with that. But with time it was found that this wasn’t enough in certain cases, and one began to repeat going through the same situation. The second time the emotions were in any case less. This was repeated as many times as needed until no negative emotion was left. This could be the case already after the second time, at least as concerns a specific emotion, but sometimes it had to be repeated a few times more. And then there could also be other kinds of negative feelings in the situation, which may have been in the background in the beginning when the main feelings were more dominant, and therefore came up later. These should also be released. A process that under circumstances could be a bit tedious and lasting, if carried out scrupulously.

Then the relation between the past experience and today’s problem has to become clear. There are various ways to do this. I use a technique that is based on the method of Bryan Jameison*, which I have modified and extended with own developments. In this way of regressing we use a «counselor» or «guide» who is a more or less symbolical way to meet one’s own unconscious self. Seeing it in front of us with an inner eye in the shape of, e.g., a human being or a being of light, we can have a conversation with it. In this conversation, the client actually talks directly with his (her) unconscious self. What the conscious, rational self doesn’t know but the client knows in his (her) unconscious self can that way become conscious to the rational mind.

This special procedure with a «guide» or «counselor» opens new possibilities for effectively releasing old soul-injuring emotional energies. Jameison in the late 80es and early 90es developed a method to do this, which I adopted as an idea. In the course of working with it, I during the years came up with my own way of doing it. I use this today and teach it in my workshops.

In order to meet the «guide», we leave the level of experiencing that past and go to another level, where the «guide» is. We may for example ask him or her to make a fire [1]. Now the client returns to the past trauma, goes to the high point of the negative emotion and brings that emotional energy to the «guide». The «guide» then helps him (or her) to give that energy into the fire and symbolically burn it. Then we go back once more to that past situation. Is a rest of the feeling still there? Often not, but otherwise we bring the rest in the fire, too. The end result soon achieved is that the feeling is no more there in that situation. We do the same with other negative feelings – emotional or physical – but can also take some of them together to the «guide» to burn them. This is quicker and more effective than simply «discharging» them in the situation itself. Furthermore, the negative emotional energy is taken out of the past situation and is effectively dissolved in cooperation with the own unconscious self.

The fire to me has the positive aspect that it is a general symbol of transformation in many mythologies. Fire doesn’t really destroy (maybe structures but not energies). Instead it transforms energies into new forms of energy. But there are alternative ways to do this.

It now remains to clarify if there are also other traumatic experiences in the past (in another life, in the childhood or during the pregnancy), which have added to the problem. In that case we do the same there. As remarked, problems are not caused by nice experiences. It can, however, be helpful to also go back to a past life where one experienced a similar situation without problems – for example, without fear – and become conscious that it can be so today again.

For every past life that comes up we would like to know if there were persons involved then who the clients knows again today (as the present incarnations of these souls). If this had to do with a perpetrator-victim relation, reconciliation with that soul is an important step to the final solution of the problem. Resentments still tie us to the problem.

**Bypassing the emotions: suppression, suggestion and self-cheating**

In a book about regressions is written: «There is no need for you to experience distress of any kind on any level.» Encourage the person to disassociate himself from the situation and observe as if watching a movie or television» [2, p. 47]. It can hardly be done more wrong in a therapeutic regression! The emotional energies are in this case held back and remain hidden in the person. They will eventually continue to make problems.

Ursula Markham writes: «It is quite sufficient to know and understand what happened – there is absolutely no need to suffer, whether physically, mentally or emotionally. In fact, I would not be able to conduct sessions of regression therapy – whether present- or past-life – if I thought that my patient was going to go through agonies while it was going on.» [3, p. 27]. I in no way share her opinion. The central point in her statement will be in the last sentence of the quotation. She isn’t able to manage with and release them! Many years of experience have taught me that the essential point for a successful therapy is to have such old soul ballast finally thrown out. For that one needs to get into the emotion, shortly but well. Otherwise one doesn’t even know what to release!

The American Byron Katie teaches that everything depends on our belief system. If you suffer it is because you believe that you should suffer, that you have a reason to suffer, that you have something out of it, or that what you suffer for is true. Give up your belief system and you stop suffering.

I think that this too a certain extent is true, but her system appears to be partly suggestive and in that case suppresses symptoms through suggesting the opposite. If it goes that far it is only an apparent solution. It bothers me that she seems to even want to suggest compassion away. In my subjective and maybe exaggerated way to retell what I heard from a tape from one of her lectures, she claimed that we wouldn’t need to suffer when we see starving people in Ethiopia on TV – unless it is our belief system that they must starve. If we stop believing that, we would no more have to suffer with them. This for me becomes cynical, high-handed and even selfish…

Harry Palmer writes in his introduction to the Avatar workshop that he once made an exercise, which took him back to a dramatic situation in this life, but no emotions came. «But it suddenly occurred to me that if I didn’t create the memory of the event, it didn’t exist for me… Why was I creating the idea if all I wanted to do was to get rid of it?… In my more lucid moments it was perfectly clear to me that the past didn’t exist unless I chose to create a memory of it in present time» [4, p. 42-43].

This is the mastership of suppression… In this way, painful emotional energies from the past are only buried still deeper in the unconscious, and that with a nice excuse for the conscious self. They are covered up with the suggestion that one has never experienced anything bad and never been a perpetrator. But if that would be true, we wouldn’t need to be incarnated today! If we would already be pure and guilt-free angels, why are we not already since a long time in the light world, to stay there? This hypocritical self-lie will unavoidable become unmasked one day, when not in this life, then in another. Instead of wasting time with pushing it ahead for the future, it is certainly better to take it to an end now, once and for all! And to forgive oneself for one’s own part in all the evil of the world.

**Perpetrators and victims**

The traumatic situations which surface when we go back to the cause in the past of an actual problem today mostly have the nature of victim situations, since they will logically involve traumatic experiences.
This raises the question why the soul of the client that time had to go through that victim situation. Experience shows that there is practically no suffering without a reason. There really seems to be only one thing: that we get back on our own skin what we once did to others! Not as a punishment, but as a lesson to learn that one doesn’t treat people like that. The incarnated soul was as a perpetrator still immature and undeveloped in love. It experienced only one side of a certain situation: the selfish perpetratorship. The experience of the other side was still lacking – to be on the side of the victim in a similar situation – and that has to be completed later.

It really seems that no one suffers without a reason. There is no meaningless suffering. What is called «karma» according to regression experiences therefore appears as a lesson and not as the punishment that Asian religions see in it. The soul has actually chosen to have this lesson. Many have difficulties with this view. But wouldn’t it be far more cruel to suffer without a reason?

Many persons prefer to imagine that they were always good and have never taking part in anything of all that evil, which we see all over this world and know from history of all times. The bad guys are always the other ones. But why are we not already in heaven to stay there? And if we have something to learn, it can only be because we once in the past didn’t know it yet. No one will deny that we are here to learn to be good! Certainly not to learn to be evil… But if we are here to learn to be good, this will have to mean that once in the past we were not yet good… Who needs we learn to be what he already is?

If we seek the reason for a victim type experience, we will therefore normally come further back to a situation in which that soul itself was a perpetrator. Once having realized this, it is easier to accept the victim situation as a lesson rather than a cruel fate. It was, after all, not unjust, but somewhere long ago actually caused by the soul and after that even sought by it, since it on a higher level realizes the need for such a lesson… Having seen that it is easier to reconcile with souls who were our perpetrators.

**Feelings of guilt, reconciliation and the relieving light**

The soul of the client often still today has feelings of guilt from the perpetrator life (which in most cases became conscious only after death). These feelings are today unconscious. Another important step towards solving the problem is to let go of these feelings, too – provided that one has really understood the lesson and is prepared to reconcile. Otherwise we must find out what first has to be, before these feelings can be released. That usually means: to realize what one hasn’t yet understood.

Another important step is reconciliation with perpetrators and victims of the past. Is the client not yet ready to forgive a past perpetrator, this normally means that there is still something he hasn’t understood. When one has truly understood all connected with it, one can always forgive! Releasing feelings of guilt is, furthermore, a step to forgiving oneself.

Who doesn’t want to forgive actually holds on to the trauma. Forgiving makes us free! We can be sure that we, with what someone did to us, only got back what we ourselves have once done to others. Buddha once said: «Regard everyone who hurts you as your teacher!»

At the end of the regression, all released emotional energies are replaced with light energy. The «guide» envelops the person in light. The client feels the love of that light and absorbs its energy.

**Four aims of a regression**

We now recognize four aims with a therapeutic regression:
1. Release the soul-injuring feelings, which were experienced (mainly in victim-type situations).
2. Understand and realize the lessons of victim-type situations.
3. Throw off old burdens in the form of no more necessary feelings of guilt.
4. Inner reconciliation with souls who were our victims or perpetrators.
Resistance and «Circumsession»

When we set out to discover all these things, there is not rarely an unconscious resistance. Then the client unconsciously doesn’t want to know certain things or refuses to believe them. Or he doesn’t want to allow an emotion to come up. This is as if somewhere inside unconsciously «the pill appears more bitter than the disease». Somewhere inside the client says to himself: «If I first have to go through this, I would rather forget about solving my problem and leave things as they are.» It is an important task for the therapist to recognize such resistance against one’s own liberation and find a way to help the client to overcome it. It is also important to recognize the rare cases in which the client is, after all, really not yet mature to let these old things come forward.

It happens that the client unconsciously doesn’t want to release a painful feeling since he believes to have an advantage from it – for example to have attention and care from the environment. Or he can avoid something uncomfortable or even blackmail or take revenge on someone in the environment.

However, the imagined advantage is never worth the price. The attention forced by such means comes more from duty than from the heart and is not very real. Circumstances one tries to avoid will have to be faced later and if the unconscious motivation is revenge, a good portion of karma is traded in for it.

In some cases we find that the client is disturbed by the soul of someone who died – a soul that has attached itself to him. In more rare cases it isn’t a soul but a negative entity. If this is discovered, it is very important that the therapist can recognize and handle it. The condition of having an attached foreign soul was called «circumsession» (Latin: circumcessio) in medieval texts on exorcism and is another thing than possession (possessio). The latter case is rare and has to do with a soul or entity, which wants to take over the body of a person. «Circumsession» means that the soul is «around» him and influences him, mostly not with really bad intentions but seeking refuge.

Some souls are confused after the death of the body and feel lost. They lived materialistically and didn’t expect to exist after dying and cannot understand that now they actually do. The soul often feels an attraction towards a light but then believes that it would be its real end if it would go there. Or it has a life long believed the deceitful story of eternal condemnation, which is a blasphemous contradiction to God’s immeasurable love. They therefore believe they might be sent to hell if they would enter the light. Such souls desperately seek to stay in the material world, and this is easier if they can attach to a living body.

The regression therapist must also be able to recognize when a regression experience can be assumed to be from a past life and when it is a case of a symbolic experience, and in the latter case evaluate it properly.

Errors made in regressions

Which are the errors that can be made in regressions? To these belong:

- Letting the person only watch the traumatic past situation, without reliving the feelings (information without release).
- Interrupting the experience of an emotion before it is over or without releasing it, since the regressionist fears not to be able to handle it.
- Not knowing how to make the client release negative emotions.
- Letting the client cast the guilt on others – which affirms the problem rather than solving it – instead of seeking healing reconciliation.
- Not letting the client realize the connection between a traumatic victim experience and an own perpetratorship, which would let him see the former as a lesson,
- and if this is done, feelings of guilt are called up instead of self-reconciliation.
- One gives up too easily when there is resistance against the own relief, or one is unable to overcome it.
If a feeling is not released, or doesn’t come up in the first place, this can sometimes have the effect of a «primary intensification» of the problem. This is comparable with the «primary intensification» of symptoms in homeopathy and actually shows that one is on the right path – if only the client wants to continue. The problem can then during the next days after the regression be experienced as worse than before. After a week, everything is back to what it was like before the regression. In that case, one knows why one has the problem, but one still has it. The «primary intensification» is over but the problem isn’t solved. If one gives up too easily in the case of resistance, this temporary aftereffect could also occur. (It, however, sometimes does happen that an unconscious resistance is so strong that it cannot be overcome in the actual regression – then such an aftereffect may be unavoidable. In a later regression the resistance will then more easily be overcome.)

Possible abuse
Mistakes of this kind are made out of ignorance, lacking experience or carelessness. What is much worse is a conscious abuse, which will hardly need to be mentioned as grave mistake. To this would belong the use of information gathered about the client in order to blackmail him (as is allegedly done in Scientology with results of tests and auditings). What actually would also rather not need to be mentioned are outdated procedures like having the client imagine himself beating up the parent who used to beat him as a child, or castrating a rapist. Such «internal revenge» affirms the trauma instead of dissolving it. The abuse of subliminal manipulation, which has taken place in certain organizations during meditations to music [1,5], is a similar crime against the soul, which might be possible also in the regression situation. Any form of manipulation is a guilt charge on the karmic account of the one who does it.

Why do we reincarnate?
I would now like to sketch the image of reincarnation as it evolves from regressions. This is an empirical picture and not one made up from gray theory in esoterism nor in the view of various religions. A rather clear picture of a school for the soul arises – a school in which the soul shall learn from the experiences, grow and mature. The main lesson in this school for the soul is unconditional love for our fellow men and women. To this unconditional love it is absolutely irrelevant if the other belongs to another «race», another religion or another culture. To the lessons of this school also belongs experiencing the consequences on the own skin of own offences towards others, performed in perpetratorship out of immaturity and being undeveloped in love. From the experience of a very great number of regressions, we can formulate the following «rules of thumb».

1. You will later yourself be born among those who you now most despise, hate, humiliate or exploit. And that is not a punishment, but a lesson. The purpose is that the soul shall come to know out of own experience how wrong its previous attitude was. It shall learn unconditional love and understand that all human beings, without exception, are our brothers and sisters. If the ego struggles against such insight, the principle is: «Who doesn’t want to understand will have to feel.» We have to go where we most failed in love for our fellow men or women. Or, as Jameison has formulated it: «You become what you hate.» How many whites have become black (and reversed)? To mention just one example…

2. What you do unto others will be done unto you. Thus the soul seeks a perpetrator who can give him the needed lesson. This doesn’t make that perpetrator free from guilt, since he will do it out of selfishness and not for that other soul. And if the soul doesn’t find such a perpetrator – which regrettably is by no means difficult in this world – the person, who is this soul incarnated, can become a victim of (unconsciously sought) circumstances, or he can even do it to himself.
3. **Perpetrators and victims will be together again.**
No one escapes reconciliation. This is why we come together again in a later life. If we cannot forgive today, we have to do it later. We seek each other as souls over and over again, until reconciliation is reached.

4. **What you have taken you will have to give back.**
This has less to do with material values than spiritual. If someone has taken another persons freedom, he may later have to undertake something for the freedom of the other soul. We quite often see the following: if one has taken someone’s physical life, one may have to give it back to him. Our victim may be born as our own child.

These are basic values taught by Jesus! Values, which have been trampled upon so badly by humanity… This alone shows that the reincarnation doctrine isn’t unchristian but merely unecclesiastical…

**Epilogue**

Regressions naturally influence our future path in this life – our view of the world and our way to live. If a question is asked when we have died, it will certainly not be: «How often did you go to Church?» and also not: «What have you performed, what have you acquired?» But it will be: «How much love did you live and where did you fail in love?» In this, nothing inhuman is expected from us, but only that we have done the best we can. No one can do more. Regression experiences will also help us to have a better answer to that question…

**Evidence for reincarnation in regression experiences**

There are various pieces of evidence (but no absolute proofs) of reincarnation in past-life regressions (dealt with in detail in [1]). A few of them will here be mentioned very briefly. Experienced past existences have been confirmed. The therapeutic effect of a regression shows that the experience didn’t come by chance. The contents of the experience fit historically in the past time period and culture. Persons born blind, who didn’t know this life what seeing is, remembered seeing in a past life and began to dream in images. Horoscopes for this and for a past life often have a multiple synastry*. Persons who also knew each other in a past life confirm this independently in their respective regressions.

**References**


---

* When two horoscopes have a planet in the same position (the same sign and degree, within the tolerance of the so-called orbis), this is called synastry. It will normally not be the same planet, but the same location. If in one horoscope Saturn is at 12° Aries and in another Venus at 13° Aries, this is a case of synastry. If this holds for several positions in two horoscopes, the probability for a coincidence is so small that this cannot have occurred by chance.
A tale

He was lying gasping in his bed and felt his force fade. He thought about his dear image of Jesus, which he carried inside him and a feeling of confidence came up in him. In spite of his disease, the image gave him a joy that helped him to face what was to come.

It became dark around him and he sank into unconsciousness. When he gained consciousness again, he didn’t know how long it had been like that. But this time all was strangely different. He felt so light and it was bright around him. To his astonishment he discovered that he was floating in the room, his body lying dead in the bed under him.

He felt full of piece and joy as he glided though the roof of the house and floated up to the sky. Up there, he after a while saw a shining appearance approach him. It looked like the dear Jesus image he had carried inside himself almost a life long.

«Welcome, dear brother» said the appearance. He was so full of feelings that he for a moment couldn’t answer. After a while, it seemed an eternity to him, he could finally say something: «Dear Jesus! Now I can finally meet you! I carried your image inside me all my life!»

«Yes, you did. Look inside you. There it is!» He looked inside him and saw the image shining.

«Lift the image out!» the appearance in front of him said. – «Why? It is so beautiful! I like to have it there.»

«I want you to see what is under it!» Suddenly he didn’t feel well and a trembling wanted to come over him. – «What is under it? There is nothing...» – «Yes, there is. Lift the image out!»

He hesitatingly lifted an edge of it. Pus came out! Full of unpleasant feelings he let the edge fall back.

«Take it out completely!» He caught courage, took the image out and put it in front of him.

«Now look inside you! Look what was hidden under it!» He needed much effort to look inside him, but at the end he had to do it.

Oh what disgusting stuff welled forth! It looked like pus and blood, and bad-smelling worms were crawling in it. The shining appearance took out one of the worms and threw dropped it. It transformed into a human being and he recognized a woman who many years ago had come to him, asking for help. He hadn’t really wanted to listen to her. He felt much pain and darkness, as she wanted to tell about her suffering and her big fear. And then she had an unpleasant smell. So he only gave her a picture of Jesus and said: «Pray to Him! He will help you!» The woman went away and the dark feelings let him loose. He never saw her again.

«Why didn’t you help this woman?» – «But I helped her with your picture!»

Suddenly he saw the woman in water and a double of himself standing on the shore. The woman was going to drown. His double called to her: «Pray to Jesus, then you will come out!» The woman sank in the depths in front of his eyes. He understood it as a symbolic image of the situation as it then was.

The shining appearance looked at him seriously. «Why didn’t you jump in the water to save her?» – «I couldn’t. It was so cold and dark in it, but your power can help much more than I can...» – «And so she sank. Only if you had jumped in the water and pulled her ashore could she have listened to your words. She wasn’t able to do it in the water! How could she, in the midst of drowning?» – «The feelings in the water were so terrible! I was afraid to sink myself.» – «So your faith was that weak? Didn’t you yourself have the trust you wanted to give to her? You would never have drowned! I was with you!»

The man looked down in shame. The shining appearance continued: «Every worm crawling in there is a human being from whose problems you fled to me. A person you have neglected for my sake. A human being you pushed over to me instead of accepting him. Each of them would need your help first so that they could have experienced you as an example and through that open themselves for me. Do you know which words in
my Gospel are the most important?» – «Probably the ten commandments.» – «Mechanical rules for those who still have closed hearts! Much more important is: ›Whatever you do unto even the least of my brothers and sisters you do unto me!‹ I was in all these persons, because I am in everyone. There is no human being on Earth in whom I am not, not even the most miserable and the most stinking tramp… The true service to me and my Gospel is to turn towards your fellow men and women, because in them I am nearest to you! To turn to a wishful image of me and turn away from them is an escape. Do you know that I need your help, too? I need your help to awaken in these persons!»

«I have revered you so much!» – «You revered a wishful image of me, as you wanted to see me and as you liked it better, in your inner temple that you made to have a refuge away from the unpleasant reality. That is nice, but it isn’t yet good, because I was much closer to you in all those who you left outside in the reality, an you didn’t see that!»

«What shall I do now?» – «You will now begin a new life. The image of me that you have inside must become alive. Until now it was only an image. You will now seek it in your brothers and sisters in the first place, instead of carrying it as a wishful image in yourself, and then you will recognize it in them. Therefore the image inside you will become hidden and you will have to sink in the depths, in cold and darkness, to be there with your fellow men and women. You have carried this force in you a life long but not used it properly. Now matters will become serious. Now you will have to make it work, from below, and not for yourself, because that you have already done. This time you will let it work for others.»

He fell in the water in fear. It was cold and dark as he sank in it. He saw a light inside himself that slowly became hidden in him.

Soon a child was born. It was thin and cried in hunger as the wasted mother put it at her breast in a squalid hut. Both felt deep despair.

The boy grew up under loathsome circumstances. As a grown-up man, he selflessly and indefatigably stood up for all those who suffered there and whose suffering he knew so well from own experience. There was a force in him, which he didn’t understand, but it made him do it. He had to suffer much with the people, share much pain and despair with them, but this inner force always helped him. Thus he out of these feelings fought in a non-violent manner for their right and life. He organized self-help and taught them passive resistance. He couldn’t do anything else. He loved them in their poverty, misery, dirt and fear – in their rage and helplessness that he knew so well but didn’t feel so strongly himself, since in him the power of love was stronger. It was as if his love lit up a light in them and their eyes started to shine.

The suppressors of his people hated him, but they couldn’t catch him for many years. Yet at the end he was caught. The court of the rulers condemned him to death for insurgence. As the bullets were fired, that strange inner force became visible to him. This time it was alive – a living light and not a stiff and almost shoddy image. This force had become a part of him. The shining appearance came to him again: «Now I am finally awake in you. I am no more a wishful image, no refuge from a severe reality and no excuse to not jump in the water. You have done it. Come with me!»

The man went full of joy and happiness in a paradise, together with that light being. He could recover long and well there, before he again had to begin another life on Earth. This time he came as a wise and enlightened person who consciously set an example of a divine message.
An old saying says that one doesn’t see the forest because of all the trees. This saying will hardly fit better elsewhere than here, where we will talk about the reincarnation in the Gospel. Those who have eyes to see and ears to hear can both see and hear the elements of reincarnation, which come from Jesus’ mouth. The blind and the deaf, however, cannot see and don’t want to hear so that they will not have their home-made Christianity devastated by Jesus’ true doctrine!

Jesus told his disciples that Elias had come back as John the Baptist. This is a biblical fact and it was confirmed on the Mountain of Transfiguration, where Elias appeared in front of the disciples and Jesus was transfigured to a heavenly being standing before them in radiating magnificence. The disciples saw this and when it was all over, Jesus confirmed that Elias had come and that they had done unto him as they wanted (Math. 17:12-13, Mark 9:13). The disciples knew from these words that he was speaking of John the Baptist who had been killed.

It isn’t easy for the apostolic Church and the Pentecostal Movement, since they in any possible way want to circumvent it. They despairingly hold on to the statement that Elias wouldn’t have died, but be gone to heaven in a fiery wagon, as the Old Testament tells us. But Elias came back as a new little child in Elizabeth’s belly. He was born and grew up together with Jesus. Thus he must first have left is old body, and that is what we call death. Where he died has no importance. If he came back to Earth unrecognized and died here, or if his death occurred in the heights of heaven doesn’t matter. If Elias goes from one body to another in Elizabeth’s belly, it is reincarnation, even if you stand on your head!

A red thread of reincarnation

A thick red thread of reincarnations goes through the whole New Testament. Elias’ reincarnation as John the Baptist is only the first of a series of passages. Actually, this thick red thread of reincarnations begins already at Jesus’ birth. The Bible tells us that Jesus in his first days of life was visited by three wise men from the East* who wanted to welcome God to the Earth. Verily something great, since the Jews yet had no idea that God had come. Here the first threads of reincarnation are woven into the Christian faith – that is: for the one who can see them. There isn’t the least doubt that these wise men from the East believed in reincarnation, because people did all over the East in these days.

It is to the Christians that it has always been something incredibly great that these wise men from the East, from a very different culture with another religion that had nothing to do with Judaism, could know that God would be born to this world! And not only that! They also knew where on this Earth it would take place! They even knew which child it was! And they left home in time so that they could be at the right place and welcome God in the moment when he opened his eyes in this world!

This almost surpasses what Christianity itself tells us and gives a living sensation that these wise men from the East must have known God in their way almost like Jesus did! No single person in the West

---

* Apparently the Danish author is thinking of the Buddhist and Hindu area as the origin of the wise men. But they could also have come from the Zaraštathrian religion of Persia, in which one also believed in reincarnation. In the controversy (cf. Chapter 8) concerning a possible reincarnation belief among the Egyptians some Egyptologists generally confirm this and others at least do so for the later Egyptian culture, and that they then had this belief from Persia. As concerns the hypothesis that the wise men could have been Buddhists, the to the Church very heretic thought imposes itself that they – in accordance with the well-known Buddhist tradition to search the rebirth of a passed-over master – were searching the rebirth of Buddha! (Remark by the translator)
could do what they did. Not a single Jew could do it, not even the Jewish priesthood. Because no one of them stood there that night to welcome God on Earth! Only the wise men from the East – and of course also the shepherds from the area, but they had heard the angels sing about it! Otherwise they would have been just as unknowing as all the others were!

The question is: Why didn’t all Israel stand at their sides that night? It was God’s own people and would have still more reason to do so!

«The star lit up only in the moment when Jesus was born.» Thus a dear old priest tried to explain it once in a discussion about these things. «You have to give the Jews a little time!»

The answer is better than he knew, because it makes the men from the East stand out even more. They left home long before the star was shining! From where did they have their knowledge?

The Christians claim that this with the star over Bethlehem could be a translation error. It should in reality be written in plural. The wise men from the East said to Herod that they saw Jesus’ star in the East and that they came because of that. But they couldn’t have done that because the star had not yet lit up. And if they had waited until they could really have seen the star, the encounter in Bethlehem could never have taken place, because then Joseph and Mary would have been over all the mountains before the wise men could get there. They didn’t stay in Bethlehem.

But if we accept the idea that it originally was written «stars» and not «star», the wise men from the East could very well have seen them, because they could have calculated the event astrologically. But this explanation is insufficient. The astrology isn’t accurate enough for that. The wise men from the East must in addition to that have had a knowledge of God’s thoughts and the mysteries of heaven that only Abraham and Moses could have had before them! Otherwise things don’t work out!

Were the wise men Jesus’ godfathers?

When we take up this occasion with the wise men from the East, it isn’t in order to make a detail in the New Testament bigger than it is. It is because we can this way find an answer where we wouldn’t otherwise have any.

At the age of twelve, that is when he has reached majority, Jesus disappears for 17 years and we don’t know where he is, while his childhood friend John begins to call in the desert. Jesus appears again only when he is 30, because he then comes back to John in the desert to be baptized, that is: ritually cleansed from all old things. And Jesus begins his long fasting during which he meets the devil.

That Jesus wants to be washed free from earlier sins by John – because that is what John did with his baptism in the waters of Jordan – shows that Jesus will have gone through a development during which some things had happened which shouldn’t have happened. They were certainly only minor things, but anyway. Therefore Jesus wanted to be baptized so that he could in a pure state enter the great task of his heavenly father.

But where had Jesus been all that time? Where did his development take place? That is what we would like to know!

Jesus could certainly not have been in Israel, because with his promising start in the temple at twelve we couldn’t have escaped hearing more about him during so many years. Therefore it is probable that there could be a connection between these two facts in Jesus’ life: the wise men from the East who came to welcome him and his disappearance for 17 years.

It will not be the least improbable that the visit at Jesus’ crib in reality was planned and arranged by God himself! And that it wasn’t as coincidental as it might seem, but that God in fact brought Jesus three godfathers as a gift for his birth who would later take care of his religious development when he had reached the corresponding age. Maybe God himself sent the wise men from the East through a vision or a dream, just like God later sent Joseph and Mary to Egypt in order to save Jesus from Herod’s soldiers. If we follow this line, there is no riddle anymore and the puzzle fits.
At the age of twelve, Jesus made himself free from his parents. It is natural that he was in the temple where he could now act on his own. After that Jesus could have joined the next trade caravan to go to his godfathers in the East where his insight in things of the heaven became opened and his outstanding abilities for miraculous things developed.

There Jesus’ child faith in the Old Testament became something different than before! There Jesus’ heavenly religion was created! And there Jesus recognized that the human beings come to this world more than once!

The thought may seem astonishing. Most Christians have always lived with the idea that Jesus could all by himself and that he was perfect already as a child. But Jesus’ baptism, his washing-off of the old, shows that he wasn’t completely perfect as he grew up, and no one would demand that from him. Otherwise there would have been no reason to be baptized by John who was far below Jesus in heavenly greatness. These thoughts as well as the thought of godfatherhood therefore throw another and more logical light on Jesus’ childhood than the stories of the apocrypha about all the wonders of his childhood. It is natural that also Jesus had to go through a religious development like so many others.

We should not overlook that Jesus, before he journeyed to his godfathers in the East, was still religiously immature, as can be seen from the Bible. It wasn’t his heavenly religion that he at the age of twelve discussed in the temple with scribes and priests. It was pure Judaism. Otherwise they wouldn’t have praised him up to the skies for his wisdom and insight in the ancient scriptures. They would instead have thrown him out of the temple. And Jesus also didn’t yet know his miraculous capacities. Because these things were not yet developed! What Jesus brilliantly exhibited in the temple to the scribes and priests was simply what the old Zachary, the father of John the Baptist, had taught both boys.

At the age of twelve, Jesus will have been quite a normal boy but with a splendid intellect and with a consciousness of God. But he wasn’t alone because messages from the angels weren't given to only one family. Two families had received angelic messages about their very special children. We know the message to Mary but shouldn’t forget that the old priest Zachary suddenly sees an angel when he serves God in the brightest room of the temple. The angel tells him that he will have a son. But Zachary doesn’t believe the angel.

We understand from the scripture that the two families knew each other, that the mothers went in and out of each other’s houses and that the boys therefore grew up together in this especially religious atmosphere. They kept to each other with their heavenly nature, because both had come directly from God’s heaven. Both boys where in the one family and in the other. And who could better teach the boys about the mysteries of the Old Testament than the old priest in God’s temple?

Where did Jesus go?

When Jesus had reached majority one might think that both boys would together go in the desert and preach repentance and betterment to all the Jewish people. But each of them goes his own way! John goes alone in the desert where he as a prophet of God admonishes the Jews to conversion and repentance.

The fantastic thing is that the whole Christianity believes that Jesus after his appearance in the temple would have gone home and established himself as a carpenter and wood merchant in Nazareth for the next 17 years!! Until he became 30!! What a mental confusion the Christianity will have!!

And Jesus would have done that, who then taught others to turn their back to the material world so that God alone could fill their hearts as the great commandment in the law calls for! Jesus who later taught others to let the dead bury their dead! Jesus who taught that you cannot serve two masters! Should Jesus then have wasted 17 years with assembling windows and carriage wheels like a common man while his childhood friend was in the desert to serve God?? That is simply absurd!!
Nothing indicates that he also went in the desert with John. It is much more probable that he went with a caravan to his godfathers in the East to continue his religious development with them. There is much that indicates this, not the least the heavenly religion, which Jesus brings home and is almost as if it were cut out of the book of the wise men! There is no other alternative.

When Jesus returns from his godfathers in the East he wasn’t recognizable. Not only that he wasn’t 12 years old anymore – he was around 30 – but he also had acquired an authority and a radiance that could only induce respect. He was very different from the image of a suffering Christ that the Church devotes today.

**Jesus heavenly religion**

First, Jesus had now exchanged his orthodox Jewish belief against a heavenly religion that was unknown in the West. To Jesus the humans were no more earthly beings created to live on Earth forever. The earthly life therefore no longer had a sense by itself. Jesus had reached total insight about God when being with his godfathers in the East and he experienced human beings as heavenly beings, created in the image of God and belonging to heaven. They let themselves be dressed in flesh on this Earth only for a short time because they had gone astray in the depths of the heavens and lost their heavenly identity with the magnificence of the heavens. The way back to heaven therefore and according to God’s will passes through life on Earth, because only through a life on Earth could the soul become as pure and shining as it had once been. Thus God had in his great grace created Earth like a mill for milling the souls. Or like a doormat on which the souls could clean their feet before they can step on the carpets of heaven. But the human being was blinded when dressed in flesh and couldn’t itself find the way up and home to God. Therefore God had to over again send prophets and angels and even greater heavenly beings to guide the humans and show the right way home.

The doctrine of reincarnation fits in the nicest way in Jesus’ new view of the world. It had to, since God is infinite love, infinitely great, infinitely wise, infinitely powerful and infinitely much more than we humans can understand. We don’t know what Jesus experienced in the East with his godfathers. It isn’t told anywhere. But if we want to try to understand a little bit of it, then we can imagine it to be it as follows. Just like Moses climbed Mount Sinai to receive the law and the whole Torah out of God’s hand, Jesus will at a still higher plane have met God and out of his hand received the paracosmic law for all life in universe. We can hardly come closer to it than that.

It may be true and it may well be that one life on Earth in God’s view is enough for full cleansing. The Christians could be right with that. But the humans lose themselves too much in the glare and on the muddy soil of this world so that they cannot achieve it! There the East is right! Therefore reincarnation is necessary and takes place out of God’s great grace!

We may nevertheless lift a small corner of the heavy carpet that covers what kind of a school Jesus had with his godfathers in the East. Jesus finished his long path to heavenly insight and knowledge with fasting for forty days and nights. He had a big settlement with the devil, who in all possible ways tried to hinder him from becoming ready from his divine task. This is the first thing we hear about him in the Bible after his return.

But this long fasting and the settlement with the devil are not something special for Jesus alone. Buddha had to go through something very similar before he could enter nirvana. It looks like this incredibly strict fasting up to total exhaustion, in which one gives the devil all opportunities, is the last barrier that has to be overcome by all mystics. Only then can they at least to some degree enter nirvana or samadhi, the great spiritual state in which one becomes one with God. If the result is the same, a part of the path will doubtlessly also have been the same, and this means that it would have been the same path as in the East. This is not as improbable as the Christians want to make it seem because this is the way to God the wise men in The East knew! And truth can be only one – like God is only one!
Today the wisdom of the East and of the West are both sanded over so much that people believe them to be widely different. No one knows the common origin, any more. From the beginning the sense of both the eastern path as well as that of Christianity is to penetrate the mind so that the light of the soul suddenly breaks through and we can see God! Thus Jesus was also quoted as follows: «See, I fear nothing! Because I all the time see God walk at my right hand! And I know all answers because I can all the time see the Spirit walk at my left.»* But this is the simplest and most beautiful image of samadhi we can imagine! It is a pity that the yogis don’t know it, because it is written in the Bible of the Christians!

**Who, then, was Jesus?**

With these thoughts we will return on the Mountain of Transfiguration, because we want to talk about reincarnation in Jesus teachings.

We remember that it was God himself who put things right for Jesus’ disciples and that Jesus on the way down from the mountain confirmed that John the Baptist in reality was a new incarnation, a reincarnation, of the prophet Elias.

However, God had not sent one down from heaven, but two, Jesus and John. Therefore God later in the book of Revaluation calls them «my two witnesses» (Rev. 11:3). So if John was a reincarnation of Elias, of whom would then Jesus be a reincarnation? This would be the next question that will have concerned the disciples. Therefore, we soon are told how Jesus takes this subject up with them. In reality, this passage of the scripture is like a natural continuation of what Jesus said on the mountain but it has come out of its context in the Bible.

We can imagine how Jesus sits surrounded by his disciples, speaking about great things, and raises the question himself: «But whom say ye that I am?» (Math. 16:15, Mark 8:29, Luke 9:20). The disciples begin to guess logically with the greatest names in the Old Testament who come to their minds as one who could be incarnated as Jesus.

Let us first take notice that Jesus doesn’t teach his disciples, saying: «Verily I say unto you: no one returns from the dead!» Jesus doesn’t do that, and he couldn’t, because he had told them that Elias had come back as John the Baptist. In principle, the thoughts are therefore pointing in the right direction, even though the answers to their guesses will be «no». Finally, Peter has the brilliant idea that if Jesus isn’t a reincarnation of even the greatest in the Old Testament, he will logically be a still higher heavenly being who never before was on the Earth! This Jesus confirms and praises Peter for his clear insight, which only the Holy Spirit can have given him!

We can learn much from this Bible passage. First we learn that Jesus and his disciples thought and talked reincarnistically with each other. Otherwise the conversation could hardly have developed as it did. Not one of Jesus disciples though earthly or Jewish. Because not one of them gave the answer that would otherwise be expected: «You are God’s son because we know that you were conceived by the Holy Spirit!» Jesus’ disciples seem not even to have known that because otherwise this would have been the first they would have answered him. This may be something the Church has later invented to defend the cross and draw the Christian faith down to the Jewish earthly religion, where it doesn’t belong, because Christianity never was the continuation of Judaism that the Church claims it to be!

Also no one of Jesus’ disciples said: «We know that you are of David’s house and family! So you are rightly a king’s son and you can with full right sit on David’s throne. Therefore you must be Messiah!»

Not one of Jesus’ disciples talks about earthly relations of Jesus. The disciples only think reincarnistically and incarnistically: who could have reincarnated as Jesus or which heavenly being could have incarnated on Earth. Since Jesus doesn’t teach his disciples anything different, he again confirms the belief

* This will presumably be from an apocryphal text (note by the translator).
in reincarnation. How then Christian persons can say that there would in the New Testament not be a single trace of reincarnation is a mystery!

It is therefore wrong when Christians say that they have a soul! No one has a soul! Then one could just as well say that the clothes have a person! You are the soul! The self has to do with the soul, not with the body. We can say that we have a body of flesh. But we cannot say that we have a soul. The sooner we understand that, the quicker we will understand Jesus’ true teachings!

Is the heaven there for you alone?

Another Christian delusion is that one can go to heaven alone while many others are lost. The thought is monstrous and shows how little the Christians today understand of Jesus’ teachings. In Jesus’ parable of the lost son we hear that the father sends all his servants out to meet the son when he sees him come. When Jesus, John the Baptist and an unknown number of other shining heavenly beings let themselves incarnate on the Earth even though they wouldn’t need to, then it is only to help us find the way up and home to God in heaven. And they do it so that they can walk the way with us and strengthen us. If you really believe that you can sit alone in heaven and enjoy your own liberation while your brothers and sisters and an unknown number of angels are out in the dark, then you understand nothing of Jesus’ true teachings.

In reality this is a gigantic paracosmic salvage action in which all help all! If you could look into heaven, you would see that it is almost empty! All are out to light the others home! And would you meet an angel at the gates of heaven, he would and ask you in astonishment: «What are you doing here? Haven’t you seen that your brothers and sisters are in need? First go out in the darkness and find them, and come back together! Then I will be glad to let you in!»

What did you really think? That God should harden your heart, that you could enjoy happiness forever and not have it spoiled by the cries from hell? That is what the Church teaches you, you may say. But this has nothing to do with Jesus. What did God do himself when we called him in fear from the outer court of hell? God created the whole material universe so that we could that way go back to heaven. Are you better than God? You, who participated in the fall of man? Have you not understood even the least of Jesus’ teaching about the way up and home to God? Did you let yourself be crucified to help others? The mere thought of leaving your brothers and sisters back in the darkness makes you unfit for heaven! Because where God is everything is infinite love! God doesn’t give up before the last soul is home, because God is the perfect perfection! Very few human beings today understand the great paracosmic drama they are part of! When you yourself have become shinningly clean like newly fallen snow, then you may have to go back to Earth in a new incarnation again, because your brothers and sisters cannot be without you, if also they shall find the way home! Or you may have to help in some other way, maybe as a guardian angel for one of your friends!

There is no personal salvation! We all depend on each other! No one can alone enjoy happiness while others are lost. If others are lost, this will also influence you! No one can rest alone! This is therefore a collective salvation of all humanity, and that is why the reincarnations are necessary so that all can come home!

The man born blind and Jesus’ way to heaven

Let us now continue with Jesus and his disciples. Among many others, they meet a man born blind. We again see how consistently Jesus’ disciples believe in reincarnation. They ask Jesus if the man was born blind as a result of his own sins or the sins of his parents!
The man is born blind! Therefore the disciples can only assume that he had an earlier incarnation on Earth! If they wouldn’t have a strong belief in reincarnation, they wouldn’t think of asking such a question! Jesus must have taught his disciples that.

Jesus answers that the man’s blindness was neither a result of his own actions nor those of his parents, but that God’s grace should be revealed through him, but this is irrelevant in this context. It is the fact that the disciples could even have the idea to ask such a question which shows that they believed in reincarnation.

These three Bible passages – the experience on the mountain, Jesus talk with his disciples about who he might be and the encounter with the man born blind have the reincarnation idea in common. They clearly show that the reincarnation concept was a part of Jesus’ original teaching.

But these three Bible passages are not alone. We have a whole group of others, which are less obvious in relation to reincarnation but nevertheless have in common that they have a sense and are understandable only if reincarnation is assumed. Otherwise they are riddles.

One such passage with hidden reincarnationism is where Jesus meets a young man who asks him for the way to heaven (Math. 19:17-21). We see how Jesus splits his answer in two parts. First he answers shortly and clearly: «Keep the commandments» But the young man answers that he has done so and asks Jesus if there isn’t more that he can do. And there is. Now comes Jesus second answer: «If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and give to the poor… and come and follow me.»

It is clear that Jesus shows the man two different paths to heaven. With his first answer to keep the commandments he refers to the same path to heaven that John calls about in the desert. To keep the commandments therefore leads to heaven. Otherwise Jesus couldn’t have answered the young man in a two-parted manner as he did, because what would have happened if the man would be satisfied with the first answer and wouldn’t have asked more? In that case Jesus would have mislead him if it wouldn’t be correct that the commandments alone lead to heaven. It is only when the man asks for more that Jesus gives him more – his own path to heaven, the path of perfection!

But an obvious further question follows: if the young man could live a normal life in the society and keeping the commandments still go to heaven, why should he then sell everything to follow Jesus on the path of perfection?

There is no logical reason for the man to sell all and follow Jesus unless he couldn’t leave it. In reality, many persons today have a similar question: can we live as we do in a material society if only we keep the commandments?

In this question reincarnationism is hidden, because only those who believe in reincarnation can answer it. For the others it will be a mystery.

The explanation is simply that Moses’ way to heaven through the commandments is a very long path. It takes many incarnations to move forward on this path. Moses’ way is no doubt steeper and more difficult than other paths, but it isn’t as steep as it could be, because it still allows to live a worldly life at the same time. Jesus’ path, however, the path of perfection, is so short that it couldn’t be shorter. But for that it can be done in one human life! It doesn’t require any further incarnation! Jesus’ path is so short that you can reach heaven already with this life! Because Jesus teaches his disciples that many of them will not taste death! If you have come that far that you see God in your spirit, you will hardly notice when you drop the body, because then the soul sees itself. The death of the body is then nothing else than like taking the clothes off for the night!

The narrow path

Jesus’ path to heaven is very steep. It couldn’t really be steeper. It is only a narrow mountain path that winds from the foot of the mountain up to the top and that you will have to know to be able to find it. It can therefore not be allowed that you take luggage with you, because you wouldn’t make it on the path
but fall in the precipice. Therefore Jesus’ path doesn’t allow you to live a worldly life besides seeking God. That is why Jesus answered as he did: «Sell all that you have! Give it to the poor! Then follow me!» If you want to walk Jesus’ path to heaven, you must therefore turn your back to the worldly and material life so that God can be alone in your heart. If the Church teaches you something else, don’t believe it! Because the cross is not from God, it is the devils’ intrigue so that you should come too late to the gates of heaven and he can keep you up to the end!

But if you are ready to walk Jesus’ path and sell all you have to give it to the poor so that God alone can fill your heart and you don’t have to share it with the emperor, then don’t forget that this is only the beginning. After this requirement comes a long series of others, which will be stiller more difficult to fulfill. To walk Jesus’ path to heaven doesn’t only mean to give your heart to God. You must give all of you to God, without compromises. You cannot do it with less! Therefore, be like a wise architect. First calculate if you have the power to do what is required from you! If not, then it is better to stay on the path of the commandments for still some time, until your soul has become so much brighter that you easier can give God more than all.

Because to live in the society and keep as many of the commandments that your powers make possible and love all and everyone is better than to fall from the heights! And it is in any case better than to go nowhere!

In the Bible passage about that young man two ways to heaven are mentioned. Moses’ long way through the chain of incarnations and Jesus’ short way that can lead to heaven already in this life. We see how reincarnation in contrast to being a foreign element in Christianity opens the one Bible passage after the other and gives them a depth we have not before seen.

And if we have seen so much, we can see still more. We can also see what «firstfruit» Jesus talks about that is ready for harvesting and Jesus would take with him to heaven. It is all those who in their development through their incarnations have reached so far that only little is left for reaching the gates of heaven. They would now make the last part on Jesus’ way. They would now come all the way home and again become the shining heavenly beings we all will eventually be. Many of these souls were incarnated with Jesus, around him. This is what we call collective reincarnation. It was those who in the first place became disciples and apostles.

As the human beings proceed through the series of incarnations their souls begin to shine again and radiate clearly and strongly like heavenly beings. Their God-consciousness grows with their longing for coming home to heaven. They will like the angels be less and less able to live a common life in society, surrounded by all golden material values. The material life appears to them more and more like a dead-end street one has to avoid. At the end, they desire to leave all the earthly and go back to heaven. It is mainly for them that Jesus was sent! But for all the others who are not yet further than that they are still stuck in the mud of the material world, Jesus confirms that the way to heaven through keeping the commandments is still valid. They will continue their reincarnations until they, too, become so shining and clear in their souls that they also cannot avoid to walk Jesus’ path to heaven – if the devil will not manage to sand it over completely before that, because today we already know very little of Jesus’ path. Only some fragments remain in the Bible. We will therefore hope that Jesus will come back soon or that God will send another great prophet who can renew the path!

Who takes the sword…

So much about the Bible passage about the young man who asked Jesus about great things. But there are still more passages in the Bible in which reincarnation is hidden. There are actually lots of them. There is another kind of passages that we know quite well if only we are attentive to them. For example: «…for all they that take the sword shall perish with the sword» (Math. 26:52).
All Christians know silently that this word of the Bible is not correct. You must only look around to see lots of people in the course of time who took the sword but weren’t killed by it! Most of them died of old age or disease.

If we have only one physical life on Earth, Jesus’ words are not true. Anyone can see that. Jesus disciples had certainly objected if they had understood it the way the Church does today.

Again, the explanation can only be that Jesus’ teachings were in reality reincarnistic. It is only so that it has later become reshaped in the interpretation, which made obvious nonsense out of such Bible passages.

The correct understanding can only be that who takes the sword will be killed by the sword in a future life! This Bible passage can be true only if it is connected with reincarnation. And it is remarkable that it is more than reincarnistic. Because we see that Jesus here takes up the paracosmic laws of rebirth to a new physical life. The paracosmic laws for our karma, as the East would say. The wise men who were Jesus’ godfathers have beyond doubt taught their disciples as follows: «Whatever you do in this life against a human being, an animal or even a plant, will be done against you in a future life. And what you have neglected to do in this live for a human being, an animal or even for a plant will be neglected towards you in a future life. Such is the law of karma! Therefore love each and all! Because God also loves you!»

It may be that the teachings of the wise men were a bit more extensive than that. But it isn’t hard to see that Jesus clearly taught his disciples much the same. And maybe Jesus teachings were also as extensive on this point when he gave them. Much can have been lost in the meantime. And this is not very astonishing if we consider that it was the wise men from the East who taught Jesus until he surpassed his teachers.

**Those who carry the burdens**

Jesus also says that the first will be the last and the last will be the first, and that the least will be the greatest and the greatest the least. This is also a reincarnistic doctrine. It means that for each incarnation you go through you will have more burdens on your shoulders, in addition to your karma! Because with every incarnation your soul becomes so much stronger and more radiating that it can take still more! For each incarnation your path to heaven becomes still steeper until at the end it is almost vertical. Who looks deeply into things sees something similar in the case of the man born blind we talked about. He was born blind without having himself sinned in earlier existences, nor did his parents prepare the ground for his disease. He lived his life as blind only so that the works of God should be made manifest in him. So if you meet someone on the way who has great difficulties in one way or the other, who is hit by disease, handicapped or in some other way carries heavy burdens while your life may be a rose garden, don’t turn away from that person. Don’t become irritated because that disturbs your circles! But remember that the turn will also come to you because we are going the same way home! The person who carries all the burdens is only ahead of you in his reincarnistic development! When you come that far in the development of your soul, you will also get burdens to carry! This is not by chance! And it isn’t unjust! There is no way around it if you want to go home to God. And God is just! He doesn’t give something to the one only, he also gives to the other – of the bad and of the good! Only Christianity believes something else! Because all God’s children are alike and the burdens in life is what makes God’s mill grind. They are the way up and home to God! But now that this has been said we must also tell – so that there will be no panic – that those are souls who long so much for God that they almost take two incarnations at once! Such souls are also there! They are the ones who carry almost inhuman burdens from who we others turn away shuddering. But we must also understand that there is no obligation. No one comes to Earth against his own will and all have accepted it in advance! And no one is given more than he can take, even if some have been given quite up to the limit.

Therefore help the sick, the poor, the handicapped, the retarded, the prisoner, the miserable, help all who in manifold ways carry the burdens of the world so that they can help you from heaven when they are there and it is your turn! Because the help they then can give you from there will be many times
greater than the help you can give to them today. So that you will not be alone on the last part of the way, because you couldn’t! Already their intercession means much more than you think!

There are great differences between the eastern doctrine of reincarnation and the one of Jesus. There is no infinite series of automatic reincarnation according to the law of karma, as the whole East believes. That is an illusion that arose with time since the East came as far away from the great truth with all that they have as the Christians did with the cross.

Jesus taught his disciples that in addition to karma there will be still more burdens for each incarnation. That is unknown in the East. Jesus also taught his disciples something about reincarnation that is unbelievable in the East. Who with an honest heart asks God for forgiveness will also have it! Then he has changed his karma! That you together with God can change your karma through the grace of forgiveness and therefore can avoid having to go through old karma in new incarnations will be shocking to hear for a yogi. It will be just as shocking as it is for a Christian to hear that Jesus and his disciples believed in reincarnation! How far humanity has come from the way of truth!

Your next life, your next incarnation – if you are not one of the very few who are having their last – is not something you are forced into, as the East believes. This life as well as the next is in any single case something we have asked God for. And God gives it only out of his great grace because the incarnations on Earth are the only possibility we have to come back to heaven. But God has his requirements, which you will know and accept in advance. And with his angels he will take care that you will come through satisfactorily so that you can advance in your incarnational development. Everything is completely under control. There are no coincidences. This is also something that Christians have come to believe afterwards. Or they blame the devil. That is why you have your guardian angel. He is the one who accompanies you and takes care about all these things. He is also the one who takes care that you will meet Jesus when you eventually are ready to walk that path. He takes care that you will pass through all the things, which lead to the gate of heaven! That is why God created the Earth and he will also let the Earth pass away the day when the last soul is home for all to meet again in the joy of heaven.

About giving and taking

We will now terminate these reincarnationistic thoughts with one of the most puzzling passages in the entire Bible. It is not that the text is unclear. It is, but what Jesus says in this passage appears so unjust that no one can understand how he could say it. That is the mystery. We all know the passage: «For whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall have more abundance: but whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken away even that he hath» (Math. 13:12, 25:29, Luke 8:18, 19:26).

Many Christians earnestly believe that this has to do with faith. But that cannot be, or the devil would in any case be happy to have a cooperation from God! Other Christians think more correctly that this refers to material goods but then give up to understand the justice in it.

The injustice is more than obvious. One might refer to the old saying that Gods ways are inscrutable. That way anything can be swept under the carpet. But this is not satisfying here. That those who have much should have still more while the little they have shall be taken away from the poor surpasses our understanding because it in an unpleasant way turns our religious feelings upside-down. Here something is wrong and parts of Christianity have recognized this since ancient times. In any case it is here hard to recognize the heavenly father as we know him so that this must be considered to be locked up to the unknowing. But how do we unlock it?

We immediately see that this Bible passage is one of those that are not fulfilled in one human lifetime. The whole world bears witness to that! Jesus is again talking reincarnistically with his disciples, as he did over and over again. If we read the text passage reincarlistically, it unlocks itself, opens like a flower and becomes the greatest divine justice we can imagine. Nothing is inunderstandable any more!
We have to read the words in the light of what else Jesus taught us and then it unlocks nicely: «Who has much in this life will have still more in the next if he shares with his fellow men and women. But from the one who has little in this life shall even this little be taken in the next if he kept it only for his own joy.»

That is the highest law of creation! It is the law of karma as the East teaches it, given by Jesus of Nazareth – right in our own Bible!

That is why many priests believe in reincarnation. And we should let them do that, because only the fool cannot look further than his own nose!

Additional remark by the translator

The text may give the impression that Jesus’ path would unavoidable go through heavy suffering. This cannot be meant as simply as it appears. There are mainly two aspects of suffering:

1. Real suffering, essentially as a consequence of own actions (see Chapter 1 and the end of Chapter 14) – not as punishment but as a lesson. The soul must itself experience what its victims felt, unless it reaches regret and conversion in another manner.

2. Apparent suffering that is only in the eyes of the observer. We think that it would be painful when someone in inner wealth turns away from worldly wealth to live under simple circumstances or even in poverty. We only project our own expectance into this, how we think it would be. In reality such a person doesn’t suffer, but there are few of them in this world.

Then there are theories of suffering that are unrealistic and have little sense:

3. Vicarious suffering. There can hardly be a more unjust idea, except if someone would voluntarily take the suffering of another upon himself? But that would have little sense. It is one thing to help the suffering in love and sooth his suffering (and this is very important, see Chapter 1). But to take his suffering on one’s own shoulders is another thing and would in most cases help him to shirk out a lesson! That would be as if the better student at a university would take the test in the name of another. And on the new shoulders, suffering would really have no sense, anymore…

4. Suffering as a consequence of «original sin». It would be an immeasurable injustice of God if I should have to experience such suffering, even though I wouldn’t have existed when such an «original sin» was committed (those who theorize about such a sin deny preexistence). Such an injustice can only exist in the thinking of overrational theologists. That way, difficult questions of justice can be swept under the carpet as if one would cure one evil with the worse.

Then there is also compassion in the sense of «co-suffering». That we feel with the suffering is a natural consequence of love but another thing than own, personal suffering. How will not God himself all the time «co-suffer» through the big lovelessness of humanity! This way, Christ is every day crucified anew, since he is in every fellow man and woman!

Additional remark concerning the theory that Jesus was in the East

Various books claim that Jesus was in India and, among other things, that in reality he died in Kashmir. He would have survived the crucifixion or another would have been crucified in his place. One of the most interesting books of this kind will be the one by Nicolas Notovich [1]. These are allegations, which can hardly be proven, but this is may also be no smoke without a fire… As concerns an allegedly missing gospel [2] it is said that its original Aramaic text was found in a Tibetan monastery. The text would be written by John in the year 70 and brought to Tibet by a disciple, and would have been found there in 1870 by Placidus. He brought it to Rome where it is allegedly kept hidden since the text would make much in the Dogma appear unbelievable.
When the first Europeans came to Kerala in India, they were astonished to find a Christian community there: the Thomas-Christians. It is told that the disciple Thomas went to India and founded this community. In a Jesuit Ashram near Calcutta I found a work on the history of Christianity in India in the library [3]. In it was written that the Thomas-Christians had many scriptures, which have been destroyed!

Why did Thomas go to India? Could it be because Jesus had been there and told him about it? And why did, if this is true, a disciple go to Tibet? Maybe it was for the same reason? If Jesus was in the East during 17 years, he could very well have visited various countries where there were strongholds of eastern spiritual knowledge.

I was astonished in this context as I read a report in a major German newspaper [4] about the Japanese island Honshu. It was written that in Shingo on that island a part of the population is devoted to Jesus for the reason that he would have been there. The following is written on a board standing on the island: «It is assumed that Christ at the age of 21 came to Japan to study theology. When he was 31, he returned to Judea to preach God’s word. But instead of accepting his teachings, people tried to kill him. His younger brother Iskiri was crucified and died in his place. Christ could escape crucifixion and after a difficult journey returned to Japan. He lived in the village Herai and it is assumed that he became 106 years old. At this holy place is the tomb of Jesus Christ to the right and that of Iskiri to the left. The legend claims that these facts are based on the Testament of Jesus Christ.»

The Church, of course, gives another explanation. According to the legend the first Christian missionary was in Japan 1549, and it would have to do with him (and if Iskiri died in Israel one may ask how his body could be in Japan, but it could be a symbolical tomb without a body). This explanation could be true but doesn’t have the objective independence, which we would wish. Especially since the Church in eastern religions only wants to see opponents and competitors and not the least of a kinship…

Even though it doesn’t want this to be true, many words of Buddha are astonishingly similar to those of Jesus! It is then objected that Buddha didn’t talk about God. The explanation is, however, written in Chapter 1 of this book!

All taken together, this is maybe a bit too much smoke to be without a fire…

Someone may object that Jesus couldn’t have survived the crucifixion since he appeared to the disciples. But bilocation is a known phenomenon in parapsychology: the appearance of a person simultaneously at two different places (or somewhere else while the body is asleep). Shouldn’t Jesus be able to bilocate?
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Appendix 2
THE PRESENT-TENSE LORD’S PRAYER AND ADDITIONAL PRAYERS

As was mentioned in Chapter 11, the commonly used text of the Lord’s Prayer refers to the future. Here is a possible present-tense variety that follows Math. 6:9-13 and the Greek text more in its sense than as a literal translation:

Our father who art in all worlds¹.
Your word² is holy.
Your kingdom is also here (or: Our world is part of your kingdom).
Your will rules on Earth like in heaven.
You give us our daily bread,
and forgive us our trespasses
by the same amount as we forgive those who offended us³.
Instead of taking us through trials:
heal us from wickedness⁴.

Comments:
1. Ouranós = 1) heaven, abode of the gods, 2) the worlds. God is omnipresent and not only in some heavenly world, but also here in our world.
2. Ónoma = 1) name, 2) word. The translation «word» seems to give more sense here.
4. Ponêrón = 1) trouble, difficulty, hardship, 2) bad, evil, 3) wickedness. Doesn’t it have more sense to in the first place pray for liberation from our own wickedness? Who will cast the first stone here⁵…?
Several authors want to have «guide us when we are in temptation» and the like, since it is hard to imagine that God would lead us into temptation. That is what the adversary does. Instead of first having to go through tests and trials (to which a future reincarnation may belong), we pray to be healed from our own wickedness.

A prayer for the return of Christ

Christ, be already today in our hearts,
open them for love
and use us for your work of love in this world
so that it is saved from the evil.

The free will

The free will was discussed in Chapter 1 as an attempt to solve the theodicy problem, which with the completion through preexistence and reincarnation becomes a real possibility for a solution. There are, however, paradoxical aspects in this respect: the possibility to abuse the free will in order to limit the free will of another

* Who of us has never had a bad thought about another person? Who has never felt a sense of revenge, rage or jealousy towards another? Who hasn’t secretly approved official arbitrariness, a hard sentence or violence, thinking that the person concerned deserves it? Who hasn’t looked away from those suffering misery or complained about refugees without asking from what peril they might have had to escape? Who has never felt disgust seeing a person who for psychological or physical reasons wasn’t able to keep himself clean? All that and much more belongs to the own wickedness, and not only violent acts, deception, calumnies and, for example, «salted bills»! The bad ones are always the others… is an attitude that is meant in Math. 7:3-5 and Luke 6:41-42 with the mote in the brother’s eye and the beam in one’s own!
person or even take it away from him! As it often occurs in the world… and as Lucifer strives for by all means so that he can claim the free will for himself. One could have the impression that the light beings, who built creation on God’s order, in their love and harmony never had the idea that such an abuse could occur. It looks like they therefore forgot a law: «Whosoever abuses the free will in order to rob free will from another, or to limit it, forfeits his rights and loses his own free will by the same amount.»

At the beginning there was this free will to the full extent. But then Lucifer has limited our free will a lot. In the «dark ages» it became something else than what was foreseen. His method is to manipulate us into ignorance. We therefore no more know that we have a free will and know even less of the alternatives, which are at our choice. We no more know about the consequences of a choice made in ignorance, under manipulation and maybe after all not out of much free will, since it was made under deceitful shading out of alternatives.

Obviously the free will God secured us has taken us a lot astray, far from the divine light, as is clearly seen in this world. The principle is good but the result is appalling…

However, the «forgotten» law isn’t really forgotten! It is included in the law of karma. If we abuse our free will, we will become victims of abuse of free will in a future life! Nevertheless, a radical solution would be to renounce our claim for a free will – not in such a way that others could unscrupulously dispose of us as they want to, but so that we give our free will to God! The last line in the above version of the Lord’s Prayer has to do with that.

Jesus demonstrated this to us at the crucifixion when he prayed: «…not my will, but thine, be done» (Luke 22:42). We could follow his example:

\[
god, i give my free will to you 
so that it will no more lead me astray 
and no one else can claim it: 
not my will, but thine be done! 
\]

It is repeatedly said that the angels only help when we ask for it. Here, again, something has come out of balance! The devils tempt and mislead us and we haven’t asked them to! Maybe we also have to ask the angels to stop respecting the free will, since they otherwise play into the hands of Lucifer! Because most human beings no more know of the angels nor that they can ask them for help! The free will has become perverted…

**Pray for the dead ones, too?**

In a text the Danish author Michael Agerskov asserts that Jesus at the end of the Lord’s Prayer had also taught to pray for the dead. «The prayer for the dead was left out by Paul. His motivation was that those who were dead and saved through their belief in Jesus’ death of reconciliation, and therefore made alive, wouldn’t need an intercession – and that those who died without this belief couldn’t be saved through an intercession» [1]. According to Agerskov, the following should be at the end of the Lord’s Prayer:

\[
...take the dead in your protection, 
protect and guard us all. 
\]

There is no source given for this assertion, but I think that such an intercession for the souls has a lot of sense!

**A Christ mantra**

Now it is really going too far for the dogmatic Christian reader! Even a *mantra* for Christ…!
Many in the West who don’t feel well with the stiffness of the Dogma of the Church seek to expand their horizons, for example in India. And some of them after much time turn back to Christianity, to a new and more living Christianity and not to the one of the Dogma. But manipulations of the adversary take place in India, too (he is known there as well as here and they call him Māra; as concerns the popular reproach of polytheism: see the beginning of Chapter 1!). Also there it isn’t all gold that shines! Some recognize that and so much more gain a foothold in a «new» Christianity that essentially will be 2000 years old but liberated from ballast it later became burdened with… That happened to me. The «detour» – or way of fate – via India brought me to Christ, outside of the Dogma – but with a remaining sympathy for Indian thought.

There is a category of mantras in India called Gāyatrī. Every divinity (to me comparable with our concept of angels) has its own version of a Gāyatrī⁷. Thus during a study of Sanskrit in an Ashram (where I with time discovered much darkness behind the glare in the foreground and therefore didn’t return – which as a single case doesn’t stop me from seeing much divine light shine through in Hinduism) the following Christ-Gāyatrī came to me. This will be a very meaningful completion for Christians with an inclination to India and maybe even more for Westerners who still seek in Hinduism but have not yet found the connection back to our Christian roots through which both are united:

\[
\begin{align*}
Jyotiḥ Kristosē vidmahē, \\
\text{mahā premanē dheemahi,} \\
tanno Kristoh prachodayāt.
\end{align*}
\]

In scientific transliteration:

\[
\begin{align*}
Jyotih \text{ Kristose vidmahe,} \\
\text{mahā premane dhimahi,} \\
tanno Kristoh pracodayat.
\end{align*}
\]

In translation:

*We know the light of Christ, 
let us contemplate the great love, 
may Christ fill our spirit.*

And finally in Devanāgarī:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Jyoti:} \text{ क्रिस्तोसे विद्याहे} | \\
\text{महा प्रेमेश धीमहि} | \\
\text{तथो क्रिस्तो: प्रचोदयात्} \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Reference**


---

⁷ The word is feminine in Sanskrit. It isn’t only the name of a goddess but also of a metric in Indian poetry. A Gāyatrī for a divinity always has this metric and the «formula»: We know…, let us contemplate…, may… fill our spirit. The name of the divinity is inserted as well as epithets and symbols.
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